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INTRODUCTION

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Bountiful Bethel grew out of the work being conducted by
the Active Bethel Citizens neighborhood association (ABC)
in conjunction with community partners such as Bethel
School District, ECOS (the non-profit Environmental Center of
Sustainability) and the Communities and Schools Together (CAST)
project of the Oregon Research Institute. ABC’s work centered on
increasing access to healthy, affordable, locally-grown food and
took the form of neighborhood-scale agriculture sites, a farmer’s
market with local vendors and neighbors selling produce, fruit-tree
planting, gleaning and other food-related projects.

We’re thankful to the following people for their participation and
support on this project:

ABC applied for support through the Strategic Neighborhood
Assessment and Planning program (SNAP) offered through
Neighborhood Services to gauge the interest in and need for
additional neighborhood scale agriculture projects and options
for food distribution; and to expand participation in neighborhood
activities in this diverse community.
The project involved three phases:
Assessing the need for food access in the Active Bethel
•
Citizens neighborhood including opportunities and barriers
Researching neighborhood scale agriculture programs in
•
other communities
Developing a workplan for the neighborhood to inform and
•
engage ABC residents in neighborhood-scale projects that would
increase residents’ access to healthy affordable food

Bountiful Bethel SNAP Planning Team
• Alberta Cook, Active Bethel Citizens
• Aleta Miller, Active Bethel Citizens
• Cathy Rodda, Active Bethel Citizens
• Deb Johnson-Shelton, Communities & Schools Together/ORI
• Joanne Gross, Active Bethel Citizens
• Kent Calvin, Active Bethel Citizens
• Mark Peeters, Active Bethel Citizens
• Neil Obringer, Neighborhood Economic Development Corp.
• Pat Farr, past City Councilor, Ward 6
• Pat McGillivray, Bethel School District
2012 Active Bethel Citizens Executive Board
• Alberta Cook
• Aleta Miller
• Mark Peeters
• Joanne Gross
• Kent Calvin
• Donella-Elizabeth Allston
• Cathy Rodda
• Linda Swisher
Civic Agriculture Class (Harper Keeler, Instructor University of
Oregon Landscape Architecture Program
Neighborhood Services Interns: Jeff Luers and Jonathan Fryer

Bountiful
Bethel

Consulting: Beatriz Loper, Crosscultural Now; Julie Fischer, Cogito
City Staff: Rene Kane, Neighborhood Services
We appreciate the review and support of additional city staff
including Anne Donahue, Kevin Finney, Lorna Flormoe, Michael
Kinnison and Matt McRae.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT

PROJECT GOALS

ABC neighborhood leaders have recently participated in
several food-related initiatives in partnership with various
community organizations (ECOS, CAST) and Bethel School
District. As a result, many ABC residents are developing a
broader understanding of food needs in their neighborhood
including the need for adequate and access to fresh food.
In order to expand the support for existing initiatives or
develop new projects, it’s important to know the needs
and interests of more ABC residents in participating in
a variety of neighborhood-scale food initiatives such as
group gardening, grower’s markets, community gardens
and kitchens, home gardening, etc.

•
Increase the interconnectedness of ABC
residents and local projects and organizations
including the Active Bethel Citizens neighborhood
association, local businesses, etc.
•
Develop a comprehensive list of
neighborhood-scale food-related projects
(growing, distributing, processing).
•
Establish a model process for developing
neighborhood-scale food-related projects that
can be used by other Eugene neighborhoods
and by other communities.

Bountiful
Bethel

Strategic Neighborhood Assessment & Planning (SNAP)
Scope of Work
SNAP PROJECT TITLE
Bountiful Bethel

APPLICANT
Active Bethel Citizens Neighborhood Association

AFFECTED NEIGHBORHOODS
Active Bethel Citizens Neighborhood

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
The Active Bethel Citizens (ABC) community agriculture project was selected for participation in
the 2010-2011 SNAP cycle. Several ABC neighbors have been working in a variety of ways to
improve access to local, fresh food for ABC residents. The purpose of the ABC SNAP is to
evaluate additional activities and identify and broaden the support necessary for implementation
of successful neighborhood-scale urban agriculture initiatives in the ABC neighborhood.
Initiatives that may be considered include larger scale group farming/gardening sites,
community gardens, school gardens, backyard gardens, farmer’s markets, and other types of
activities.
The purpose of this scope of work is to describe the approach agreed upon by Neighborhood
Services and the SNAP Leadership Team in completing this project. Keep in mind that not every
task can be described or assigned at the outset of the project and many tasks will evolve
through the course of the SNAP.
The project will include:
•

A summary of relevant neighborhood demographics;

•

Identification and assessment of current community agriculture activities in the ABC
neighborhood;

•

Identification and assessment of models, strategies and options that would support
neighborhood-based community agriculture in the ABC neighborhood; and

•

Development of an outreach plan to gauge community support for neighborhood-scale
agriculture initiatives in ABC. The plan will detail goals, actions, tasks, resources, leads
and timeline.

The overall project timeline is approximately December 2011-June 2012. Please note the
project phases listed below may overlap and meetings listed under each phase might be
concurrent with other meetings.

DRAFT Scope of Work: ABC SNAP Project
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Phase 1– Administrative Set-up and Work Plan Development
This phase will set the foundation for the SNAP project. A complete Leadership Team, a
Working Agreement and a Scope of Work will help guide how the group works together to
accomplish its goals. The primary responsible parties are the Applicant, Leadership Team
members and City Staff. This phase should be complete after one or two Leadership Team
meetings in which project goals, definitions, leadership team composition and the final Scope of
Work will be confirmed. The Leadership Team will be responsible for recruiting additional team
members.
Major Task(s):

Product(s):

Schedule:
Meetings:

Complete Leadership Team Working Agreement; complete a
Scope of Work; set Leadership Team meeting schedule; assess if
additional Leadership Team members are needed.
Leadership Team membership and commitments set; Recurring
Leadership Team meeting schedule; signed Scope of Work;
signed Working Agreement.
December 2011 – January 2012
1-2 Leadership Team meetings

Phase 2 – Demographics and Opportunities Assessment
This phase will involve a review of the ABC Neighborhood Analysis (based on 2010 census and
City of Eugene data), and review and compilation of relevant demographics for ABC including
information generated through the City of Eugene’s 20-minute Neighborhood project, data
developed by partner organizations such as Communities and Schools Together (CAST),
United Way of Lane County, the Bethel School District and other related studies and research.
This information will provide the basis for developing outreach strategies to be used during the
SNAP project. It will also be used to develop the ABC SNAP work plan which will outline specific
activities to be conducted after the SNAP process ends.
This work has already been initiated by Neighborhood Services. The projects and community
partners listed above have also generated data and will be asked to contribute to this
compilation. The Leadership Team will review the summary document.
Major Task(s):
Product(s):
Schedule:
Meetings:

Compile all relevant demographic information in one document,
summarize
Summary document
October-January 2012
1-2 Leadership Team meetings and communication/review via
email

Phase 3 – Review of Current Projects; Model, Strategy and Option Development
Identify and assess models and strategies that would support neighborhood-scale community
agriculture in the ABC neighborhood. Create a list of what is already occurring in ABC including
site location(s) and sizes, responsible parties and resources required, residents served by each
site/activity and those participating, as well as opportunities and challenges. Identify
neighborhood-scale community agriculture activities appropriate to ABC that are being
conducted in other communities including site location(s) and sizes, responsible parties,
resources required, residents served by each site/activity and those participating, as well as
opportunities and challenges. Leadership Team members will have a significant role in this
phase and will involve other City staff and partner organizations as appropriate.

DRAFT Scope of Work: ABC SNAP Project
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Major Task(s):

Product(s):

Schedule:
Meetings:

Identify and assess existing and potential neighborhood-scale
community agriculture/food security activities. This work may
involve interviews, surveys, mapping, Web research or compiling
information from other sources (e.g. the City of Eugene Food
Security Scoping and Resource Plan).
List of current and potential neighborhood-scale community
agriculture activities including information about resources
needed, opportunities and challenges
January and February 2012
3-4 meetings; additional tasks as identified by Leadership Team

Phase 4 – Outreach Planning and Early Implementation
Develop an outreach plan for ABC, partner organizations and the SNAP Leadership Team that
will help them move toward their goal of identifying neighborhood interest and support for
community agriculture initiatives in ABC. “Pilot” strategic outreach tasks (may include surveys,
charettes, intercept/tabling at other events, etc.) to engage neighborhood residents.
Major Task(s):

Product(s):

Schedule:
Meetings:

Identify one or two potential neighborhood-scale community
agriculture activities the Leadership Team views as suitable for
ABC. Conduct appropriate outreach to ABC residents to gauge
their interest and support; drafting outreach plan
Outreach activities and materials to be identified; list of ABC
residents interested in participating in ABC agriculture projects; list
of current and potential partner organizations and businesses
March through May 2012
4-5 meetings, plus outreach activities

Phase 5 –Work Plan Development and Review; Finalize
Neighborhood Services staff will distribute the draft SNAP plan to appropriate City liaisons for
review and information about resources and recommendations that might help implement the
plan. Other community partners may be asked to review the plan as well. This information will
be collected and integrated into the final SNAP work plan.
Major Task(s):
Product(s):
Schedule:
Meetings:

Distribute draft SNAP plan for review by liaisons and other partner
organizations, revise as needed, finalize
Final SNAP Work Plan
June – July 2012
2-3 meetings including meeting to finalize and discuss next steps.
Celebrate!

DRAFT Scope of Work: ABC SNAP Project
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PROJECT SCHEDULE
The proposed project work schedule is below. Neighborhood Services can begin working on this
project once this Scope of Work is agreed upon. The project will be completed by July 2012. A
more detailed SNAP Project Schedule will be developed by the Leadership Team.

Proposed Schedule
Task

Schedule

1.

Administrative Set-up and Work Plan Development

Dec. 2011- January 2012

2.
3.
4.
5.

Demographics and Opportunities Assessment

Oct. 2011-January 2012

Review of Current Projects; Model, Strategy, Option Development

January-February 2012

Outreach Planning and Early Implementation

March-May 2012

Review, Recommendations, Finalize Plan

June- July 2012

RESOURCES
Neighborhood Services will work with the SNAP Leadership Team under the direction of
Rene Kane, Neighborhood Planner, to complete the proposed tasks. As staff of Neighborhood
Services, Rene is responsible for project management, assisting the SNAP Leadership Team
and monitoring the progress and timeline of the SNAP. The project will also benefit from the
work of relevant City staff. The project may also include participation by interns and volunteers
under the supervision of Neighborhood Services.

STATEMENT OF COMMITMENT, COLLABORATION AND COOPERATION
All parties recognize that the project outlined above is a significant commitment and will require
substantial volunteer and staff time to complete. This scope of work is a general outline for the
completion of the SNAP project. Both staff and Leadership Team members agree to fulfill their
roles and collaborate and cooperate proactively to accomplish the tasks outlined above. The
scope of work may be revised to meet new circumstances upon agreement of both parties.

DRAFT Scope of Work: ABC SNAP Project
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Goal 1: Understand Bethel neighborhood's food security challenges and opportunities
Action 1.1: Examine current state of Bethel's food system
Need: Understanding Bethel's food system provides a view of limitations and informs opportunities to address issues of food access
Priority
Resources Required:
Lead(s): Bountiful Bethel Leadership Measure(s) of Success: Leadership
Timeline: initial work
Team; Neighborhood services interns; Team understands food security issues
Staffing
UO Civic Agriculture class
in their neighborhood and regularly
X Volunteers
engages ABC neighbors and partner
Funds
organizations regarding challenges,
opportunities, impact and possible
X Education
solutions.
Other:
Task 1: X Review CAST Documents
Task 2: X Identify physical limitations to food access
Task 3: X Identify social limitations to food access
Task 4: X Identify stakeholder groups to focus outreach (see Goal #2 -- Outreach)
Task 5:
Maintain connections to stakeholder groups and partner organizations
Task 6:
Meet regularly for progress updates, ongoing needs, etc. (quarterly? annually? or…?)
SNAP Leadership Team Comments:

Low
Medium
X High

completed during SNAP
planning process;
ongoing

Leadership Team
Leadership Team
Leadership Team
Leadership Team
Leadership Team
Leadership Team

Relevant City Programs/Dept. and Community Partner(s):20-minute neighborhood information (maps, etc.); additional study data from Communities
and Schools Together (CAST); Food Policy Council; ECOS; United Way Promise Neighborhoods Program; Food for Lane County; Trainsong Neighbors;
Bethel School District
City Staff Comments:
1. Alignment with Existing Resources:
2. Deficit in Existing Resources:
3. Community Resources: Consider organizing a stakeholder group (Bountiful Bethel team plus others) to advise on projects, initiatives, etc.
4. Contact Information:
5. Other Barriers:
Opportunities: Develop connections to other groups working on food access issues in
ABC. Consider an ongoing stakeholder group to help guide and sustain neighborhood
work.

Challenges: Keeping up to date with evolving programs and
resources. Taking advantage of new opportunities and
addressing challenges that emerge. Maintaining connections
with stakeholders and partners.

Goal 2: Conduct outreach activities that will inform Bethel residents, businesses and partner organizations about
Bethel food security challenges and opportunities. Engage all stakeholder groups in working toward solutions.
Action 2.1: Conduct interviews with targeted stakeholders
Need: Input from area neighbors is useful to ensure that project will fit with the needs of the neighborhood
Priority
Resources Required:
Lead(s): Joanne/Alberta/Deb
Measure(s) of Success: At least five

X

Low
Medium
High

X
X

Task 1:
Task 2:
Task 3:

Staffing
Volunteers
Funds

individuals from each stakeholder
group have been identifie; compiled
results distributed to Leadership
Team.

Timeline:

Initial Outreach:
June 2012 / Ongoing

Education
Other:
Identify key stakeholder groups to interview (5 from @ group)
Develop talking points/construct interview questions
Talk with/survey school gardens, Latino Families, churches, seniors; attend events

Leadership Team
Leadership Team
Joanne, Aleta, Deb,
X
Alberta
Task 4: X Compile results; distribute to Leadership Team
Leadership Team
Task 5:
Analyze results; what direction/action do the results suggest?
Leadership Team
Task 6:
Share results and recommendations with neighborhood and stakeholders
Leadership Team
Task 7:
Develop/implement outreach plan to maintain interest and involvement in Bountiful Bethel activities
Leadership Team
SNAP Leadership Team Comments: Although the interview is simple, it has been difficult for members to find time to complete—what are other ways
or opportunities to help this happen? Consider developing an online version (survey monkey or…), working through schools to attend family activities;
contact senior housing complexes to attend their events; conduct “intercepts” at local grocery (or other) stores.
Relevant City Programs/Dept. and Community Partner(s): Neighborhood churches, CAST, local food pantries, Petersen Barn family night;
X
X

City Staff Comments:
1. Alignment with Existing Resources: Neighborhood newsletter articles can be used to inform people of interview opportunities or other events.
2. Deficit in Existing Resources:
3. Community Resources: Other events e.g., Peterson Barn Family nights, Bethel School District functions, CAST events.
4. Contact Information: See Appendix
5. Other Barriers:
Opportunities: Increase participation in ABC: identify people who want to participate in
neighborhood agriculture activities could lead to more people being involved in the work of the
NA. This is especially true for contacts made with Latino families.

Challenges: Incorporating new information into existing
understanding or issues/needs; finding a way to capitalize on the
momentum as well as more people become interested, e.g. how
do you keep them engaged and active in what interests them?

Action 2.2: Publish Neighborhood Agriculture Directory and Resource Guide
Need: connecting neighbors to information, resources and businesses in a way other than via internet; including Spanish language translation
Priority
Resources Required:
Lead(s): Aleta Miller
Measure(s) of Success
Timeline:
August 2013 –
Low
X Staffing
February 2014
Medium
X Volunteers
X Funds
X High
Education
Other:
Task 1:
Invite/create group to coordinate publication of the directory.
Aleta
Task 2:
Group designs publication size, dimensions for ads, pricing for ads, deadlines, distribution partners for
finished directory
Task 3:
Include Spanish language translation in articles as well as other information for Latino community
Beatriz Loper?
Task 4:
Work with graphic designer for layout and publication deadlines; possible web based edition
Task 5:
Compile articles, photos
Task 6:
Design, produce and distribute publication
SNAP Leadership Team Comments: This item is similar to a publication Aleta was involved with the Oregon Country Fair, The Peach Pages from 20022007; much learned and applied there will be similar and very useful
Relevant City Programs/Dept. and Community Partner(s): CAST; Food for Lane County school garden programs; Food for Lane County; Lane Co.
Extension/master gardens/master food preservers; Jerry’s Home Improvement; Down to Earth; Gray’s Gardens; Solid Waste and Green Building
Program/City of Eugene;
City Staff Comments:

-- How will this publication differ from publications by Willamette Food and Farm Coalition, the OSU extension, etc.? It’s important that efforts aren’t
duplicated/energy expended for something that’s being done by another group. What will the BB publication feature that these other publications don’t have?
-- Consider partnering with other neighborhoods to publish; include information on community specifically at the neighborhood scale. This would help defray the
cost and increase the usefulness of the publication.

1. Alignment with Existing Resources: The City of Eugene is planning to publish an urban agriculture guide in the future.
2. Deficit in Existing Resources:
3. Community Resources:
4. Contact Information: (See Appendix)
5. Other Barriers:
Opportunities: Connecting neighbors to information and resources in a very concise, attractive Challenges: Distinguish this publication from other similar

and informative way. Initially could be published yearly - could then be 2X a year if warranted

publications and make it uniquely suited to Bountiful Bethel/ABC.
Can advertising revenue support publication? (As long as City
funds aren‘t used, ads are OK.) Publishing anything requires
organization and follow-through.

Goal 3: Create model for developing neighborhood scale agriculture to be used in other neighborhoods

Action3.1: Create a guide for other neighborhoods based on Bountiful Bethel’s work
Need: Other groups may want to develop ag sites in their neighborhoods and the Bountiful Bethel model can assist in that process.
Priority
Resources Required:
Lead(s): Leadership Team; Aleta
Measure(s) of Success:
Timeline:
Completed
guide
Low
X Staffing
X Medium
High

Task 1:
Task 2:
Task 3:
Task 4:
Task 5:
Task 6:

X

Volunteers
Funds
X Education
Other:
Compile and review the Bountiful Bethel SNAP process (task lists, work plans, outreach
methods/results)
Record BB process in a step-by-step list; include intro, lessons learned, opportunities/challenges
Draft guide
Leadership Team and Neighborhood Services staff review
Revise as needed
Distribute and promote to other neighborhoods/leaders: Present to Neighborhood Leaders Council;
post on ABC web site

Aleta
Aleta
Aleta
Aleta / Leadership Team
Leadership Team

Task 7:
SNAP Leadership Team Comments: This goal could help many neighborhoods and groups identify what is needed and what is involved with
implementing a set of goals such as those found in Bountiful Bethel
Relevant City Programs/Dept. and Community Partner(s): Neighborhood Leaders Council (NLC); NLC Committee on Sustainability; City of Eugene Solid
Waste and Green Building Program;
City Staff Comments:
1. Alignment with Existing Resources: The draft Urban Agriculture Guide may be helpful here.
2. Deficit in Existing Resources: n/a
3. Community Resources: contact one or two neighborhood leaders to review, provide comments and vet your model.
4. Contact Information: Anne Donahue, Solid Waste & Green Building Program, Planning Division, 541-682-5542, anne.c.donahue@ci.eugene.or.us .
5. Other Barriers:
Opportunities: Develop a network of neighborhood scale agriculture sites throughout
Eugene.

Challenges: Culling relevant information from meeting
notes. How to make the BB model transferrable to other
neighborhoods?

Goal 4: Develop a neighborhood farm site

Action 4.1: Identify a neighborhood farm site to serve ABC residents
Need: A farm site will provide food and a location for interested neighbors and community partners to grow food together, as well as a place to
educate and engage more neighbors about growing their own food.
Priority
Resources Required:
Lead(s): Leadership Team
Measure(s) of Success: A secure,
Timeline:
accessible site; long-term
February 2013 –
Low
Staffing
commitment of site owner and
April 2013
Medium
X Volunteers
leadership team.
High
X Funds
x
X Education
Other:
Task 1: X Identify a site or sites to develop neighborhood-scale agriculture
Task 2: X Evaluate soils, site history, availability of utilities
Aleta/Joanne
Task 3: X Determine accessibility of site; restrictions on use; land use designation, etc.
Aleta/Joanne
Task 4:
Task 5:
SNAP Leadership Team Comments:
Relevant City Programs/Dept. and Community Partner(s):Bethel School District; City of Eugene; EWEB; local property owners;
City Staff Comments:
1. Alignment with Existing Resources:
2. Deficit in Existing Resources:
3. Community Resources:
4. Contact Information:
5. Other Barriers:
Opportunities:

Challenges:

Action 4.2: Develop Memorandum of Understanding
Need: To have a clear agreement on expectations and responsibilities of all parties involved in use of the Fairfield site
Priority
Resources Required:
Lead(s): Leadership Team
Measure(s) of Success: completed
MOU
Low
X Staffing
Medium
High

Timeline:
TBA

X
X

Volunteers
Funds
X
Education
Other:
Task 1:
Identify liaison for site owner
Task 2:
Identify liaison for use of property, maintenance, security, etc.
Task 3:
Create list of needs for site -- access, water use, management, security, construction, etc.
Task 4:
Draft Memorandum of Understanding (MOU); review, revise, finalize; parties sign
Task 5:
Obtain insurance; identify funding to maintain insurance
Task 6:
Develop site work schedule/plan
Task 7:
Work with owner to refine and finalize plan for developing site
Task 8:
File a copy of the MOU with Neighborhood Services
SNAP Leadership Team Comments:
Relevant City Programs/Dept. and Community Partner(s): Organizers of the Common Ground garden may have some insight e.g., Urban Agriculture
Coordinator Anne Donahue (City of Eugene)
City Staff Comments:
1. Alignment with Existing Resources: Urban Agriculture program;
2. Deficit in Existing Resources:
3. Community Resources: School Garden program (Food for Lane County);
4. Contact Information: Anne Donahue, anne.c.donahue@ci.eugene.or.us , 541-682-5542
5. Other Barriers:
Opportunities: Cultivate relationship with site owner, nearby neighbors and Bethel
Challenges: Maintaining a healthy relationship with the site
School District
owner/neighbors will take work and clear communication.
Sustaining insurance will require identifying funding
source(s).

Action 4.3: Identify operational aspects of the farm site
Need: A clear definition of how the site will operate is needed before the site is developed
Priority
Resources Required:
Lead(s): Leadership Team
Measure(s) of Success:
documented
Low
Staffing
Medium
X High

Task 1:
Task 2:
Task 3:
Task 4:
Task 5:
Task 6:
Task 7:
Task 8:

X
X
X

Timeline:

Volunteers
Funds
Education
Other:
Use understanding of neighborhood interest to determine type of agriculture project (Community
Garden, Group gardening, etc.), including any limitations of the MOU
Identify resources needed for project type (lead, schedule, funds, training, etc.)
Identify staffing needed for project type (coordinator, etc.)
Develop handbook for site (can evolve over time)
Identify backups for each person; develop communication plan
Consider nearby neighbors as "eyes on the garden" perhaps in exchange for produce or space
Planting schedule and crop areas designed

SNAP Leadership Team Comments: ECOS Urban to Farm project is being used as model.
Relevant City Programs/Dept. and Community Partner(s): Parks and Open Space/Community Garden program may have resources to share (e.g.,
garden handbook, working agreements, etc.)
City Staff Comments:
1. Alignment with Existing Resources:
2. Deficit in Existing Resources:
3. Community Resources:
4. Contact Information:
5. Other Barriers:
Opportunities: Working with interested neighbors to address needs of the
neighborhood through design of the site and project. Building support for this garden as
well as other neighborhood ag sites in ABC and building capacity of neighborhood
residents to plan and implement similar projects.

Challenges: Synthesize community feedback, identify
project model/type, and develop leadership for project.
Previous attempts for a community garden in this
neighborhood failed. Might be informative to learn why.

Action 4.4: Develop a site plan
Need: A physical plan of the site is necessary before breaking ground
Priority
Resources Required:
Lead(s): Leadership Team
Low
Medium
X High

X

X

Measure(s) of Success

Timeline:

Staffing
Volunteers
Funds
Education
Other:
Develop site layout including access points, fencing, bed layout and design, water access, etc.
Review with site owner and neighbors

Task 1:
Task 2:
Task 3:
Task 4:
SNAP Leadership Team Comments:

Relevant City Programs/Dept and Community Partner(s):

City Staff Comments:
1. Alignment with Existing Resources: Neighborhood Matching Grant funding may be available for site improvements.
2. Deficit in Existing Resources:
3. Community Resources: UO’s DesignBridge is a multidisciplinary program that works on community-based projects. University of Oregon Landscape
Architecture, Architecture, Planning, and Geography departments may be good resources for design assistance, design of amenities, outreach, etc.
4. Contact Information:
5. Other Barriers:
Opportunities:
Challenges:

Action 4.5: Assemble site leadership team
Need: A core group of leaders is needed to develop and manage the site
Priority
Resources Required:
Lead(s): Leadership Team
Low
Medium
X High

Measure(s) of Success

Timeline:

X
X

Staffing
Volunteers
Funds
X Education
Other:
Task 1:
Create job descriptions for leaders outlining roles and responsibilities
Task 2:
Identify core group of leaders
Task 3:
Recruit for team positions (and backups for @ position)
Task 4:
Consider engaging nearby neighbors as your "eyes on the garden" in trade for produce or space
Task 5:
Coordinate w/ Willamette /Kalapuya HS and LCC students needing community service hours
SNAP Leadership Team ECOS Urban to Farm project is a model
Relevant City Programs/Dept and Community Partner(s): Willamette and Kalapuya High Schools, Lane Community College, University of Oregon Civic
Ag/Urban Farm classes;
City Staff Comments:
1. Alignment with Existing Resources:
2. Deficit in Existing Resources:
3. Community Resources:
4. Contact Information:
5. Other Barriers:
Opportunities: Work with a network of community leaders and organizers, draw in new
people and energy from neighborhood citizens

Challenges: Work with a network of community leaders and
organizers, draw in new people and energy from
neighborhood

Action 4.6: Gauge the interest and involvement of nearby neighbors
Need: Input from area neighbors is useful to invite participation
Priority
Resources Required:
Lead(s):Aleta and Joanne
Low
Medium
High

Measure(s) of Success: Support

and/or involvement of neighbors who
live close to the site

Staffing
Volunteers
Funds
Education
Other:
Task 1:
Create a brief interview for neighbors immediately adjacent to farm site
Task 2:
Identify the neighbors to be interviewed
Task 3:
Conduct interviews
Task 4:
Compile findings
Task 5:
Publish brief article in the ABC newsletter re: interview findings and progress of farm
Task 6:
Establish Neighbors Liaison position in farm group Leadership Team and schedule regular contact with
neighbors
SNAP Leadership Team Comments:
Relevant City Programs/Dept and Community Partner(s):

City Staff Comments:
1. Alignment with Existing Resources:
2. Deficit in Existing Resources:
3. Community Resources:
4. Contact Information:
5. Other Barriers:
Opportunities: Opportunity to increase community involvement in neighborhood and
project. Assess the true needs of the neighborhood regarding neighborhood scale
agriculture.

Challenges:

Timeline:

end of July beginning of
August

Leadership Team
Leadership Team
Leadership Team
Leadership Team
Leadership Team
Leadership Team

Action 4.7: Hold an outreach event
Need: An event can generate excitement around any new project and help to bring in participants and support
Priority
Resources Required:
Lead(s): Leadership Team
Measure(s) of Success: A wellTimeline:
planned,
-advertised,
-run,
and
tba
Low
Staffing
attended event.
Medium
X Volunteers
X Funds
x High
Education
Other:
Task 1: X Appoint an organizing leader
Leadership Team
Task 2:
Coordinate event with area partners
Leadership Team
Task 3:
Determine what kind of event would be appropriate
Leadership Team
Task 4:
Determine and secure event location
Leadership Team
Task 5:
Identify how to best promote the event; newsletter and TV coverage will be used
Leadership Team
SNAP Leadership Team Comments: ABC will be involved; consider holding outreach event in conjunction with another neighborhood event.
Relevant City Programs/Dept and Community Partner(s):Bethel School District; Communities and Schools Together; Food Policy Council

City Staff Comments:
1. Alignment with Existing Resources: Neighborhood outreach funds; consider using existing City events to promote
2. Deficit in Existing Resources:
3. Community Resources: Bethel School District; Communities and Schools Together (CAST); Beatriz Loper;
4. Contact Information:
5. Other Barriers:
Opportunities: Have fun, make friends, and cultivate working relationships for the
project. This is a great opportunity to partner with neighborhood stakeholders, local
businesses and organizations.

Challenges: Ensuring that the event is advertised broadly
and through multiple mediums. Organizing an event
requires time and energy. Making sure that people who
attend have a way to sustain their interest and involvement
in the project. Being inclusive of the whole neighborhood
will be critical to the project’s long-term success. Consider
engaging Beatriz Loper in helping you connect to Latino
families in your neighborhood.

Bountiful Bethel SNAP
Future Goals and Objectives
Although our work plan contains many possible goals and potential activities for the Bountiful
Bethel initiative, it is evident there are many more opportunities to extend the work begun.
Here is a list and brief descriptive of other potential projects Bountiful Bethel (BB) could
participate in:
1) Neighborhood Farm with a CSA
Although our original Neighborhood Farm shares food with collective members of the Farm, a
CSA could be another model of urban farming we might pursue. We will gauge potential
interest through the success of our first Neighborhood Farm.
Here are the actions/tasks from the work plan:
Goal: Develop CSA model that accommodates members with low incomes
Action: Develop farm model. Develop payment options. Develop and maintain community
support

1. Food/Acreage analysis (How many members can the site support?)
2. Cost Analysis (How much money is needed to sustain the farm? Including costs and staff.)
3. Gauge public interest (Would people buy shares or do work trade?)
4. Canvas neighbors and invite them to participate
5. Host events and work parties
6. Issue press release and host media conference
7. Hire person to run and maintain farm
8. Gather supplies and start farming
9. Work with schools to involve youth and teens
10. Work with non-profits and churches to distribute excess food

2) Food related Businesses
Through our partnership with NEDCO and discussions at our Leadership Team meetings, we
have realized a potential for developing food-related businesses in Bethel may be of interest.
One idea that has surfaced regularly is a natural food store with bulk items and fresh produce.
Expanded offerings for neighbors might also include gardening supplies and materials for
home use.
3)

Annual Workshops on Gardening, Preserving

Along the same lines as the Green Neighbors Fair held by the NLC COS, BB and ABC want
to have a 4-6 day of speakers and resources, sometime in February before things get going in
folks gardens. Focus would be 45 minutes presentations and workshops with loads of hands
on activities that would also end up being community building -- and of course food to eat and
share. Would be great to get a keynote speaker for an evening warm up intro offering for the
neighborhood. Could become a yearly event.
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CAST Bethel Family Survey Report
Descriptive Summaries for First Year Survey: 2009–2010
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Introduction
As part of the CAST1 data collection procedures, beginning in year 2 (2009–2010) of the
project, a survey was administered to a representative sample of CAST participant families. This
CAST Family Survey included 5 categories of questions that were identified as important for
understanding child obesity risk in the Bethel community: 1) family food shopping practices,
2) family eating practices, 3) child and parent physical activity attitudes and behaviors, 4) parent
perspectives on neighborhood safety, built environment, and social cohesion, and 5)
parent/family demographics. Respondents were asked to answer items about child behavior in
terms of the oldest elementary school child in the household.
Method
Consenting procedures
During fall 2008, all parents of grades K–5 children (N = 2,697) at the seven Bethel
elementary schools were mailed a description of the CAST project. Included with the
description was a postage-paid English–Spanish passive decline (‘opt out’) response card. This
family recruitment method was approved by the Bethel School District and Institutional Review
Board at Oregon Research Institute.
The mailing itself was prepared at Oregon Research Institute using mailing labels
provided by the school district. The mailing was prepared over two days. During fall 2008,
parents were sent the CAST opt out card and letter for 2,697 children, of which 189 (7%) of the
students were declined by their parents. During the following fall (2009), only parents of K–5
students new to the district were sent opt out cards. Approximately 630 families received the
mailing, of which 48 (7.6%) declined. In both years, after the close of the 3-week mailing
window, school secretaries were enlisted to distribute CAST opt cards to new enrollees for the
duration of the school year.
Development of survey
The CAST Family Survey was originally conceived as a questionnaire that would target a
smaller sample four times a year to capture seasonal variation among families in diet and
physical activity. This data collection design was altered to develop a longitudinal family
sample to be assessed annually across 4 years of the project. The survey was developed by a
working group [Neighborhood Survey Work Group (NSWG)] consisting of CAST ORI staff,
CAST partner organizations with interests in the survey content, and members of the CAST
Parent Advisory Council. The NSWG solicited input from the Food Assessment Work Group,
whose membership was drawn from similar sources.
`
1
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The group identified assessment areas related to obesogenic environments—conditions
that influence people to become and stay overweight/obese. The NSWG adopted and adapted
questions from existing surveys, including The Behavioral Risk Factor Survey (CDC, 2008), The
Child Feeding Questionnaire (Birch et al., 2001), The Fresno County Community Food
Assessment (CFSC, 2005), The Healthy Eating Self-Test (Lifelong Health, 2005), The
Hollywood Food Needs Assessment (CNN, 2003), National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey (NHANES; CDC, 2008a), and The National Safe Routes to School Walking and Biking
Survey (NCSRS; 2008), developed additional physical activity and nutrition questions, and
designed initial English and Spanish versions of the survey.
The NSWG facilitator developed a prototype survey based on discussion of content.
Members of the CAST staff pretested the survey prototype twice over a 14-week period, as did
CAST partners, including English- and Spanish-speaking members of the Parent Advisory
Committee. Introductions to sections were added explaining whether questions were to be
answered for parent or for child. The final version incorporated changes with respect to item
wording and response categories based on the pretesting results.
Sample design and recruitment of families
Since the Bethel School district maintained only child-level data, it was necessary to
construct a family (household) identification number based on the addresses of the children. In
2009–2010 the 2,465 children lived in 1,860 households. The project set a target of obtaining
repeated surveys from some 450 CAST households (24% of eligible households and 18% of
eligible children) over the 4-year collection period.
Proportional sampling was used to calculate the number of surveys needed in each school
grade (Table 1). This number was inflated to account for both initial recruitment loss (estimated
at 40%) and loss of repeated survey data (estimated at 20% for kindergarten families, 15% for
first grade families, and 10% for families whose children were in the second through fourth
grades at the time of the survey). These adjustments required the recruitment of 670 families.
Table 1. CAST Family Survey Sample
updated
4/14/2010

Grade

diff.=difference between number desired and number received
Clear Lake

Danebo

total

S1

S2

total

rcd. diff. desired

Fairfield
total

S1

Irving
S2

total

S1

Malabon
S2

total

S1

Meadow View
S2

total

S1

Totals of desired

Prairie Mtn

S1

S2

S2

total

rcd.

rcd. diff, desired rcd. rcd. diff. desired rcd. rcd. diff desired rcd. rcd. diff. desired rcd. rcd. diff desired

S1

S2

Total

S1

rcd.

rcd. diff. desired rcd.

S1%

S2

Totals
S2%

Combined
Desired

desired

rcd.

rcd.

rcd.

rcd.

KA

5

2

3

0

6

5

4

3

6

5

5

4

10

6

5

1

9

6

6

3

9

7

6

4

5

2

2

-1

50

33

66%

31

62%

128%

KP

5

1

2

-2

6

3

2

-1

4

2

4

2

5

3

4

2

4

4

3

3

4

3

3

2

5

4

4

3

33

20

61%

22

67%

127%

1

9

7

6

4

11

8

10

7

9

8

6

5

15

10

11

6

14

9

11

6

14

10

11

7

16

12

7

3

88

64

73%

62

70%

143%

2

9

7

3

1

10

7

7

4

9

6

6

3

12

7

10

5

12

8

5

1

14

9

11

6

16

14

11

9

82

58

71%

53

65%

135%

3

10

6

6

2

9

5

7

3

10

3

8

1

12

12

13

13

9

6

5

2

16

13

15

12

12

9

9

6

78

54

69%

63

81%

150%

4

13

12

10

9

10

9

6

5

9

4

6

1

12

12

8

8

11

7

4

0

13

7

4

-2

15

13

9

7

83

64

77%

47

57%

134%

5

11

6

7

2

11

4

6

-1

10

5

3

-2

12

10

5

3

8

4

6

2

12

5

9

2

16

9

9

2

80

43

54%

45

56%

110%

Totals

62

41

37

16

63

41

42

20

57

33

38

14

78

60

56

38

67

44

40

17

82

54

59

31

85

63

51

29

494

336

68%

323

65%

133%

Percent received of 670 sample 1=
Percent received of 670 sample 2=

50%
48%

For each school, beginning with the fifth grade and working down to kindergarten,
students were chosen at random. Their associated household identification number was included
in the sample, subject to the constraint that households with multiple children were only sampled
once. This approach accommodated those survey questions that asked the respondent to answer
items about their oldest elementary school child.
Survey mailing procedures and return rate
An initial sample of 670 households was sent an alert card one week prior to receiving a
survey, which was mailed November 6, 2009. This was followed by a reminder card one week
later to those who had not returned the completed survey. After one month surveys were
2

remailed to those who had not responded. At the end of December 2009, 328 surveys (50%)
were returned. Inspection of the distribution of returned surveys revealed under-responding
within both grades and schools and a decision was made to repeat the initial survey collection
procedures with an additional sample of 670 households, from mid-January to mid-March 2010.
This second round yielded 331 surveys (50%) for a total of 659 surveys. A flow chart
summarizing CAST survey procedures is shown in the Appendix.
Results
The following tables and figures summarize initial descriptive statistics for the survey.
Demographics of Participants
Table 2. Demographics of Parent Respondents

Characteristic

N

%

72
577

11.1%
88.9%

Age (range 20–74)
20-30 years
31-40 years
41-50 years
>50 years

145
355
126
27

22.4%
54.4%
19.3%
4.4%

Marital Status
Married
Not married

476
182

72.3%
27.7%

Annual Household Income
<$20,000
$20,000-$39,999
$40,000-$59,999
$60,000 or more

83
213
154
201

12.8%
32.6%
23.7%
30.9%

Education
< High school
High school/GED
Some College
College Graduate

49
132
235
240

7.5%
20.2%
35.7%
36.6%

Employment
Not employed
Employed part-time
Employed full-time

262
146
251

39.8%
22.2%
38.1%

Gender
Male
Female

Note. Variable totals < or > 100% due to rounding.

Instructions for the survey requested that it be completed by the parent in the home who
does most of the food shopping. Therefore, it is not surprising that nearly 90% of responding
parents were female caretakers (Table 2). Ages of caretakers ranged from 20–74 years, with the
majority (54.4%) in their 30s. The majority of adults (72.3%) were married. More than two
thirds of the sample reported either some college education or a college degree and 30% lived in
homes with an annual income greater $60,000.
3

BMI of Parent Respondents Compared to K–5 Children

Figure 1. Adult BMI Compared to K-5 Children
70
60
50
(N = 621)

40
%

(N = 2321)
35.1%

30.9%

30
32.2%
62.9%

20
10

1.8%

1.8%

18.1%

17.1%

0
Parents*
Underweight

Normal

Overweight

K-5 children**
Obese

* Source: CAST Family Survey, 2009-10; ** Source: Bethel Student Health Screening, Fall 2009

Across the seven elementary schools, 35.2% of children were overweight or obese in
2009; 63.1% of their caretaking adults were either overweight or obese (Figure 1). Among the
621 caretakers reporting height and weight in the survey, 32.3% were in the obese range. This is
a much higher proportion of adults in the obese range than the proportion for Oregon in the same
year. The Centers for Disease Control report that 23% of the adult population in Oregon was
obese in 2009 (CDC, 2009a). The proportion of Bethel children in the obese range was the same
as the national proportion of children in this category during 2008 (CDC, 2008b).
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Family Food Practices
Food store shopping locations
For most people food choice is influenced by biological, social–cultural and
environmental considerations as well as economic factors. In Bethel the majority of the family
survey respondents shop in the Bethel area itself (Table 3). Winco is the most frequented store,
although Albertsons and Walmart are also utilized for major shopping.

Table 3. Where Families do Major Food Shopping
Store

N

%

Winco (in*)

531

80.6%

Walmart (out*)

278

42.2%

Albertsons (in)

214

32.5%

Costco (out)

184

27.9%

Fred Meyer (in)

111

16.8%

* “In” represents a store located within the Bethel school district boundary, and “Out”
represents a store located outside this district boundary.

Other sources of family food
A majority of the respondents ate at fast food restaurants and sit down restaurants.
Family and friends, home gardens, and farmers’ markets also played an important role as food
sources for families (Table 4).
Table 4. Other Sources of Food Used by Families
Type of Food Source/Outlet

N

%

Fast food restaurants

399

60.5%

Sit down restaurants

354

53.7%

Family and friends

244

37.0%

Home garden

198

30.0%

Farmers Markets

95

14.4%

Fishing

65

9.9%

Hunting

63

9.6%

Food pantry

63

9.6%

Community garden

6

.9%

Emergency food

5

.8%

5

Factors important in food selection
The food choices made by individuals are dependent on their personal food system and
the food environment in which they live. Most of the survey respondents indicated family food
preference was an important factor affecting what they chose to eat. Nutrition and cost of food
were also important for a large proportion of the respondents as were food variety and the
amount of time needed for food preparation (Table 5).
Table 5. Factors Influencing What Families Eat
N*

%*

Family preference

Factors

586

91.6%

Nutrition

579

90.3%

Food cost

560

87.4%

Food variety

531

82.8%

Prep time

485

76.0%

Parent (“my”) preference

437

68.5%

Work schedule

418

65.8%

Convenience

425

66.9%

* Pooled responses of “very important” or “somewhat important”

Family food security2 in Bethel
The combined average prevalence of low and very low food security among Oregon
households was 18.7% between 2001–2007—one of the lowest food security rates nationally. In
the Bethel community, low food security is even more prevalent. In 2009, 39.2% of Bethel
households with children reported indicators of low or very low food security (Table 6). This
compares to 14.7% for U.S. households, both those with and without children, during the same
time period. During this same year, the national prevalence for low and very low food security
for families with children less than 18 years old was 23.1%.
Table 6. Food Security Comparison of Bethel Families and U.S. Households (2009)
Levels of household food
security

Bethel families
%

U.S. households*
%

Food secure

45.9%

70.6%

Marginal food security

14.9%

14.7%

Low food security

23.8%

Very low food security

15.4%

9.0%
39.2%

5.7%

14.7%

Source: Economic Research Service: http://www.ers.usda.gov/briefing/foodsecurity/stats_graphs.htm#food_secure

* Includes any household, including those without children.

2

For the purposes of this study, food security is defined as access at all times to enough food for an active, healthy
life (Committee on National Statistics, 2006).
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Family and Child Physical Activity
Weekly frequency of child moderate/vigorous activity
Parents were asked, “On how many of the past 7 days did your oldest K–5 child exercise
or participate in physical activity for at least 20 minutes that made him or her sweat or breathe
hard?” A little more than one fourth (27.2%) of caretakers reported their child having brief daily
moderate to vigorous activity across the full 7-day week (Figure 2).
Figure 2. How Many Times per Week Child Played Hard
20
17.8%

18

16.2% 16.2%

16
14

Target range for frequency of child physical activity over 7 days

12

10.6%

10.6%

% 10
8

6.6%

6
4

4.9%
3.8%

3.3%
2.4%
1.7%

2

2%
1.3% 1.3%

0.8%

0.3%

0.2% 0.2% 0.2%

0
0

1
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4

5

6

7

8

9
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14

15

16

17

19

20

≥ 21

Frequency of child activity during a typical week

Hours per day children watch television
We asked parents, “In a typical week, how many hours per day, on average, does your
child watch TV or videos.” Nearly three fourths (72.8%) of the parents indicated their child
averaged 2 or more hours of television viewing per day. A large proportion of caretakers
(19.3%) reported children watching 4 hours or more of TV daily (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Hours per Day Children Watch TV Outside of School
40
34.9%

35
30

Target range for child TV viewing each day

25
19.8%

% 20

17.1%

15
10

9.2%

8.3%

10.1%

5
0.6%
0
None

< 1 hr

1 hr

2 hrs

3 hrs

Hours of typical TV viewing each day

7

4 hrs

≥ 5 hrs

Hours per day children on the computer outside of school
Parents reported children spending less time on computers or playing video games each
day than watching TV. Still, a large proportion of Bethel school children (28.5%) exceeded an
average of 2 hours per day on this activity (Figure 4).
Figure 4. Time Children Spent on Computers or Video Games Outside of School Each Day
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27.3%
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14%
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5
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Hours of typical computer use each day

Child participation in varied types of physical activity
We asked parents to “Indicate any physical activities that your child participates in
outside of school.” Track and soccer were the activities showing the highest proportion of
student participation—29.3% and 26.3% respectively (Table 6).
Table 6. Child Participation in Organized Physical Activity
Type of physical
activity

%

N

Rank order of
proportion of students
in activities

None

107

16.2%

5

Baseball or softball

142

21.5%

4

Basketball

161

24.4%

3

Bowling

21

3.2%

11

Dance

47

7.1%

7

Football

80

12.1%

6

Hockey or ice skating

32

4.9%

10

Martial arts

11

1.7%

12

Soccer

173

26.3%

2

Swimming

36

5.5%

8

Track

193

29.3%

1

Volleyball

34

5.2%

9

Wrestling

4

.6%

13

8

Active commuting of children to and from school
Active commuting to or from school (e.g., walking, biking, skateboarding) is another
form of physical activity opportunity for children. We asked parents to indicate how their child
“usually” traveled between home and school. Some 18.7% of children usually actively
commuted to school and 25.3% did so on the trip home (Table 7). Currently, the Bethel Safe
Routes to School program is working to overcome factors parents indicate preclude their
children from active daily commutes to and from school.
Table 7. Modes of Child Transport To and From School
Mode of transport

From home to school

From school to home

N

%

N

%

Walk

100

15.2%

139

21.2%

Bike

21

3.2%

25

3.8%

Skateboard

2

.3%

2

.3%

School bus

231

35.2%

263

40.2%

Car by parent/family
member

274

41.7%

191

29.2%

Car in a car pool

19

2.9%

20

3.1%

City bus

2

.3%

4

.6%

Parent rating of the importance of child physical activity
We also wanted to hear from parents about how important it was to them that their child
participated in physical activity or sports. Only 1.5% of responding parents indicated that
physical activity was “not important”. Nearly three fourths of the parents indicated that it was
“very important” that their child participate in physical activity (Figure 5).
Figure 5. Parent Rating of Importance of Child Physical Activity
1.5%

23.7%

Not important
Somewhat important
Very important

74.8%
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Parent support for child physical activity
Parents play an important role in the physical activity of children. Parents indicated how
many times in the previous week they did any of the five actions listed in Table 8.
Table 8. Parent support for children being physical activity
#
Days

Encouraged
child to be active

Did physical
activity with
child

Watched child do
physical activity

Transported
child to physical
activity

Told child
physical activity
was good for
his/her health

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

None

59

9.2%

213

33.1%

224

34.9%

240

37.3%

96

14.8%

1 day

27

4.2%

117

18.2%

96

15.0%

91

14.2%

72

11.1%

2 days

93

14.4%

134

20.8%

120

18.7%

99

15.4%

71

11.0%

3 days

114

17.7%

77

12.0%

82

12.8%

89

13.8%

72

11.1%

4 days

81

12.6%

46

7.1%

55

8.6%

67

10.4%

65

10.0%

5 days

95

14.8%

29

4.5%

28

4.4%

31

4.8%

65

10.0%

6 days

37

5.7%

12

1.9%

18

2.8%

13

2.0%

38

5.9%

7 days

138

21.4%

16

2.5%

18

2.8%

13

2.0%

169

26.1%

Parent personal enjoyment of physical activity
Parental self-enjoyment of physical activity was relatively strong, with about 90% of the
responding adults indicating that they either enjoyed activity or exercise “somewhat” or “very
much” (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Parent Enjoyment of Physical Activity

9.6%

42.6%

Not enjoyable
Somewhat enjoyable
Very enjoyable
47.8%
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Weekly patterns of parent physical activity
Two thirds of the parents reported they walked for exercise one or more days during the
past week, and close to half (48.3%) indicated that they did physical exercise or sports (Table 9).
Table 9. Levels of Parent Physical Activity
# Days in
past week

Walked for exercise

Did heavy
housecleaning,
gardening or yard work

Did physical exercise or
sports

N

%

N

%

N

%

209

32.4%

54

8.4%

330

51.7%

1 Day

84

13.0%

84

13.0%

69

10.8%

2 Days

103

16.0%

156

24.1%

68

10.7%

3 Days

85

13.2%

116

18.0%

62

9.7%

4 Days

49

7.6%

74

11.5%

31

4.9%

5 Days

63

9.8%

66

10.2%

40

6.3%

6 Days

17

2.6%

27

4.2%

21

3.3%

7 Days

35

5.4%

69

10.7%

17

2.7%

None
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New Kindergartners
Movers In/Out
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Alert
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Mail passive/
survey out
Mail
Survey

Dead End

Received
survey
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Pay

Active declines

Decrement
target table

Targeted
survey
remail

Reminder
Card

Chase

After 2 weeks and no
survey

Passive declines
If successful

Reminder
Card

If not successful
Re-mail
survey

If successful
If not successful
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Overview
Investigators on the Communities and Schools Together project (CAST)1 worked for
several years with the Bethel School District prior to the beginning of the study. Discussions
with personnel focused on the need for comprehensive understanding of school environments
and educational processes related to the high risks of obesity among district children (see Body
Mass Index Study below). School nurses completed a Bethel Wellness Needs Assessment that
queried teachers, parents, and students about their health concerns and priorities for the district,
described below. Researchers and project school planning members also compiled information
on student demographics, schedules for PE and recess, class instruction on nutrition and exercise
health, and child transportation patterns to and from school (e.g., walking/biking). We also
completed a pilot cafeteria plate waste study in the spring of 2007. Results of the Bethel School
District health assessment and wellness policy development are described here for school and
community reference.
The Bethel School Context
Bethel School District is located in Eugene, Oregon and serves approximately 6,000
students (3,000 elementary school children). Bethel has a growing proportion of students with
English as a Second Language, one of the larger proportions of students eligible for free or
reduced lunches in Lane County (46.8%), and a growing proportion of students with English as a
Second Language (ESL) (Oregon Department of Education, 2007). At the same time, the
district’s scores on statewide assessments in elementary school are higher than the average for
the state, reflecting the district’s commitment in using researched instructional methods to
improve reading and math (Oregon Department of Education, 2007). Ironically, the district’s
high commitment to academic achievement is indicative of the challenges schools face in
integrating obesity prevention efforts into already tight teaching schedules.
Body Mass Index Study of Bethel School Children: BMI Project (AY 2005–2006)
Ideally, obesity is best diagnosed based on the percentage fat mass (% FM)—methods
available through in vivo assessment of % FM. This method, however, is expensive,
time-consuming, and cumbersome in school settings. Other various anthropometric measures
such as skin-fold thickness, body mass index (BMI), and weight for height ratios have been used
as indirect measures of obesity. Of these measures, BMI has been shown to have a relationship
with body fat mass in children (Goran, Driscoll, Johnson, Nagy, & Hunter, 1996; Hannan,
Wrate, Cowen, & Freeman, 1995; Pietrobelli, Faith, Allison, Gallagher, Chiumello, &
Heymsfield, 1998) and is a convenient measure to perform in both field and clinical settings.
BMI is a number calculated from a child’s overweight among children (BMI) ≥ 95%) is
increasing rapidly. Recent data show that the proportion of overweight2 children in the U.S. has
increased from 7% in 1980 to 18.8% in 2004 (CDC, 2007). Given this rapid change it behooves
states and local counties to initiate obesitymonitoring systems to track these population risks.
***However, while national level surveys have been conducted at the school and community
1

Grant 5R01HD057839-04 from National Institute of Child Health & Human Development, National Institutes of Health.
At the time this work was conducted, CDC used the category of at risk for overweight (≥ 85 percentile to < 95 percentile) for
what is now termed overweight and overweight (≥ 95 percentile) for what is now referred to as obese range of height/weight
ratios for children and adults. For the purposes of this report, we use the older terminology which was current at the time we
developed this compilation of information with the Bethel School District.
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levels, obesity risk screening in schools and school districts in Oregon is inconsistent. This
situation diminishes the capacity of educational systems to promote reforms to address these
epidemic health concerns. We could find only two current estimates of childhood obesity risk in
Oregon—one through the Kaiser Family Foundation (2007), and the other through a statewide
survey of adolescents called Oregon Healthy Teen Survey (OHT) (Oregon Center For Health
Statistics, 2006). Data from Kaiser reported that 24.3% of Oregon’s children 10–17 years of age
fell in the overweight or obese category (BMI) ≥ 85%). This was less than the national average
of 31.6%. The OHT study found that 10.5 % of 8th graders were obese and an additional 15.3%
were overweight. At the same time, 10.6 % of 11th graders were obese and an additional 13.1%
were overweight (Oregon Center For Health Statistics, 2006). These data provide limited
information on the prevalence of overweight among Oregon youth. Much more consistent,
systematic public health screening is needed to ensure adequate information is available to guide
obesity prevention efforts in Oregon and nationally.
Given this limited information available on child obesity for Lane County, Oregon, Dr.
Moreno-Black, in collaboration with a local nonprofit agency (Lane Coalition for Healthy Active
Youth) and Lane County Department of Public Health, initiated a study requesting voluntary
sharing of height and weight data on school children from Lane County schools (Body Mass
Index Study; Moreno-Black & Brooks, 2006). All elementary and middle schools in the county
were asked to provide height and weight data on children for analysis. Using CDC values (BMI
≥ 95%), data showed that the county appears to be similar to slightly higher than national child
obesity levels. However, a significant number of schools (39%) had 20% or more students in the
overweight (BMI ≥ 95%) category.
Data from the Bethel School district indicated that an average of 18% of the district’s
children were overweight and 21% were obese (Figure 1). The range of the percent of children
in the total sample that fell in the obese (≥ 95%) category varied among the schools from a low
of 13% to a high of 28% (a range described below with Bethel schools). Four of the seven
district schools fell above the national average of 18.8 % (CDC, 2006).
Figure 1. Percent of Bethel Students in CDC Obese Category (BMI ≥ 95%) by School, 2005-2006.

Similarly, there was considerable variation among the seven elementary schools in terms
of the percentages of obese and overweight children. When the two categories were combined,
the percent of students with obesity health risk ranged from 29% to 43%. Thus, the combined
overweight and obese proportion of student health concerns presented an even more critical
situation.
2

A comparison of the percent of children in the overweight category with the percent of
children receiving free or reduced meals (Figure 2) showed a pattern of low SES combining
higher proportions of overweight children. This trend is not unexpected since much of the recent
literature indicates poverty and obesity are often highly correlated (Miech, Kumanyika, Stettler,
Link, Phelan, & Chang, 2006; Vieweg, Johnston, Lanier, Fernandez, & Pandurangi, 2007).
Figure 2. Comparison of Children Obese and Children Eligible for Free/Reduced Lunch by
School, 2005-2006.

Bethel School Wellness Survey Data
A Bethel School District Wellness Plan was developed over an 18-month period and was
completed in 2005. The Bethel Health team surveyed K–12 teachers in the district on factors in
school environments and educational instruction related to child health. Teacher responses were
aggregated across elementary (K–5), middle (6–8), and high school (9–12) teachers, so results do
not apply exclusively to elementary schools. Table 1 summarizes teacher responses to 12
questions related to child nutrition and health in the schools, and 11 questions related to physical
education. Questions were asked to elicit respondent perceptions and satisfaction regarding
current school health instruction and practices. A large percentage of responses fell in the
“Don’t know” category. Also, the largest percentage of high priority ratings were in the Food
and Health category regarding quality school meals. Responses showed very low confidence in
student ability to recognize variety and moderation in food consumption, selecting a variety of
foods from different food groups, and being able to explain how healthy eating habits lead to
wellness.
In Bethel schools, physical education is teacher-led instruction. Planning time for PE,
classroom size, lack of professional development opportunities, curriculum that met Oregon
educational benchmarks, and promotion of family and community activity programs rated low as
being in place within schools. Still, over 56% of responses placed a high priority on children and
youth getting the recommended amount of PE time in schools. The recommended amount of
time indicated for PE in the survey (e.g., 60–90 minutes a week) is currently what is scheduled in
Bethel. Yet, this does not meet current standards of 60 minutes a day for preadolescent daily
physical activity (Corbin, Pangrazi, & Le Masurier, 2004)), or the increasing recognition that
children at this age may actually require 2 hours per day of moderate to vigorous physical
activity to reach the proper threshold of activity for their physical development needs (Pangrazi,
2007).
3
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10.59%
22.65%

Food purchasing and preparation are designed to reduce fat content
A la carte offerings include healthy food and beverage choices
Physical Education/Activity and Health
37.22%
17.92%
15.82%
16.38%
17.28%
14.12%
18.50%
67.05%
37.29%
21.14%
10.92%

60-90 min. a week; high school: 2 semesters)
Daily schedules conflict with recommended amounts of PE

Class content is based on ODE PE curriculum goals and standards
Planning time is adequate to prepare fo PE classes

PE resources (texts, materials) are adequate for planning, instruction
District offers adequate opportunity for PE professional development
PE class size is adequate for quality instruction
Gym or similar space is available for scheduled PE classes
Equipment is adequate for PE instruction
Faculty/staff use practices promoting active versus sedentary participation
Faculty/staff promote participation in family, community activity

programs

Elementary, high school students get recommended PE time (grades 1-5:

7.57%
22.16%
49.20%
50.26%
70.05%
21.93%

A variety of healthful foods are provided in the breakfast program
Adequate time is given for students to eat breakfast
A variety of foods are offered in the school lunch program
Adequate time is given for students to eat lunch
Meals include appealing, low fat choices

25.29%

27.78%
24.86%
27.75%
15.91%
33.90%
36.00%

28.25%
11.86%

15.00%
27.75%

25.29%
32.60%

35.68%
20.86%
35.98%
19.79%
44.92%

35.68%

34.41%
26.20%

9.14%
17.11%

Students choose variety of foods from different food groups
Students advocate for more fruits and vegetables at school

Students explain how healthful eating habits can lead to wellness

41.53%

7.65%

consumption

27.81%

20.86%

%
Responding
in Place

%
Responding
"Partially" in
Place

Food and Health
Health Education is taught in all grades
Students recognize importance of variety, moderation in food

Question

Current Curriculum

27.01%

18.52%
22.60%
31.21%
6.82%
6.21%
14.29%

15.82%
36.72%

22.78%
26.01%

17.06%
22.65%

12.43%
6.42%
3.17%
4.81%
16.04%

23.78%

27.42%
11.76%

30.60%

22.99%

%
Responding
Not in Place

36.78%

45.68%
38.42%
22.54%
10.23%
22.60%
28.57%

40.11%
35.03%

25.00%
28.32%

47.06%
22.10%

29.73%
23.53%
10.58%
5.35%
17.11%

32.97%

29.03%
44.92%

20.22%

28.34%

%
Responding
"don't know"

Table 1. Teacher School Wellness Survey Responses on Health/Physical Education/Nutrition Education

132/174

134/162
126/177
135/173
135/176
135/177
134/175

130/177
135/177

142/180
132/173

139/170
139/181

145/185
155/187
154/189
149/187
152/187

161/185

169/186
158/187

167/183

162/187

Total #
Responses
Per
Category

30.30%

40.30%
34.92
48.15%
37.78%
42.22%
35.82%

42.31%
49.63%

56.34%
41.67%

46.21%

38.06%
46.03%
34.07%
26.67%
34.07%
40.30%

38.46%
34.07%

24.65%
34.85%

27.34%
24.68%

20.00%
34.19%
26.62%
27.52%
21.05%
61.87%
62.59%

37.27%
69.66%
35.48%
56.49%
39.60%
68.42%

33.73%
39.24%

33.53%

44.44%

% Medium

52.17%

57.40%
50.00%

60.48%

38.89%

% High

Priority Level

23.48%

21.64%
19.05%
17.78%
35.56%
23.70%
23.88%

19.23%
16.30%

19.01%
23.48%

10.79%
12.95%

13.10%
30.32%
16.88%
32.89%
10.53%

10.56%

8.88%
10.76%

5.99%

16.67%

% Low

Bethel School Demographic and Scheduling Data
Table 2 displays school level demographic information on Bethel elementary school
children for each of the seven elementary schools during the 2006–2007 academic year. School
number 3, with the highest proportion of minority children, also had the highest percentage of
at-risk for overweight and overweight status children (displayed in Figure 2 above in the Body
Mass Index Study). Also, 81.8% of the children were eligible for free or reduced lunch. Nurses
volunteered to do a random one-day classroom check with all third and fourth grade classrooms
to see how many children walked or road their bike to school that day. Three quarters of the
children indicated they either rode the bus or were driven to school. School nurses also queried
all third and fourth grade classrooms one day during spring on child transport patterns. Nurses
asked each classroom of students to give a show of hands for each student who either walked or
biked to school (including a few who skateboarded), took the bus, or were transported by car. A
low of 13% of children from one school walked or biked to or from school on that given day,
with a high of 36% at one school. On average, over 75% of students were bussed or driven to or
from school.
Table 2. Bethel Demographics
1 Day %
Total AtGrade
%
%
Risk and Mt/Exceed Mt/Exceed
Math Enrollmnt # Free # Reduced
School Range Minority Underweight Normal At-Risk Overweight Overweight Reading
1
K-5
18.8
3%
57%
18%
22%
40%
93.0%
95.0%
426
172
39
2
K-5
28.8
6%
55%
19%
21%
40%
85.0%
83.0%
352
165
35
3
K-5
38.1
2%
55%
21%
22%
43%
91.0%
90.0%
388
264
42
4
K-5
13.9
1%
61%
17%
21%
38%
91.0%
96.0%
442
92
32
5
K-8
13.2
1%
58%
24%
17%
41%
90.0%
90.0%
693
183
25
6
K-5
18.8
3%
68%
16%
13%
29%
93.0%
93.0%
308
145
46
7
K-8
20.7
2%
60%
16%
22%
38%
95.0%
94.0%
742
285
74
District

91%

92%

3351

1306

293

Pcnt
2007
49.5%
56.8%
78.9%
28.1%
30.0%
62.0%
48.4%

Walking
or Biking
to school
36.0%
21.0%
24.0%
18.0%
34.0%
30.0%
13.0%

48%

25.5%

School schedule information was compiled by school administrators, teachers, and
researchers. This information showed additional variation between schools and classrooms on
the amount of time scheduled weekly for physical education. Researchers found that schools
offered between 50 to 180 minutes of classroom-based PE to students each week, and fifth
graders tended to have a longer block of PE time each week than students in lower grades. Also,
only a few elementary teachers, informally queried on the health content in their instruction,
indicated that they taught any classroom nutrition or health-related curriculum at all in their
classrooms. Consistent feedback from administrators, teachers, and staff relayed the strict regime
of instruction teachers must follow to support and boost academic achievement for related
testing. One response to the School Wellness Survey expressed the educational challenges
teachers are experiencing in the school district in providing physical education, nutrition, and
health instruction: “Let’s see. What’s more of a priority—meeting state benchmarks or teaching
health education, nutrition or PE. I’m required to teach 2+ hours of language arts
(reading/writing) and 1+ hour of math. This doesn’t leave a lot of time. I have 30 minutes of
music or PE and about 20 minutes for science or social studies. Then there’s the transition and
behavior time, and the library thrown in. Health education is not high on the priority list—
reading is the priority, then math. Parent education needs to be addressed if life style changes
5

and diet changes are to be successful. I’m looking at the whole school picture. I have no idea
what anyone else is doing. Nothing is officially in place, we seem to put little value on this, but it
is of concern to me. It is certainly not a well-integrated, defined curriculum.”
Awareness of these school-based challenges in addressing obesity issues among their
children has been a major factor in our efforts to develop academic partnership with the school
district to bolster health change among their students.
Cafeteria Behavior and Food Waste Pilot Study
From the perspective of school nutrition, establishing baseline knowledge of the
macronutrient consumption patterns occurring in the schools and among children is critical for
evaluating the effects of interventions on diet behavior change. A close examination of what
children are truly offered, how children choose their food, and what they do and do not eat is
essential for developing a successful program for encouraging healthy eating.
We completed data collection on a Bethel cafeteria waste study with lunchroom
observations in five of the seven elementary schools and interviews with food service staff and
food service director (Plate Waste Study; Johnson-Shelton & Moreno-Black, 2007). The school
district has adopted a main lunch program that includes four to five entrée choices and a variety
bar. The main lunch always includes a vegetarian option and a choice of yogurt. Children also
select two food items from a variety bar to add to their main lunch. Variety bar contents change
daily, but include fresh fruit and uncooked vegetables such as broccoli, cauliflower, celery, and
tomatoes; canned fruit such as peaches, pears and applesauce; and items such as pickles, pasta
salad, and cheese. Schools vary in how they reinforce and monitor children in the required
selection of two variety bar items. The pilot study school was one that monitored and required
compliance by students. Preliminary observations showed that children often chose large
quantities of some items but consumed small amounts.
Our plate waste study was conducted with one full third grade (n = 64 enrolled students)
at a Bethel elementary school. Main menu items that day included a turkey wrap, mashed
potatoes with chicken gravy, pizza, a cheese quesadilla, and a cheese sandwich. In our
assessment, plate waste was examined for 52 children who ate school lunch (11 children ate bag
lunches and 2 were absent from school). Variety bar food items were weighed before third grade
classrooms took lunch and
before the next grade level
Table 3. Variety Bar Consumption Pattern
began their food servings. All
Amount
Amount
Discarded
Amount
%
main menu items were also
(oz.)
Eaten (oz.) Consumed
Variety Bar Items Taken (oz.)
weighed. When children were
Fruit
released for recess, they all
Bananas
63.8
28
35.8
56%
placed their trays with all their
Canned Pears
77.85
10.55
67.3
86%
leftover food on a table set up at
Vegetables
Corn
6.8
3.3
3.5
51%
the back of the cafeteria. The
Mushrooms
0
research team then sorted and
Zuchinni
0
weighed all discarded food.
Peppers
0.65
0
0.65
100%
Broccoli
Pickles
Carrots
Lettuce

1.7
14.15
1.85
5.35

1.6
2.3
1.85
2

0.1
11.85
0
3.35

6%
84%
0
62%
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Results from the study
showed not only a small amount
of food taken from the variety

bar but a large amount of waste as well (Table 3). In all, children selected an average of 3
ounces of these food items and consumed 2.4 ounces on average. Although all children took the
required number of food items, they showed resistance to the fresh vegetables. The canned corn,
lettuce, and carrots selected weren’t eaten and the small amount of fresh broccoli taken was
hardly touched. Canned fruit and pickles were consumed the most. The large amount of banana
waste was actually due to skin weight.
For the main menu meal, children chose a turkey sandwich at about the same rate as the
higher fat selection of mashed potatoes with chicken gravy (Table 4). Also, all children, no
matter what they selected in the main meal, were offered a whole wheat roll. Without further
assessment, it is unclear whether the high reliance on bread, other starches, and dairy were
atypical for that day or not.

Table 4. Main Menu Items Chosen by Students (n = 52)

Menu
Items

Chicken Gravy
& Mashed
Potatos
%
#
13 25.00%

Turkey
Sandwich
%
#
19 36.54%

Cheese
Sandwich
%
#
3
5.77%

Cheese
Quesadilla
%
#
6
11.54%

Wheat Roll
%
#
32 61.54%

Yogurt
%
3
5.77%

#

Crackers Plain 2%Milk Chocolate 2%Milk
%
%
%
#
#
3
5.77% 4 7.69%
22
42.31%

#

Results of the plate waste analysis for main menu items is displayed in Figure 3.
Chocolate milk was discarded in greater proportion than any other food on the menu, with plain
milk second. Milk accounted for two thirds of the grade’s food waste in the study. Ironically, a
discussion with the food service director revealed that the district had discontinued chocolate
milk for a time to reduce sugar in children’s cafeteria diet. It was introduced again when
children did not increase use of plain milk to meet school nutritional requirements.

This pilot study also
included a macronutrient analyses
of the main menu meals offered to
students and consumed (e.g., fats,
sugar, sodium, carbohydrates, and
protein consumption patterns).
This preliminary analysis (Table 5)
of the menu items indicated the
items being offered met or
exceeded the District Nutrition
Service’s goals and, in fact, were
often very high in saturated fat.
Since food waste was high in this
group it is unclear how well student
nutritional needs were actually
being met.

Figure 3. Main Menu Items Not Consumed (Plate Waste).
5%
5%
4%

10%

50%
10%

16%

Chicken Gravy & Mashed Potatos
Turkey Sandwich
Cheese Quesadilla
Bread
Yogurt
Plain Milk
Chocolate Milk
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Table 5. Bethel Pilot Plate Waste Micronutrient Analysis

Nutrient

Main Course
Chicken gravy
Calories
Calories from fat
% Cals S-Fat
Protein

# Students
Serving Size
(n = 52)

25

Turkey sandwich
Calories
Calories from fat
% Cals S-Fat
Protein

33

Cheese sandwich
Calories
Calories from fat
% Cals S-Fat
Protein

3

Cheese Quesadilla
Calories
Calories from fat
% Cals S-Fat
Protein

3

Yogurt
Calories
Calories from fat
% Cals S-Fat
Protein

5

Value

% RDA
Goal

214.3
84.7
2.7
14.67g

14%
20%
18%
71%

200
27
0
17.00g

13%
6%
82%

280.32
114.36
57
13.82g

19%
27%
34%
67%

166.7
68.34
38.7
8.16g

11%
16%
29%
39%

210
18
9
9.00g

14%
4%
7%
44%

% Bethel
Nutrition
Services
Goal*

% USDA
Menu
Goal**

32%

32%

6.60 oz
1

100.80%
157%

147%

30%

30%

3.98 oz
1

182%

170%

42%

42%

3.48 oz
1

340%
148%

138%

25%

25.10%

2.23 oz.
1

290%
88%

82%

31%

32%

8.01 oz
1

70%
96%

90%

Findings in this pilot plate waste study support the view that children are underconsuming fresh fruit and vegetables. While carbohydrates were strongly promoted in the school
lunch, it appears they were rejected at similar rates found in other studies (Whatley et al., 1996).
The pilot Bethel plate waste study did reveal the need for further research and information
sharing with schools, and represents an opportunity for nutritional intervention to make a
substantive contribution to children’s food experiences and choices for healthy diets. The data
derived in the study support the validity of teacher perceptions that students in Bethel schools
lack the knowledge and corresponding personal awareness to connect diet decisions with
wellness.
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Bethel–Danebo Neighborhood Market Report
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Project Science Support: Jason Blair, Rachel Jensen, and Susan Long
Oregon Research Institute

Introduction
During the summer of 2009 and 2010, the Bethel–Danebo Neighborhood Market
(BDNM) was initiated as a partnered venture between the Environmental Center of
Sustainability (ECOS), Active Bethel Citizens (ABC) neighborhood association, the CAST
project, and the City of Eugene. This was the first growers’ market to be developed in the
northwest region of Eugene, Oregon. The Bethel–Danebo area is comprised of approximately
22,700 people who represent about 14.1% of the Eugene metropolitan population. The
neighborhood is primarily served by two large grocery stores and three small grocery stores as
well as numerous convenience stores.
The Bethel–Danebo Neighborhood Market was originally developed by a small group of
local residents with the aim of providing a vital link to farm-fresh local foods that are otherwise
largely absent in the Bethel neighborhood. The initial goal for the market was to connect
affordable area farm-fresh and backyard-gardener food with diverse community members. The
market was held every other week on Wednesday from 2–6 PM during the summer of 2009 and
2010 at the Petersen Barn Community Center.
Method
Information about the market was collected at the market site during the summer of 2009
and 2010. The market study was initiated and developed in 2009 by the CAST Food Assessment
Workgroup and conducted primarily by two parent volunteers who were participating in the
workgroup and by two CAST partners. The 2009 assessment focused primarily on obtaining
information about the a) range of items sold at the market, b) the experience of the customers,
and c) the experience of the vendors.
The 2010 survey utilized the survey instruments from the 2009 assessment with small
modifications and added a) a standardized time scan of the market to provide a customer
attendance count, and b) a map for customers to provide information about where they live in
order to obtain information about the extent of the area that drew people to the market. The data
was collected by CAST volunteers at the market site.
1
Grant 5R01HD057839-04 from the National Institute of Child Health & Human Development, National Institutes of Health.
Report published 2012, Oregon Research Institute, Eugene, Oregon.
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Market vendor characteristics. Understanding vendor needs and characteristics is very
important to the BDNM as it represents a unique type of food market model, catering to
small-scale farmers operating in close proximity to the Bethel area and to backyard gardeners in
the residential community. All vendors were asked to complete an application form to identify
their type of operation and product offerings. A vendor form used by the established Lane
County Farmers Market was adapted for use at the BDNM, and was also translated into Spanish.
Mapping participant attendance. Knowledge of where customers live and do not live in the
Bethel area will help in developing outreach and will connect with other project data related to
child obesity risk and family food shopping patterns conveyed in the CAST Family Survey. An
area mapping station was available at the market site enabling customers to voluntarily locate
their location of residence in proximity to the market.
Customer attendance and survey. Weekly customer counts provide a picture of the level of
community participation. Counts were conducted from identified entry points of the Petersen
Barn at the half of every hour for a full 10 minutes. These 10-minute counts were multiplied by 6
to give an hourly average. The evaluation's Customer Count Work Sheet was used to tally these
counts.
A customer survey was utilized in both the 2009 and 2010 seasons. The 2010 survey was
developed as a modification of the 2009 survey. The intention of both surveys was to obtain
basic information (age category, gender) of customers as well as the types of purchases they
made and their thoughts about the market.
Results
The following tables and figures compare the initial descriptive statistics for the 2009 and
2010 surveys.
Demographics of Participants
Table 1. Demographics of Respondents
The difference in the survey sample
size in the two years does not necessarily
reflect difference in attendance (Table 1).
The survey was conducted by more
individuals and in a more systematic
manner in 2010. The methods of
transportation people used to get to
the market and a comparison of the
types of purchases made by customers
are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Characteristic

N
2009

N
2010

1
16
0
17

12
34
3
49

5
1
8
14

5
28
14
47

Gender
Male
Female
Couple
Total
Age (range 20–74)
20–39 years
40–69 years
>70 years
Total

2

Figure 1. Comparison of Transportation Modes to the Market

Figure 2. Comparison of Customer Purchase Categories

Information from the 2010 Survey
Vendor Survey Summary
A total of 16 vendors participated in the market during the 2010 season. Four vendors
predominated throughout the season and were the primary source of produce at the market. In
addition, a consignment table operated at every market. The consignment table included produce
provided by one local distributor which was purchased by the major market sponsor (ECOS) in
order to insure produce availability at every session. Also, a small number of local producers
supplied the consignment table.
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Produce Variety Availability
A wide variety of products were available throughout the season. More than 52 different fruits
and vegetables were available for sale during the season. Additionally, plant starts, flowers, and
nonfood items were occasionally availabe. A price comparison was done twice during the season
to determine how the cost of select produce available at the market compared to local stores
(Tables 2 & 3). Produce at the market was similar to large grocery outlet prices. While BDNM
produce was not certified organic, growers indicated all their produce was grown chemical free.
Table 2. Produce Price Comparison between Bethel Market and Local Store Outlets (Week 1)

Onions

Bethel/Danebo
Market
$ 1.35 lb

Winco

Albertson’s
$ .99 lb

Fred
Myers
$ .48 ea

Grocery
Outlet
$ 1.50 lb

$ .58 ea

Green
Pepper
Lettuce

$ .25 ea

$ .58 ea

$ .79 ea

$ .79 ea

$ .50 ea

$ 1.50 ea

$ 1.38 ea

$ 1.29 ea

$ 1.99 ea

$ 1.99 ea

Beets

$ 2.00 ea

$ 1.99 ea

$ 2.79 ea

Beans

$2. 00 lb

$ 1.78 lb

$ 1.99 ea

$ 1.79 lb

Cucumber

$ .25 ea

$ 48. ea

$ .99 ea

$ .79 ea

$ .59 ea

Table 3. Produce Price Comparison between Bethel Market and Local Store Outlets (Week 2)
Bethel/Danebo
Market

Winco

Albertons

Fred Meyer

Grocery Outlet

Celery

1.11 oz. = $2.00

.68 c/lb

.89 c ea/1 lb

.97 c/lb

.50 c/lb

Zucchini

7.05 oz.=$.50

.98 c/lb

$ 1.29 lb

.99 c/lb

Spinach

10.8 oz./$3.00

.88 c
ea/~1.2 lbs

$ 1.29 ea/~.8 lb

$ 1.49
each/.6lbs

2 for a $1/~1.8
lb
.78 c ea/~1.3 lbs

$4.50/lb.
Cabbage

1.5 oz. (1
cabbage)=$2.00

.58 c/lb

.69 c/lb

.59 c/lb

.45 c/lb

Kale

2.4 oz./$2.00

$1.28 ea/~1
lb

$ 1.69 bunch
/~.9 lbs

$ 1.29 each/1 lb

$ 1.29 ea/1 lb

Corn

$.50/each small
$1.50/lb. 3 small

2 for a
$1/~1.8lbs
None available

.50 c each/1 lb

Yellow
Zucchini
Turnips

.38 c ea/~.8
lbs
$1.28/lb

None available

2 for a $1/~1.6
lbs
$ 1.50 lb

3/$1.00 14 oz.

.78 c/lb

$ 1.49 lb

.99 c/lb

No fresh

Coriander*

$1.50/bunch
$3.30/oz

.48 c ea/~.5
lb

2 for $1/~.3 lbs
(2)

No fresh

No fresh
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General Market Information
The following tables and figures provide descriptive information from the 2010 Bethel–Danebo
Neighborhood Market customer survey. A total of 56 individuals were interviewed in the 2010
survey period. The gender and age characteristics of the 2010 survey sample are shown in Figure
3. The difference in the number of surveys (n = 56) and the numbers in the table are accounted
for by missing information.
Figure 3. Primary Way Particiants Learned about the Market

Valid

Frequency

Valid Percent

Media

24

44.4

Personal Contact

14

25.9

Neighborhood

9

16.7

Petersen Barn

7

13.0

54

100.0

Advertisement
Total
Missing

Na/missing

1

Total

55

Customers at the market indicated they learned about the market in a variety of ways (Figure 3).
Local media sources such as newspaper articles, radio announcements, flyers, and posters were
all major sources of information that reinforced knowledge of market dates and times.
Additionally, customers found posters at the recreation site where the market was held a good
source of information as well as word-of-mouth from friends and neighbors.
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Figure 4. Customer Comments about the Market

Valid

Frequency

Valid Percent

10

37.0

15

55.6

More advertising needed

2

7.4

Total

27

100.0

System

28

Increase the market
size/frequency
Like market variety and local
focus

Missing
Total

55

The customers at the market were asked to provide their thoughts about the market (Figure 4).
As can be seen from the figure there was a high level of satisfaction with the market. Many of
the customers expressed an interest in having more vendors and having the market occur more
frequently.
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Figure 5. Average Number of Customers per Market

The number of customers varied during the season (Figure 5). Counts were made periodically
every 15 to 30 minutes; consequently, it is possible that an individual would have been counted
twice. The data of the number of customers on average provides information about the variation
in the number of customers visiting the market throughout the season.
Conclusion
The Bethel–Danebo Neighborhood Market was well received and successful as a small
volunteer start-up experiment in the community. Benefits of the market included the low cost of
participation to vendors, the connection made between small growers and backyard gardeners
with community residents, and the boost to the community in accessing low cost, healthy
produce. If the market were to be continued in the future, staff members for the market
recommended a more central location for public access, adding additional types of product sales
in addition to food and activities, securing funding for 6-month planning and implementation of
the market, and ongoing consumer education on food.
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Appendix B
Typology and Precedent Research

Bountiful
Bethel
Work Plan / 2013

Name

Type

Location

Contact Info.

ReVision Urban Farm

community
garden
farmstand;

Boston, MA

sheard@vpi.org
FARM;

Cully Neighborhood Farm

CSA

Portland, OR

Janus Youth Programs: St. Johns Woods community
Garden Project
garden

Greensgrow Farm

Website

Who manages the site?

What is the relationship between
Who owns the site or the project and the local
the land?
government? Any local
codes/permissions apply?

Participants

Is there a cost?

Who benefits from the
project/program?

How do you measure success?

How is program marketed?

Link to other area, regional,
national programs?

http://www.vpi.org/Farm/index.htm 1 acre

Homeless mothers and
families working through
ReVision House non-profit

ReVison House nonprofit

city grant funds reduced fees

Homeless mothers,
families, youth

no; 1/2 price for ReVision house participants; local
those using EBT and consumers
WIC program

pounds of food produced; number of
lives improved by the program

The program's farm stand is
The ReVision Farm operates
marketed through the use of simple under the ReVision House
signage
non profit

info (at) cullyneighborhoodfarm.org

cullyneighborhoodfarm.org

1/4 acre

2 paid farmers

Trinity Lutheran
Church

none

farm staff, volunteers,
and school groups

farm classes is $3 per CSA members, Food Pantry clients,
student; fee waiver school groups
available

pounds of food produced

word of mouth, visibility in NE
Portland, media attention

Portland, OR

feedback@janusyouth.org
503.233.6090

http://www.janusyouth.org

7,000 square
foot

Janus Youth Program staff, Housing Authority of Janus Youth works with the Housing low income families and
Authority of Portland to provide
at risk teens, and
Portland
neighborhood volunteers
garden space to families living in
volunteers
low income housing

low income families in northeast
Portland living 200% under federal
poverty level

number of families with access to fresh
food, and pounds of food produced

program is marketed through the St Janus Youth Program's
Village Garden Program for
low income families and
youth

CSA

Philadelphia, PA

info@greensgrow.org

1 acre

small but dedicated paid
staff run nursery, farm
market, and (CSA)

Mary Seton Corboy,
Tom Sereduk

little

CSA members, program participants

pounds of food distributed and number The program is marketed by word of
mouth and open tours
of program participants

Capuchin Soup Kitchen/Earthworks
Farm

community
garden ;
educational

Detroit, Michigan

earthworks@cskdetroit.org

http://www.whyhunger.org/joinTheNet 3/4 acres
work/orgProfile/id/12763

The Greening of Detroit
non-profit

City of Detroit

partnered with local health
department to make food more
accessible to those receiving social
services; petitioned Wayne County
treasurer for use of the land

Plum Street Market Garden

CSA; community
garden;
educational

Detroit, MI

877-888-2121

http://detroitagriculture.net/farms-and- 1.8 acres
markets/our-farms/

MGM Grand Casino

Greening of Detroit a local nonprofit; supported by the city

Adult and youth
apprentices, Grown in
Detroit Co-op

Skinner City Farm

community
garden;
educational

Eugene, Oregon

Jan Vandertuin 541 556 1828

http://skinnercityfarm.wordpress.com/

City of Eugene

city-owned property; Had to
petition the city for use of the land

Project Youth Green

Educational;
school garden

Pacoima, CA

laura@youthspeakcollective.org

http://youthspeakcollective.com/progra 4 acres
ms/project-youth-green/

O.B.U.G.S.

school garden

Oakland, CA

obugs@obugs.org or (510) 465- 4660

http://obugs.org/

Del Paso Heights Community Garden

Educational;
school garden

Sacramento, CA

wmaynard@cityofscramento.org

Community Cooperative Farm

CSA

Sheffield and Mt.
Washington, MA

comm.farming@gmail.com

http://www.lgc.org/freepub/community 4 acres
_design/factsheets/community_garden
s/casestudy_1.html
http://communitycooperativefarm.word 5 acres
press.com/

City Slicker Farms

community
garden ;
educational;

Oakland, CA

info@cityslickerfarms.org or 510-763-4241 http://www.cityslickerfarms.org/

People's Grocery

community
garden ;
educational;

Oakland, CA

(510) 652-7607

The Food Project

community
garden ;
educational;

Beverly, Boston,
Ipswich, Lincoln
and Lynn, MA

info@thefoodproject.org
1322

EcoVillage Farm Learning Center

community
garden ;
educational
school garden

School Garden Project

The Edible Schoolyard Project

(617)-822-

size

1 acre

Skinner City Farm

farm and volunteer
local school district
coordinator; families that
receive use of garden plots

multiple school OBUGS staff and school
sites
staff

multiple sites
and backyard
gardens

http://www.peoplesgrocery.org

Bill Maynard

cooperative members

local school district

paid farmers and CSA
members. Programing is
open to any and all
individuals
volunteers and paid staff
of the non-profit

Cost varies

serves WIC members and the chronically number of people served
poor

word of mouth and high visibility of Greening of Detroit, Michigan
the farming operation and youth
State University, Detroit
run farm stands.
Agriculture Network.

no

apprentices, local farmers, community
members

Word of mouth, greening of Detroit This project links to the
website, local media
Greening of Detroit and
related Detroit projects

no

Community members, students, people The number of participants; amount of
willing to invest time for produce
food grown and distributed

Online; word of mouth

secured $10,000 from the Los
Angeles Community Beautification
Grant Program to break ground

schools, students,
community members,
homeless, disadvantaged
people
volunteers; families that
receive use of garden
plots

no

low-income youth and families

The number of at risk youth and families Through the school system and a
that are being served by the program
network of other community groups

little

schools, students

no

students, schools

the education of students and their
increased access to healthy food

Martin Luther King Jr The project is run by the
Sacramento Dept. of Parks and
Junior High School
Recreation
private land owners none

Average cost is
$1.17 per visit; fee
waiver available

The city of Sacramento
and school children

full time worker-owners,
volunteers, interns,
apprentices
The program partners with the City Staff, youth, adults,
of Oakland Parks and Rec
interns/apprentices,
numerous partners, and
community members

city slickers farm

no

School children and their families

small cost

CSA members, and greater community
participants

no direct relationship

schools, students

no

students, schools

paid garden coordinator
and two AmeriCorps
positions

local school district

some

school children in more
than ten classes at Martin
Luther King Jr Middle
School

no

School Children

The Home Gardening Project

donates raised
beds/ seeds to
residents;
Educational

Oregon

Dan Baker 541-899-1114

http://www.jeffnet.org/~hgpf/

three raised
beds in over
1500 private
backyards

residents, volunteers

private property
owners, some of
whom are
participants in the
project

none

volunteers in the initial
building of the garden,
then residents of the
property that is being
tended

no

SHARE

buying club

WI, northern IL,
northeastern MN
and U. P. of MI

info@sharewi.org

http://www.sharewi.com

multi-state
distribution
system using
personal homes
and vehicles

employees administer
website and volunteers
organize distribution of
food

No land is involved in none
this project

citizens interested in
saving money on
groceries

no

262-439-4434

success is measured in pounds of food
produced, number of CSA members
benefitting

Contact schools, survey students and
their families

no

Contact schools about interest in an
onsite garden and education program
The project is run by the
school and ultimately
overseen by the city
Cooperative is operated by
consensus

Contact local schools, send surveys
home with children

there is a governing board

survey community members for interest
in community gardens, help in home
gardens.

there is a board of directors

survey community members,
participation in low-income CSA, and
community garden/greenhouse.
Contact local farmers

There is a 16 member board;
handbook

surveys at local food relief center,
contact shelters, churches, local farmers,
outreach to community members

contact local schools about interest in
onsite gardens and education

local schools

school groups during
field trips and
community members
through weekly 'work
days'

> 2,000 volunteer hours;
thousands of dollars in
personal donations

no

local schools

City redevelopment authority
threatens to take control over the
lot; permission to use abandoned
lot from redevelopment authority

about $1000 a year

website, word of mouth, local
outreach

Eugene, OR

two employees and a high City of Philadelphia
school intern

maintaing finacial
solvency

surveys to local schools to find
interested apprentices, contact local
farmers about selling produce at local
market.
small board not directly
survey local community members for
involved with daily operations interest in creating a community garden

survey community members about
interest in creating a community garden

community members of
all ages

http://www.millcreekurbanfarm.org/
1/2 acre
http://www.millcreekurbanfarm.org/con
tent/educational-tools

Surveys at local food relief distribution
centers.

no

there is no relationship

4901 Brown St, Philadelphia, PA 19139

contact local farmers

word of mouth and website

EcoVillage Farm

Philadelphia, PA

Board of directors

community members, interns

EcoVillage Farm

community
garden ;
educational;

website, flyers, connecting with
government programing for low
income families

through training materials on a
variety of subjects as well as
frequent community events

Bay Area, California http://ecovillagefarm.org/directions/cont http://ecovillagefarm.org/
act/

Mill Creek Farm

project is under the
management structure of
Janus Youth Programs;
handbook

grant funding and full
time staff

shelters, community kitchens, and CSA pounds of food produced and number
members
of program participants

teen youth groups,
volunteers, small number
of staff

1 acre

understanding racial
injustice in the
community

no

private citizens, local The Food Project has worked with
local governments to obtain
gov't, and local
permission to cultivate public land
school districts

http://edibleschoolyard.org/berkeley
http://edibleschoolyard.org/resourcestools

media attention, flyering for CSA shares.
Build and maintain relationship with
neighbors

Word of mouth, neighborhood
outreach, news letters, website,
blog, through partners and
contributors

paid youth and full time
staff of the Food Project

Berkeley, California 510-558-1335

Managed by a small group of
farmers

teen and adult apprentices and interns, by the number of people who have
low income community members., local access to fresh local food
farmers,

youth, teens, community
members, local farmers

http://schoolgardenproject.org/

Paid farmer under supervision contact churches, shelters, homeless
of board of directors for
outreach, surveys at local food relief
ReVision House
distribution centers

This is an independent
program with great
community support
no

The people's grocery none

sgp@efn.org or 541-284-1001

Shade over growing
space. Overcome
through shade tolerant
vegetables
The farm exchanges rent several $1000 in start up
fro the space for
costs. sells CSA shares to
donations to churches
fund farm and staff
food panty and
education for students

through the school and city

low-income Community members,
youth and adult interns/apprentices

no

as part of an education program
through the schools

no

governing or management
Possible outreach strategies. Lessons
structure (leaders, board, etc.?)
learned
Is there a handbook?

word if mouth in the local
community, participation in
community events
Word of mouth, neighborhood
outreach, news letters, website,
blog, through partners and
contributors

the people's grocery

617- 442- http://thefoodproject.org/
37 acres across
http://thefoodproject.org/food-project- five sites
toolbox

partnered with Trinity
Lutheran Church, providing
food for the pantry in
exchange for land

Most significant hurdles?
Input:resources (money,
How were they
time, donations,
overcome?

sliding scale of 3-5 youth, Teens, Students
dollars per person;
fee waiver available

Success is measured in number of
classes using the learning garden

The project has served as a
model for other edible
schoolyards across the
country.

handbook

The number of tours offered and
quantity of food produced. Produced
1600lbs. of produce in 2011

fliers, word of mouth, press, online,
neighborhood connections especially rec center

MCF’s work interfaces with
many other organizations to
improve food access,
encourage healthy
communities, and provide
unique opportunities for
environmental education.

Land security.
Redevelopment authority
of Philadelphia wants
use of the land.
Signatures and letter of
support have been
gathered

the low income recipients of gardens

Success is measured in number of
gardens started by the project (over
1500 nationally)

word of mouth

serves as inspiration for
gardens not used to the
various other projects around fullest extent. Overcome
the country
by a lengthy application
process to find the right
gardener

Beneficiaries to the program are its
participants that receive low cost
healthy food

success is measured in number of
people served

Program is largely marketed
through word of mouth, community
events, and flyers posted at markets
throughout the region being served

hold events, flyer, advertise CSA shares

brochure of information for parents or
interested schools/teachers, event
connecting kids in the garden with the
greater community

minimal - staff time was There is an eight person
paid through Urban
board; handbook
Nutrition Initiative until
we raised money
through grants,
donations; seeds were
donated; city paid for site
prep, water line, toolshed
construction...

Survey community members, schools,
students for interest in creating an
urban farm on vacant land.
As
a non-profit, fundraising is a constant
issue. if there are ways to bring in
earned income without compromisign
the mission, that's great. also, our staff
have been spread thin between many
different roles - farmer/educator/admin
which is probably not ideal

$600 dollars for labor,
Organization and
materials, seeds, starts,
management is different for
and vehicle insurance.
each community; handbook
All work completed after
one day.

surveys at food relief centers, flyers, ads
in local newspapers

distribution; Overcome Input is relatively low.
by establishing
community partnerships
with church groups and
individuals

There are eleven members of
the board of directors

contact local business and farmers to
gauge interest in creating a low-income
food network.

Name

Type

The Community Kitchen

Yellowstone Valley Citizens Council's
Food Club

Who manages the site?

What is the relationship between
Who owns the site or
the project and the local
the land?
government?

Participants

http://www.thecommunitykitchen.org

The community Kitchen
Inc.

The community
Kitchen Inc.

none

Business, churches, staff,
volunteers

http://www.communityfoodclub.org/

Yellowstone Valley Citizens
Council's Food Club
employees

none

open to all

Contact Info.

Website

Community Food StreetKeeneNH
Kitchen

(603) 352-3200

buying club

Billings, Montana

charter@midrivers.com
2151

Del Norte Co.,
California

Connor Caldwell
ccaldwell@canbless.org

Del Norte Community Gleaning Project gleaning group

Location

1-406-947-

http://growingtables.blogspot.com

Mid-Atlantic Gleaning Network

gleaning group

size

multiple;
(<1acre to >20
acres)

Word of mouth, website, news
letter, through donors

participants

number of members in the club and
quantities of orders placed

pounds of food gleaned and distributed
to those in need

volunteers

area farmers

none

volunteers from
stakeholder groups

no

low income individuals / families;
agencies or communities serving the
hungry.

pounds of food gleaned / distributed

volunteers

homeowners or local none
farmers

gleaners and
homeowners

no

homeowners, local food pantries,
gleaners

number of participants; amount of food word of mouth; online blog
gleaned

Detroit, MI

admin@detroiteasternmarket.com or
313-833-9300

http://www.detroiteasternmarket.com/ 2.5 acres
(go to website for handbook and other
info)

volunteers

Greening of Detroit

Greening of Detroit non-profit that Local farmers,
works with federal, state , and local apprentices
agencies.

Seattle, WA

info@stockboxgrocers.com

http://stockboxgrocers.com/

parking lot

two full time employees

Westhaven
Apartments

none; necessary to get permission
for use of parking lot space

area residents

small store front Sisters of the Road

Sisters of the Road

none

Staff, volunteers, people
bartering for food

store owners

none

Local corner stores.

Sisters of the Road

meal service

Portland, Oregon

info@sistersoftheroad.org or (503) 2225694

http://sistersoftheroad.org

D.C. Hunger Solutions Healthy Corner
Store Program

Healthy Corner
Store

Washington DC

Alexandra Ashbrook info@dchunger.org
or (202) 986-2200

http://www.dchunger.org/projects/corn 21 Stores
erstore.html

The Urban Farm Stand

Distribution;
Educational

800 Todhunter
Ave., West
Sacramento

Davida Douglas davida@alchemistcdc.org http://www.urbanfarmstand.org/ and Small Farm
http://alchemistcdc.org/farmstand.htm Stand
or 916-204-8260

Alchemist Community
Depends on location
Development Corporation the stand moves
a 501(C)3 non-profit
around from local
parks to corner store
locations

Berkeley, CA

ffc@ecologycenter.org or (510) 848-1704

http://ecologycenter.org/ffc/

Farm Fresh Choice

Alexandra Ashborook and
participating stores

Facility is under five staff and volunteers
10,000 sq. ft.

There is no relationship; Had to get Alchemist staff, youth
nurmerous permits including Health volunteers
Dept. Buisness Permits and State
level permits

market stall on
none
multiple sites owned
by others
West-end Coop
none; navigation of local building
code

local farmers, low-income
community members

schools, granges,
colleges

community members

The West End Food Co-operative

Educational

Toronto, Ontario
Canada

sally(at)westendfood.coop

http://westendfood.coop

Community Kitchens Northwest

Educational

Seattle, WA

LeikaSuzumura@seattletilth.org.

http://www.communitykitchensnw.org small to
commercial

Warmland Specialty Food Cooperative

Educational

Cowichan Valley,
British Columbia

contact through website

http://www.learningcentre.coop/resour 12,000 sq. foot co-op members and a very Cowichan
ce/warmland-specialty-foodbuilding (space small paid staff
Community Centre
cooperative
rented)

The co-operative received a $50,000 paid staff and co-op
grant from the B.C. Ministry of
members
Community Development. Program
also holds events in partnership
with the Ministry of Agriculture

http://www.fccdc.org/fpcabout.html

The facility follows all local
regulations for operating a
commercial kitchen

volunteer kitchen
leaders/organizers

Large-scale
Franklin County
food processing Community Development
facility
Corporation

Franklin County
Community
Development
Corporation

none

area residents

individuals with an idea
for a food related
business that wish to
develop that idea into a
successful venture

local farmer, apprentices, community
members
no

Link to other area, regional,
national programs?

Most significant hurdles?
Input:resources (money,
How were they
time, donations,
overcome?

governing or management
Possible outreach strategies.
structure (leaders, board, etc.?)
There is a board of directors

Contact local business, farms, churches
about donating. Do out reach to
community members about
participating

Pick-ups and drop-offs are
contact local business and farmers
managed by the employees of about creating low income food
the organization.
network

participant volunteers; recipients (local
food bank)

Detroit Market Garden

413-774-

The amount of people served and fed

no

Micah Dobush info@shastacommons.org http://www.shastacommons.org/articles multiple sites
/49-community-gleaning-project
or 707-223-4044

johnw@fccdc.org
7204

Those in need of a hot meal or food
boxes

volunteers; children

Del Norte, CA

Western Massachusetts Food Processing Community food Greenfield, MA
Center
processing
center/small
business incubator

How is program marketed?

none

Shasta Commons Community Gleaning gleaning group
Project

Farm Fresh Choice

$40 per year; Free
trial

How do you measure success?

Multiple owners of
land that is used by
gleaners

Garret Hutsko
magnet@vacoxmail.com

Stockbox

no

Who benefits from the
project/program?

Connor Caldwell

Project operates
across multiple
states in the midAtlantic region

Educational

http://www.midatlanticgleaningnetwor Project
k.org/
operated on
multiple farms
varying in size

Is there a cost?

local food bank; 4-H
(educating/distribution)

Program is marketed by word of
mouth

online, word of mouth, and local
outreach and media

time to identify and
managed largely by one
contact land owners, and individual
organizing gleaning
events

Maryland Community Food
Council, statewide food
security network that
connects food producers and
low-income food consumers

no

Reach out to community members with
fruit trees or crops about there
willingness to share surplus.

Reach out to community members and
farmers with fruit trees or crops about
there willingness to share surplus.

Access to land.
time
Overcome through good
community relations.

Reach out to community members with
fruit trees or crops about their
willingness to share surplus.

Greening of Detroit; Eastern
Market Corp.

Contact local farmers, survey schools for
apprentices.

residents in food desert

number of customers and probability

word of mouth, high visibility,
media coverage

Low income; homeless, or anyone
wanting a inexpensive meal

number of clients/customers

Word of mouth, website, newsletter no

board of directors

Contact local churches, entrepreneurs,
local farmers

no

corner stores; community members

number of participating stores

Through outreach to neighborhood The program partners with
stores
several other programs to
improve food security

3 staff members; handbook

Contact local corner stores about their
willingness to carry fresh fruit and
produce. Contact local farmers about
supplying said produce

no

The program is geared toward lowincome individuals and families.

By the amount of people that have
increased access to healthy food

The program is marketed through
word of mouth, community
organizing and online outreach

The program is run by the
Alchemist CDC but onsight
coordinator runs the day to
day operations

Connect with local farmer's market
vendors for the use of EBT to purchase
produce. Non-stop outreach. Need a
paid coordinator. It is harder to do a
single farm stand than a farmers market.
Can not run self-sustainably. Can not run
on volunteers alone need a paid
posistion

local farmers and low income families
and individuals

number of people fed

participants

number of participants

website, local farmers, word of
no
mouth, newsletters, and local media
and outreach
flyers, newsletter, events/, lasses

1.50; work trade
available

little

securing funding was
daunting, but project has
won design awards and
received donations

local advertisement, website

The program is connected to Food procurement.
need a paid staff
several farmer's markets in
Combine orders with
member to oversee the
other non-profits to make stand 6-10 hours a wee
the Sacramento area
most of purchase orders

$15-$25; no one is Beneficiaries are participants
turned down

quantity and quality of meals prepared; news articles, word of mouth, flyers
increased community support

cost depends on
equipment and
services required

co-op members; residents of Cowichan
Valley

increase in new food business start-ups; word of mouth
expansion of existing food related
businesses; increase in the number of
jobs; revitalization of local agricultural
lands, opportunities (short-term) to
move more locally produced and value
added foods into local markets

Program is contributing to
the larger goal of a federally
approved processing facility
in the region

$50 per month

small business entrepreneurs who are
able to make full use of the facility in
developing a marketable product

number of successful small business
ventures using the site

links small businesses with
local chamber of commerce
in developing business,
marketing, and financial
planning strategies for
success

large amounts of money five staff; board of directors
and resources

Contact local farmers about
contributing to a low income produce
market.
hosting events, flyers, media

money/donation for
loose management structure flyers, media attention, fundraiser
food, 3 to 5 hours needed
for cooking/cleaning

wait and see' attitude
rather than direct
involvement. Core group
of individuals wound up
carrying the idea to
fruition.

board of directors; handbook connecting with the local chamber of
commerce, eco/green-tourism, flyering,
holding open house events

Volunteer Board; handbook

provide informational material about
program in chamber of commerce,
business group meetings, and flyers at
community centers
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The ABC SNAP dossier and accompanying poster present information on
neighborhood scale projects across the United States and Canada that are serving to
alleviate hunger and secure better access to healthy food within their communities. The
aim of the dossier is to provide the Bethel leadership team with a semi-comprehensive
view of the project types that other communities are experimenting with in response to
food insecurity. Using the dossier, the Bethel leadership team can gain a better
understand of the possibilities for food related projects that may serve to alleviate food
insecurity in the neighborhood. The projects described in the dossier are organized into
four different categories relating to four areas of the food system. These categories;
production, processing, distribution/access, and storage/preparedness, come from the
Bethel-Danebo Community Food Planning Workshop event that was put on at the
Petersen Barn on April 10th, 2011.
The dossier is designed to be used in conjunction with a more extensive listing of
neighborhood scale food projects happening around the world. Case studies examined
in the dossier are highlighted examples of innovative responses to food insecurity that
we feel are tangible options for the Bethel neighborhood. Our findings show that there
is great potential for many different project types to be applied to Bethel and that there
is very real possibility for the start of an organization or program that can better secure
access to healthy food for many residents while strengthening ties in the local
community.

LIMITATIONS
This project is to serve as a starting point for further research. While an effort was
made to provide a broader view of the kinds of responses to food insecurity that are
happening in the world, not every possible project type could have been covered in this
small collection of case studies. Furthermore, the case study examples were chosen by
people not living directly within the Bethel community. This is important to note due to
the fact that the authors are not as familiar with the social and physical geography of the
Bethel area as members of the leadership team are. Information presented in each
case study was meant to be useful, but concise. This means that exploration into a
particular program or project that is of interest to the leadership team would require a
more in depth look at a case study example by community members within Bethel. It is
because of this that the dossier is to serve as a guide for further research or a template
for what kind of information may be useful to collect, and how to best present that
information in an easy to comprehend manner, rather than be looked at as a collection
of projects that Bethel 'needs'.
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The Neighborhood Farm
Needham, MA / www.theneighborhoodfarm.com

The Giant Garden
Neighborhood Farm is a collection of gardens mostly in private yards. Homeowners lend
unused land to participants in the Neighborhood Farm organization for them to maintain the
gardens. In return, homeowners receive produce. In 2011 the farm included 2.5 acres across 11
sites sizing from 400 square feet to one location called the ‘Giant Garden’, which is 60,000
square feet. Produce from multiple gardens is sold at two farmers markets and through CSA
shares. The organization also boasts a floral design business.
Lessons Learned:
-Homeowners lending unused land provide garden space with no cost
-Along with selling food, flowers can be easily grown and sold to provide extra funding
Applicability: A group could be formed within Bethel that could model a project like this. The
group would not necessarily have to maintain the gardens they help to create but could help
those who want to grow food themselves establish a garden.
Outreach Strategies:
-Website with contact information for those interested in lending unused land
-Farmers market and floral design business
-Facebook, Twitter, blog & monthly newsletter
-Active website
-Word of mouth
Links/Bibliography/Resources
-https://www.facebook.com/theneighborhoodfarm
-http://twitter.com/#!/The_NHood_Farm
-http://needham.patch.com/articles/tour-provides-a-look-at-needhams-green-side
Articles
-http://www.wickedlocal.com/needham/photos/x2028114955/Neighborhood-Farm-homegrownproduce?foto=1
Photos and Info
-http://www.ediblecommunities.com/boston/resources/resources.htm
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Cully Neighborhood Farm
Portland, OR
http://cullyneighborhoodfarm.org/

The Cully Neighborhood Farm is a small urban farm located in the Cully neighborhood of
Northeast Portland. It is located on ⅓ acre owned by the Trinity Lutheran Church. Produce is
sold at the Cully neighborhood market and through a CSA program. Produce is also given to
the church for distribution through their food pantry in exchange for use of the land for gardening.
The garden also has an educational program where student or community groups can arrange
to come to the farm for an hour long garden class at $3 per person. They also teach weekly
garden glasses to K-8 grade students from the neighboring Trinity Lutheran School in
partnership with students from Concordia University and the University of Portland.
Lessons Learned:
-Partnering with a local organization like a church can create a mutually beneficial relationship
where the church provides land for the farmers and the farmers provide food for the
congregation or those in need
-Partnering with a college or university provides valuable learning experiences for kids and
adults
-Providing gardening classes or field trips for local schools or community groups offers
educational opportunities about urban agriculture and food security but can also provide
additional funding for the project
Applicability: With the large size of the Bethel neighborhood one neighborhood garden would
not be enough, but this project serves as a great example and could be used as a
template. Also, the many religious organizations in Bethel could be a useful resource for land
acquisition and outreach.
Outreach Strategies:
-Harvest potlucks
-Active website, Facebook & Twitter
-Media coverage: Greenhorn Radio: http://www.heritageradionetwork.com/episodes/1567Greenhorn-Radio-Episode-74-Michael-Tevlin-Cully-Neighborhood-Farm-Portland-Oregon
-Vendor at Cully Country Fair
-Partnerships with schools and churches
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Links etc.
http://www.lifelab.org/ farm- and garden-based education
https://www.facebook.com/cullyfarm Facebook
https://twitter.com/#!/CullyFarm Twitter

Edible Estates
Initiative throughout the US and Europe
http://www.fritzhaeg.com/garden/initiatives/edibleestates/main.html

Edible Estates is one of many projects done by Greenlab based in Los Angeles. Greenlab was
developed by Fritz Haeg whose work spans from gardens and architecture to dance and
performing arts. With the edible estates project, Haeg has designed and built gardens in 13
participants’ front yards. The idea is to replace high maintenance lawns with food producing
gardens. There is also a book called Edible Estates: Attack on the Front Lawn which chronicles
the first 8 projects constructed by Haeg. Today there are 13 projects completed, from California
to Manhattan, and from London to Rome.
Lessons Learned:
-There may be many people that want to start their own garden but may just need a little help
getting started
-Turning lawns into garden reduces the use of fertilizers and gas for lawnmowers and increases
local, healthy food production
Applicability: If a group could be formed within Bethel made of active citizens willing to donate
their time to the physical labor of transforming a neighbor’s front yard to a garden, a project like
this could be feasible.
Outreach Strategies:
-Active website chronicling all of Haeg’s projects
-Media coverage
-YouTube videos http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7JgenD4fdw
Links etc.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fritz_Haeg Info on Fritz Haeg
http://www.metropolismag.com/story/20080303/edible-estates-attack-on-the-front-lawn-i
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THE WEST END FOOD
CO-OPERATIVE
Toronto, Ontario /
ww.westendfood.coop

The West-End Community Co-op is a
developing community kitchen space
for holding classes and workshops,
and remodeling a highly visible space
located in the west end of Toronto to
provide a health conscious grocery
store. The co-op attempts to provide better access to food and food education to area residents
through these actions.
Lessons Learned:
-The co-operative model has proven to be stronger and more resilient than conventional
business models
-Collaboration with FarmStart, a program that acts as a catalyst for farmers who have recently
established their businesses by providing kitchen space for value added products, has proven to
spread interest in the project
Applicability to Bethel: While the scale of this particular project is large, the idea of a
cooperative food hub is a feasible option to explore. Merging a small grocery store or farm
stand with a communal gathering space centered around food can better support a healthy food
system as well as help to build and strengthen the health of the surrounding
community. Rented space from area schools or churches may be an option for starting a
cooperative food hub, while more long term possibilities could include a redesign/remodel of
Petersen Barn or incorporating plans for a food hub in the design of the proposed YMCA
project.
Outreach Strategies:
-Offering classes to bring community members into the co-op
-Flyering at area grocery stores and community centers
-Involvement in local farmer’s markets
-Speaking with area businesses about the cooperative

SKINNER CITY FARM’S MOBILE CANNERY
Eugene, Oregon / www.skinnercityfarm.wordpress.com
SCF’s mobile cannery is a cargo recombinant bicycle
that packs everything necessary to conduct a canning
workshop. Simply roll up by bike, set up the sink,
stove, tables, and tent, connect the hose to a water
source, and the workshop is good to go.
Past
events and workshops have been held at various
community gardens throughout Eugene.
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Lessons Learned:
-The mobile cannery itself was a good advertising tool. People were attracted to the mobile
cannery and appreciate the creativity, ingenuity, and sustainable ideology of the project.
-Holding regular biweekly events through the growing season maintains a steady presence and
interest in the community.
-OSU Extension specialists are a valuable resource for their knowledge and their social and
professional networks.
Applicability to Bethel: Bethel citizens could organize an event that features the mobile
cannery. Such an event could connect area neighbors that are interested in food
growing/preservation while drawing attention to the potential future of urban agriculture in the
Bethel neighborhood. If a communal gardening space were organized in Bethel, the mobile
cannery could serve to provide greater programming options for participants in that project.
Outreach Strategies:
-Flyering
-Word of mouth
-Attracting media attention with innovative idea

COMMUNITY KITCHENS NORTHWEST
Seattle, Washington / www.communitykitchensnw.org
People are able to come together and cook large
batches of communal meals that can be taken home and
saved for the week to come. Pooling their resources,
participants are able to take home 15-25 servings at
about a dollar per serving.

Lessons Learned:
-Creating a loose organizational structure and programing ideas that can be easily replicated
has been key in making Community Kitchens Northwest reach a largenumber of people all over
the city.
-Identifying neighborhood leaders that have organizational skills has allowed more autonomy for
kitchens that are able to adjust their programing to match the interest and needs of each
neighborhood.
-Partnering with schools and churches spreads the word about the concept of community
kitchens and can provide more locations for kitchen projects.
Applicability to Bethel: Community Kitchens NW started out very small with one kitchen, and
has now spread across the greater Seattle area utilizing over forty different kitchens of various
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sizes. Presently, Bethel contains a number of kitchens and facilities that could accommodate a
start up program modeled after the Community Kitchens NW example, or be able to
accommodate such a program with small improvements/remodeling. Possible kitchens
available for use could be in area churches, restaurants, schools, or Petersen Barn. Willamette
High may be a more viable option since it already has an established group kitchen for their
culinary program, but other kitchen possibilities may require some fundraising and remodeling
to accommodate an expanding group cooking organization.
Outreach Strategies:
-Word of mouth
-Local media coverage
-Partnering with churches/schools for kitchen space

LUSH VALLEY FOOD ACTION SOCIETY KITCHEN
Courtenay, British Columbia / www.lushvalley.org/

Lush Valley’s commercial grade facility can be
rented on an ongoing basis, or one-timeonly. The commercial kitchen is just one
component of the Lush Valley Food Action
Society which strives to support food related
projects, and educate the people of the Comox
Valley towards personal wellness, community
health and environmental stewardship. LUSH =
Let Us Share the Harvest.

Lessons Learned:

-Being able to offer the kitchen space to a number of different types of uses (individuals,
community organizations, culinary students, classes and government food regulations,
ect) has created a broader awareness of the facility and programming among many
groups in the community.
-Connecting with local and regional food groups of various types has helped to spread
the word on programming.
-Offering opportunities for farm direct delivery to the kitchen for various meals has
strengthened ties in the community and reduced miles traveled for regional food
Applicability to Bethel:

This community kitchen group is set in a more rural setting which has required a greater amount
of effort put into community cohesion and participation in the organizations programming. One
successful way that this has been achieved is through the involvement of area farmers in
supplying food to the kitchen for different groups to buy and use local produce. With Bethel
being such a large neighborhood, so close to Willamette Valley farmland, a connection could
certainly be made to include area farmers in becoming involved with a community kitchen in the
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neighborhood.

Outreach Strategies:

-Word of mouth
-Talking with other groups working around food in the region
-Using the space as a community gathering center as well as kitchen

CHELSEA COMMUNITY KITCHEN
Chelsea, Michigan / www.chelseacommunitykitchen.org
Chelsea Community Kitchen is a network of
commercial kitchens that provides opportunities for
entrepreneurs, community groups, families, and
individuals with the space to expand their culinary
abilities, start a food related business, and make new
friends. In addition to providing commercial kitchen
space, Chelsea Community Kitchen offers classes
ranging from basic cooking to food handler’s test
preparation.

Lessons Learned:

-Actively involving area farmers in the discussion and planning of the community kitchen has
allowed for anticipation of possible hurdles to overcome.
-Project was planned for over a year and a half, ensuring that the space would provided exactly
what the community would want to use

Applicability to Bethel: With strong culinary programs in Willamette High School and Lane

Community College, having a community kitchen that can offer test preparation, food handlers
licensing, cooking classes, as well as community gathering space could better serve the
residents of Bethel who are looking at pursuing careers working in the food system. Connecting
with LCC to secure funding for a satellite kitchen for their culinary program in the Bethel
neighborhood may be a potential option to explore.
Outreach Strategies:-Surveying organizations and individuals in the community to provide
feedback on just what type of space and programming is needed/wanted
-Connecting with local farmers
-Local media coverage
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BEANS AND GREENS PROJECT
Kansas City, Missouri /. www.beansandgreens.org
The Beans and Greens project increases
access to local, healthy food in the Kansas
City area. The program doubles each food
stamp dollar spent at participating farmers’
markets. These “double points” can be spent
on fresh produce, farm goods, and other
healthy, locally made food products. These
“double dollars” help close the gap between
prices of locally grown and industrial food.
Although Beans and Greens does operate one
“mobile farmers market” themselves, the
program instead builds upon 18 (and counting) existing market locations throughout the city
rather than establishing their own. The Beans and Greens project is an interesting case study
because it does not pertain to just a single community garden or market. It’s a multifaceted
campaign that is effective because it isn’t limited to an individual entity. Rather, it’s collective of
farmers, existing markets, and concerned citizens who are working together to provide fresh,
local produce to those residents who don’t otherwise have the access or the desire to acquire
them. At one market location alone, during the first year of the project, $13,000 of customer food
stamps were matched with another $13,000 from the program.

Lessons Learned:

- Successful outreach campaigns require cooperation from many parties- it will be important to
engage the whole community.
- It’s important to involve those on all levels of the supply chain in order to provide consumers
with the best produce at the best price.
- Effective programs not be tied down to a specific location. They should be broad and wellconnected networks of information, consumers, and suppliers.

Applicability to Bethel: The transient nature of this program and its ability to work both with
existing markets and encourage the opening of new ones is certainly of use in the Bethel
community, where long distances exist between consumer and market. The project served as a
catalyst for the building of local food networks by connecting farms, consumers, and retail
outlets towards a common goal. Their website contains easy to use, simple to understand
content, as well as an incredibly useful calendar that lists participating market locations and their
dates of operation.Granted this is a bigger scale than applicable to our neighborhood, but the
example remains a strong case for the creation of a similar program in Bethel.
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STOCKBOX PROJECT
Seattle, Washington / www.stockboxgrocers.com
In essence, Stockbox is a shipping
container turned grocery store- an
affordable, easily moveable structure with
a footprint small enough to be viable in
densely populated urban areas. It’s test
location has gone well, and although the
focus is not on local foods, it’s purpose is
to alleviate the strain of food shopping for
those living in food deserts (Seattle being
the city in this case). Rather than selling
strictly produce, Stockbox is a complete
market selling common household
products as well as processed foods and
drinks in addition to fresh fruits and
vegetables. The Stockbox project was the
result of a project created by two
University of Washington students, and funding has been self-attained (the majority of which
came from a successful Kickstarter campaign). Because of this, the project is evolving
organically and is very reliant upon customer input and community needs. Since they had a
relatively small budget, they relied on grassroots, word-of-mouth advertising and local
community meetings as their initial audience.As their test location proved, the sense of
community created by a “corner market” of this type not only creates a buzz about the market,
but this new-found sense of community can be a catalyst for further food security improvements.
The program was, again, a pilot, but it’s proof that a small store can make a big impact on an
insecure food community.

Lessons Learned:

- Small storefronts can create a sense of community in areas that are lacking in food resources.
- Food deserts can be alleviated with a low-impact, small-footprint structure.
- Having access to food close to home increases resident’s ability to better choose what they
purchase and eat.

Applicability to Bethel:

The Stockbox project is a great manifestation of many of our goals, though not necessarily
scaled to the Bethel neighborhood, although the model is small enough that it could easily be
adapted. While it doesn’t necessarily address the sourcing of the food, the business model does
address the problem of food deserts in Bethel, one of the largest geographic areas in Eugene.
To summarize, the Stockbox project may be a better example of small-time entrepreneurship
than of local agriculture, but the food security issue in Bethel cannot be solved by either
individually- it must be a mixture of sustainable, locally produced food as well as sound
business practice; the latter Stockbox exemplifies perfectly and the former can be addressed by
tailoring a similar idea to the Bethel neighborhood.
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THE PEOPLE’S GROCERY MOBILE MARKET& WHOLESALE HOOKUP
PROGRAM
Oakland, CA/ http://www.peoplesgrocery.org/

Mobile Market:
http://placemaking.pps.org/markets/info/market_profiles/food_insecurity/peoples_grocery
Wholesale Hookup: http://www.peoplesgrocery.org/article.php/wholehookup
Phone: (510) 652-7607

The People’s Grocery is a multifaceted organization dedicated to promoting food security in
Oakland. Although it includes many programs, this case study will focus on two that might be
especially useful in the Bethel neighborhood. The first is their mobile market. This bright redtruck travels around Oakland 3 days per week, year-round, to help provide a fresh food market
to those without access to transportation. They focus on vulnerable communities, and usually
park in low-income housing projects, senior living centers, public schools, parks, and community
centers. People’s Grocery maintains a garden that produces 30% of the food sold, and the other
70% comes from farmers who sell at local markets and groceries.
The People’s Grocery also offers a program they’ve dubbed the “Wholesale Hookup”, which
acts as a wholesale buying club for the community. The Grocery provides the community with
wholesale catalogs, and then takes orders every week until Friday at noon. They take orders
until the communal order reaches the wholesale threshold (in their case $500). Providing this
communal ordering service ordering saves consumers up to 60% off grocery store prices for
many staple goods. A small (8%) handling fee is placed on orders to cover administrative costs,
but when added to the savings received by ordering via wholesale, the consumer still saves
quite a bit of money.

Lessons Learned:

-Using a brightly colored truck and parking at conspicuous locations helps create a brand for the
truck, and gets people asking questions about the project
-Local transportation departments can potentially donate old busses/vehicles for use in mobile
market projects
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-A mobile market makes food access programs highly visible to the community, and acts as an
outreach tool

Applicability: The Bethel neighborhood has one area that has been identified as a food desert,
and others areas, like senior living facilities, that may have high proportions of those without
access to quality foods. A mobile market would create high visibility for a food access program,
and could be supported by the expansion of the existing school gardens, as well as farmers who
sell at Eugene area markets.
A wholesale program would be a relatively low-investment project that could be implemented in
the Bethel. It requires very little as far as staffing goes, and could most likely be run by a couple
volunteers willing to organize the wholesale orders.

EAST NEW YORK FARMS
Brooklyn, NY / http://www.eastnewyorkfarms.org/

East New York Farms is a farmers market truly built on community support. Instead of bringing
in farmers to sell at a market, East New York Farms utilizes extra food produced by members of
the community. Most of the ethnically diverse vendors live in the surrounding neighborhood.
These urban growers generate income at the market by selling fruits and vegetables that they
have raised in community gardens and private plots. Since vendors mirror the ethnic make-up of
customers at the market, there is a strong feeling of community ownership. Like the sellers,
customers generally come from within a 15-minute radius by foot (although there is access to
public transit nearby to accommodate people who come from further distances). Currently, 45%
of the buyers at the market use food stamps/EBT, and the market is in the process of growing
the number of sellers which accept these stamps.

Lessons Learned:

-Utilizing local residents and businesses to sell their produce at a market can create community
ownership and investment in the market
-Providing an avenue for the community to sell its own produce is a strong investment in the in
the economic development of a community
-Public transportation near market sites makes a market much more viable
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Applicability:

As a very diverse neighborhood, Bethel’s Petersen Barn farmers market faces many of the
same challenges addressed by East New York Farms (ENYF) model. Developing a community
food hub like a farmers’ market means organizing a diverse group of stakeholders with different
backgrounds, lifestyles, and neighborhood aspirations. By utilizing community members to
provide products for the market, the ENYF developed a strong sense of community ownership
and investment in their market, which would be a key aspect in insuring momentum for the
Petersen Market.

Links:

http://www.colorado.edu/journals/cye/14_1/articles/article2full.htm
http://placemaking.pps.org/markets/info/market_profiles/markets_and_youth/east_ny_2

Rosa Parks Elementary School Garden
San Diego, California
http://parks.sandi.net/pages/garden/Rosa%20Parks%20Garden/About%20Us.html

Rosa Parks Elementary School Garden is situated in the City Heights neighborhood of San
Diego, California. The budget for the garden varies between $800 and $2000 per year,
depending on available grants and donations. The low budget is partially due to the garden’s
location adjacent to a public park, which allows them to use their water for irrigation. Rosa Parks’
garden is a 92 ft. x 92 ft. plot, used mainly for youth education, but has increasingly focused on
actual production for the community. Alongside a student garden club, and any classes that
involve the garden in their curriculum, the garden is also host to a parents gardening club. The
parents’ club is currently developing a cookbook for distribution to the community, based on
member’s family recipes. The school is also in the process of creating a School Farmers’ Market.
Due to uncertainty surrounding the amount and consistency of quality harvest, the school
declined an invitation to participate in a local farmers market. This invitation piqued the schools
interest, however, and they decided to create a school farmers market. The once-a-month
market brings in funds for the program, builds further community support, and provides an
important distribution point for healthy, local food.
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Lessons Learned:

-Developing multiple ways of involving youth in school garden projects (e.g. a weekly gardening
club AND involving the garden in school curriculum) helps build more powerful connections to
the project
-When located on or near public property (parks, schools, etc.), there is potential for water
resources to be shared between the garden and the adjacent public space
-Once a garden plan has been implemented, maintaining momentum is key to a garden’s
success
-Connecting parents to a school garden via a gardening club helps involve the greater
community in the success of the garden and can increase parent involvement in school systems
in which it is lacking
-Writing a community cookbook is a great way of invoking community expertise and building
community support around a garden or food related project

Applicability: Bethel is currently host to a handful of school gardens, and as part of the SNAP
process has been looking at expanding one or more of these sites. The City Heights
neighborhood is demographically similar to Bethel, and many of the strategies outlined in the
“Lessons Learned” section could be implemented as part of expanding school garden programs
in the neighborhood. Developing ways to connect parents to school gardening projects, for
example through the creation of a cookbook, could be instrumental in creating community
support for such an expansion. If a large enough production garden could be implemented,
building a farm stand or small market would build project awareness and raise funds for the
garden.

City Greens Market
St. Louis, MO / http://midtowncitygreens.org/
(314) 534-1180 / Citygreensproduce@gmail.com

Midtown City Greens Market is an innovative farmers’ market located in the southeastern sector
of the 17th Ward in St. Louis, Missouri. City Greens provides a unique membership structure,
where those with the ability to pay subsidize those who cannot pay as much. Those who make
over a specific income level pay a membership fee that helps to subsidize those who can’t
afford the fee, or who can only pay for part of it. Since memberships subsidize those who can’t
afford to be a part of the market, they are tax deductible. The paying members’ subsidies
support the farmers at the market, allowing them to provide their products at or below cost. At
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the market, everybody pays the same price for produce, paying member or not. The market
partners with several local charities and organizations for support and organizing capacity.
Farmers simply drop their produce off, and volunteers take care of the rest. A newly
implemented mobile market also increases access for those without adequate transportation.

Lessons Learned:

-Membership structures based on ability to pay can facilitate providing low-cost products for
consumers
-Mobile farmers markets are highly successful methods of bringing fresh, healthy food to areas
lacking access
-Providing local businesses the opportunity to buy group memberships to farmers’ markets can
help build capital for a market, and provide regularity in funding
-By providing subsidized or below cost goods, without the intention of making a profit, a market
is able to reach many non-traditional marketcustomers.
-Social media, like blogs and listservs, are good tools for community outreach and promoting
awareness of a farmers market (especially when used regularly to update the community on
upcoming events or specials offered at the market)
-Using volunteers to sell produce that farmers drop off incentives producers to get involved in
farmers’ markets
-Accepting food stamps/EBT makes low-income community members much more likely to
patronize markets

Applicability:

The City Greens Market ability-based fee structure is something that could be very successful in
the Bethel neighborhood, if the Peterson Barn Market (or a new market) could be re-established.
Partnering with local business to provide group memberships is also a possibility in Bethel, via
community-minded businesses like Oakshire Brewery. Neighborhood matching grants could
potentially provide an opportunity to start up a market like this, if outside grants, funding, or
awards could be found.

Urban Edibles

Portland, OR / http://urbanedibles.org/project
Email: webmeister@urbanedibles.org
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Urban Edibles is a web-based non-profit run out of Portland, OR. It has been developed as a
site for those interested in finding urban foraging locations in the greater Portland area. The site
hosts a Google map where users can pinpoint locations they know host fruit-bearing trees,
edible plants, etc. If a user has a fruit tree on their property that they want the public to know
about they can post it on the site, but often times posts are based on personal observations of
foraging sites not owned by the poster. This means ethical considerations about foraging on
property that doesn’t belong to you come into play, and a large portion of the website is
dedicated to a clear outline of proper foraging etiquette.

Lessons Learned:

-Websites with user-generated content create community investment in the project
-Urban foraging maps are great ways of utilizing pre-existing resources in a neighborhood, as
well as encouraging positive interactions between neighbors
-Community-sourcing labor for a project (volunteers, students, etc.) makes them much cheaper
and more feasible for organizations who don’t have the resources to implement the project on
their own

Applicability: With the University of Oregon, Lane Community College, and Northwest
Christian all in close proximity to the neighborhood, finding an unpaid web intern who could
work for credit would be relatively easy. Since the site is largely user-generated maps and
content, a partnership with a University course (much like our current Civic Ag class) could
provide the manpower needed to develop the framework for the site, ethical guidelines, etc. The
most critical aspect of creating a successful urban foraging site for the Bethel neighborhood and
surrounding areas would be developing an outreach program to make sure people know about
and utilize the project. The project could potentially partner with Tree by Tree, or similar
organizations, to find people who want to share their produce or need help maintaining their
edible plants.

MARION-POLK FOOD SHARE

SALEM, OREGON / www.marionpolkfoodshare.org/ 503-581-3855
Since 1987, the Marion Polk Food Share has
been fighting to end hunger in Marion and Polk
Counties. In 2003-04, Food Share provided 4.2
million pounds of emergency food to 55
member agencies stretching from Grande
Ronde and Dallas to Mill City, Silverton, and
Woodburn. A total of 60,417 emergency food
boxes and 337,847 meals were distributed,
representing nearly a 24% increase over the
previous year.
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Lessons Learned:

- Understanding the growing need and trend of emergency food
in response to this

boxes and creating programs

- Maintaining an organized system of volunteers and staff to expand (in numbers of volunteers
and in area served). The Food Share is now operating on a $1 million/year budget.
- Hosting many local events to gain interest and awareness

Applicability to Bethel: Once a food hub or kitchen is established in Bethel, a portion of its
projects could be directed to emergency food boxes. Whether through slight alterations to the
Peterson Barn or through another venue, this could be easily achieved.

Outreach Strategies:

- Very organized and clear website
- Hosting food drives and events
- Word of mouth
- Working with other community groups

LOVE INC

Corvallis, OR / www.yourloveinc.org/documents/
Organized through the Christian Church, Love
INC is a group of committed individuals who
donate their time, energy, or anything they can
share to help those who have a hard time
accessing food and to end hunger in Benton
County. Love INC asks its volunteers to take
their faith and to put it into action.

Lessons Learned:

- A survey is provided for volunteers that helps
make the strongest matches with community

members in need
- Ex: An community member does not own a car, but would like to participate in a gleaning
group. A Love INC volunteer that have marked that they own a car is paired with the community
member in need to provide a ride.
- Love INC was created by a community group that is already strong and united; the local
churches.

Applicability to Bethel: Because there are many religious centers and establishments
within the Bethel neighborhood a program such as Love INC. could be very successful. Calling
on community groups that are already strong could not only increase support to improve food
access, but could also be vital too feed the community in the event of an emergency.
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Outreach Strategies:

- Partnering with local food pantries and soup kitchens

JANUS YOUTH PROGRAMS: ST. JOHNS WOODS GARDEN

Portland, OR / www.janusyouth.org/what-we-do/urban-agriculture-services.php
503-286-2099
The program is an innovative, collaborative,
community gardening effort that fights hunger by
helping low-income families to grow their own
food and take leadership in their community. The
7,000 square foot St. Johns Woods Garden
Project enables 30 families living 200% below
federal poverty guidelines to grow their own food
by providing seeds, tools, fertile land, water, and
technical support.

Lessons Learned:

- The Janus Program at St. John’s Woods Garden has considered all age groups and has
created programs for each range to educate participants on the importance of knowing how to
produce their own food.
- Mentors are encouraged to individually guide at-risk teens
-The garden is located in a central location within a 124 unit public-housing community.

Applicability to Bethel: Bethel contains many schools and therefore has a large student

community that could be educated on the importance of food access. A program designed to
raise awareness in the youth population about food access and preparedness would not only
strengthen the community as a whole, but would give students useful skills for a more secure
life.

Outreach Strategies:

-Partnering with local businesses
- Word of mouth
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Appendix C
Outreach

Bountiful
Bethel
Work Plan / 2013

Talking Points / Bountiful Bethel
healthy and affordable food in your neighborhood
Bountiful Bethel is a group of neighbors and partner organizations working to help everyone in Bethel
have access to healthy, nutritious food. We're talking with parents, seniors, families and you, learning
what you need to eat healthier.
Bountiful Bethel is working on great neighborhood projects too, like gardening together and helping
our neighbors learn how to grow healthy fruits and vegetables and preserve their harvest.
Come grow with us!
We're planning events and classes to engage and educate. We're gathering resources and materials to
make gardening and canning as simple, affordable and fun as possible. Whether you're new or
experienced there is something just right for you!
For more information about Bountiful Bethel or to learn how you can get involved contact:
Alberta Cook
swap_activebethel@yahoo.com
541 844 1151
www.activebethelcitizens.blogspot.com
Why?
As long time residents of the Bethel neighborhood, we know that many of our neighbors struggle with
access to food that is both healthy and affordable. With only a handful of grocery stores in our area, not
all of which offer healthy food at a good value, we think the easiest way to get more healthy food in our
neighborhood is to help neighbors grow more food in the neighborhood.
Growing food together and sharing the bounty at canning parties, community meals and potlucks, we
know we will enrich and strengthen existing connections and begin creating new connections in our
neighborhood. Bringing people together by growing food also encourages a rich and deep sense of
community on many levels. Having more vibrant connections between neighbors, schools, business
and other organizations will make Bethel a stronger more resilient neighborhood.
What we're doing...
Learning more about what our neighborhood food needs are
Finding out what kinds of food-related projects-community gardens, canning kitchens, classes-- might
work in Bethel
Developing collectively run garden sites and nurseries
Envisioning regular community meals and potlucks
Developing neighborhood based food buying clubs and farmers markets
Networking with our partner organizations to develop more projects, resources and opportunities
Our Partners ( I would put this information in a smaller font. )
Bethel School District/Communities and Schools Together (CAST)/Environmental Center of
Sustainability (ECOS)/City of Eugene/Lane County Food Policy Council/South Town Rotary

Bountiful Bethel
¡Alimentos saludables y económicos en tu propio vecindario!
Bountiful Bethel es un grupo de vecinos y organizaciones asociadas que trabajan para ayudar a los vecinos de
Bethel a tener acceso a alimentos saludables y nutritivos. Hablamos con padres de familia, personas de la tercera
edad, familias y contigo para aprender lo que necesitan para alimentarse más saludablemente.
Bountiful Bethel también está elaborando grandes proyectos para el vecindario, tales como trabajos comunitarios de
horticultura y ayudando a nuestros vecinos a aprender a sembrar frutas y verduras y a hacer conservas de las
mismas.
¡Ven y cultiva con nosotros!
Estamos planeando eventos y clases para participar y educar. Estamos acumulando recursos y materiales para hacer
de la horticultura y la conserva de alimentos una actividad más sencilla, económica y divertida. Ya sea que apenas
estés aprendiendo o que ya tengas experiencia, en Bountiful Bethel ¡encontrarás algo de interés para ti!
Para mayor información acerca de Bountiful Bethel o para enterarte de cómo participar comunícate con:
Alberta Cook
swap_activebethel@yahoo.com
541 844 1151
www.activebethelcitizens.blogspot.com
¿La razón?
Somos residentes del vecindario de Bethel desde hace tiempo, por lo mismo, sabemos que muchos de nuestros
vecinos batallan para adquirir alimentos saludables y económicos. Con un número pequeño de tiendas de
comestibles en nuestra zona, las cuales no todas ofrecen alimentos saludables a buen precio, pensamos que la
manera más fácil para obtener más alimentos saludables en nuestro vecindario es la de asistir a nuestros vecinos a
cultivarlos en su propio vecindario.
Al cultivar los alimentos comunitariamente y al compartir el fruto de la cosecha, ya sea en fiestas para el envasado,
comidas comunitarias y "potlucks", sabemos que enriquecerá y fortalecerá las conexiones existentes y se comenzará
a crear nuevas amistades en nuestro vecindario. Al tratar de unificar al vecindario por medio del cultivo de sus
propios productos alimentará y motivará la formación del sentido de comunidad a muchos niveles. Al haber
conexiones más vibrantes entre vecinos, escuelas, negocios y otras organizaciones hará que el vecindario de Bethel
sea más fuerte y vibrante.
Tratamos de lograr lo siguiente...
• Aprender más acerca de las necesidades alimenticias de nuestro vecindario;
• Identificar proyectos relacionados a los alimentos, tales como: jardines comunitarios, cocinas para el envasado,
o tipo de clases que funcionarían en Bethel;
• Desarrollar colectivamente jardines horticultores y viveros;
• Contemplar la posibilidad de comidas comunitarias y "potlucks" regularmente;
• Organizar clubes comunitarios de alimentos para la compra o mercados de pequeños agricultores; y
 Crear una red de comunicación con otros grupos para desarrollar proyectos, recursos y oportunidades
comunitarias.
Nuestros socios incluyen: Bethel School District/Communities and Schools Together (CAST)/Environmental
Center of Sustainability (ECOS) / City of Eugene/Lane County Food Policy Council/South Town Rotary

Bountiful
Bethel

Why?

As long time residents of Bethel, we know
many of our neighbors struggle with access
to healthy and affordable food. With only a
handful of grocery stores in our area, not all of
which offer healthy food at a good value, we
believe the easiest way to get more healthy food
in our neighborhood is to help neighbors grow
more food in the neighborhood.

Bountiful Bethel is a group of your neighbors

working to help everyone in Bethel have access
to healthy, nutritious food. We’re talking with
parents, seniors, families and you, learning
what you need to eat healthier.

Growing food together and sharing the
bounty at canning parties, community
meals and potlucks, we know we will enrich
and strengthen existing connections and
begin creating new connections in our
neighborhood. Bringing people together by
growing food also encourages a rich and deep
sense of community. Having more vibrant
connections between neighbors, schools,
business and other organizations will make
Bethel a stronger more resilient neighborhood.

Bountiful Bethel is working on great

What we’re doing...

healthy and affordable food in
your neighborhood!

neighborhood projects too, like gardening
together and helping our neighbors learn
how to grow healthy fruits and vegetables and
preserve their harvest.

Come grow with us!

We’re planning events and classes to engage
and educate. We’re gathering resources and materials to make gardening and canning simple,
affordable and fun! Whether you’re new or experienced there’s something just right for you!
For more information about Bountiful Bethel
or to learn how you can get involved contact:
Alberta Cook
swap_activebethel@yahoo.com
541-844-1151
www.activebethelcitizens.blogspot.com

•
•
•
•
•
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Learning more about our neighborhood
food needs;
Identifying food-related projects such as
community gardens, canning kitchens, or
classes that would work in Bethel;
Developing collectively run garden sites
and nurseries;
Envisioning regular community meals and
potlucks;
Organizing neighborhood-based food
buying clubs and farmers markets; and
Networking with other
groups to develop
projects, resources and
opportunities.

Our Partners: Bethel School District/Communities and Schools Together (CAST)/Environmental
Center of Sustainability (ECOS)/City of Eugene/
Lane County Food Policy Council/South Town
Rotary
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¡Ven y cultiva con nosotros!
Estamos planeando eventos y clases para participar y
educar. Estamos acumulando recursos y materiales para
hacer de la horticultura y la conserva de alimentos una
actividad más sencilla, económica y divertida. Ya sea
que apenas estés aprendiendo o que ya tengas
experiencia, en Bountiful Bethel ¡encontrarás algo de
interés para ti!
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Estimada familia de Bethel:
Soy miembro de la asociación de vecinos de "Active Bethel Citizens" o Ciudadanos
Activos de Bethel, que está trabajando en un proyecto llamado "Bountiful Bethel".
Estamos tratando de asistir a nuestros vecinos para que aprendan más acerca de temas
relacionados al acceso a los alimentos saludables y económicos. Recibimos información
con respecto al cultivo o producción de alimentos en nuestro vecindario, además de
información sobre el embotellado o embasado de alimentos a pequeña o gran escala, así
como los medios en que los alimentos frescos se podrían distribuir por medio de los
pequeños agricultores en puestos de mercado y clubes de compra.
Somos residentes del vecindario de Bethel desde hace tiempo, por lo mismo, sabemos
que muchos de nuestros vecinos batallan para encontrar alimentos saludables y
económicos. Con sólo un puñado de tiendas de comestibles en nuestra zona, las cuales
no todas ofrecen alimentos saludables a buen precio, pensamos que la manera más fácil
para obtener más alimentos saludables en nuestro vecindario es la de asistir a nuestros
vecinos a cultivarlos en su propio vecindario.
Al cultivar los alimentos comunitariamente y al compartir el fruto de su huerto, ya sea en
fiestas para el envasado, comidas comunitarias y "potlucks", sabemos que enriquecerá y
fortalecerá las conexiones existentes y comenzará a crear nuevas amistades en nuestro
vecindario. Al tratar de unificar al vecindario por medio del cultivo de sus propios
productos alimentará y motivará la formación del sentido de comunidad. Al haber
conexiones más vibrantes entre vecinos, escuelas, negocios y otras organizaciones hará
que el vecindario de Bethel sea más fuerte y vibrante.
Estamos tratando de lograr lo siguiente:







Aprender acerca de cuáles son las necesidades en cuanto a alimentos en nuestro
vecindario.
Indagar acerca de los proyectos de granjas o huertos, cocinas para el envasado o
enlatado o clases que podrían funcionar.
Desarrollar jardines horticultores colectivos y viveros
Contemplar la posibilidad de la existencia de eventos de comidas comunitarias y
"potlucks" que se pudieran reunir regularmente.
Desarrollar clubes comunitarios de alimentos para la compra o mercados de
pequeños agricultores.
Relacionar una red de organizaciones para desarrollar conjuntamente más
proyectos, recursos y oportunidades comunitarias.

Contamos con un grupo fuerte y comprometido de socios que están trabajando en este
proyecto, los cuales comparten el mismo interés y preocupación por el acceso a
alimentos sanos y asequibles en nuestro vecindario.
Estos incluyen:








El Distrito Escolar de Bethel www.bethel.k12.or.us/
Comunidades y Escuelas Unidas -Community and Schools Together (CAST)
www.cast.ori.org
Centro Ambiental para la Sustentabilidad -Environmental Center of Sustainability
(ECOS) www.ecos-eugene.org
Servicios para el vecindario de la ciudad de Eugene -City of Eugene
Neighborhood Services www.eugene-or.gov/neighborhoods
Consejo de Políticas Alimentarias del Condado de Lane - Lane County Food
Policy Council www.fpclanecounty.org/
Club Rotario de South Town - South Town Rotary www.southtownerotary.org/

Nos encantaría tener la oportunidad de hablar con usted o un grupo de su iglesia o su
organización acerca de ideas relacionadas con estos temas que tienen que ver con
nuestro vecindario de Bethel. Usaremos estas ideas como base para desarrollar
posteriormente los proyectos arriba mencionados. Espero con interés establecer una
relación con su organización para comenzar una conversación sobre estas importantes
preocupaciones de nuestra comunidad.
Sinceramente,
Alberta Cook
Miembro de Active Bethel Citizens
Teléfono: (541) 844 1151 Correo electrónico: swap_activebethel@yahoo.com
www.activebethelcitizens.blogspot.com

Bountiful Bethel Interview Questions
Name
Contact information
Age
Household size
Household income: under $10,000
between $10,000-$30,000
between $30,000-$50,000
over $50,000
How long in Bethel?
Food access and variety
· Do you have access to the kinds/quality of food you want?
· Is it affordable?
· Where do you get your food and why?
· Is there anything you would like to do to improve (change?) how you eat?
· Other things you would like to share
Gardening and growing
· What kinds of gardening/food related activities do you participate in now?
· Would you like to learn more about growing your own food?
· Is there anything such classes or equipment that would help you start
gardening or garden more?
· Are you aware of any of these local projects in our neighborhood and area?
• School gardens
• gleaners, tree-by-tree
• victory gardens
• SPROUT
• urban to farm project (ECOS)
• others?
· Would you volunteer for any of the above? If so, how much time do you
think you could spend a month.
· What would make (any of) the above interesting to you and your
neighbors/family?
· Other things you would like to share

Meals, cooking and food preparation
· How much time in a day do you spend cooking?
· Would you be interested in learning more about cooking/food preservation?
· Is there anything that would improve/change how you cook now?
· Would you be interested in seeing a community kitchen in Bethel?
· Would you use a community kitchen if it were available?
· Other things you would like to share
Group and collective efforts
· If there were a place in the neighborhood where you could buy in bulk
(group buying) would you participate?
· Would you participate in a group gardening or neighborhood farming
project?
· How about a community garden where each person or group would have
their own plot, but on a shared space?
· Would you be interested in working with others to prepare or preserve food?
· How about regular block or neighborhood dinners that would be no cost?
· Do you know anyone who might be interested in starting a food-based
business?
· Other things you would like to share

Preguntas de la entrevista para el proyecto de "Bountiful Bethel"
Nombre:
Información de contacto:
Edad:
Número de miembros en el hogar:
Ingreso del hogar:
menos de $10,000
de $10,000 a $30,000
de $30,000 a $50,000
arriba de $50,000
¿Por cuánto tiempo ha residido en Bethel?
Acceso y variedad de alimentos
• ¿Tiene acceso al tipo y calidad de alimentos que desea?
• ¿Son económicos?
• ¿Dónde hace la compra y por qué?
• ¿Hay algo que le gustaría que mejorara o cambiara en la forma de alimentase?
• ¿Qué otras cosas le gustaría compartir?
Horticultura y cultivo
• ¿En qué tipo de actividad de jardinería relacionada a los alimentos u horticultura
participa en la actualidad?
• ¿Le gustaría aprender más acerca de cómo cultivar sus propios alimentos?
• ¿Hay algún tipo de clase, equipo o herramienta que le pudiera ayudar a comenzar a
hacer un poco de cultivo o a incrementar la producción que ya tiene?
• ¿Sabe usted si hay algún tipo de proyectos como los siguientes en nuestro vecindario
o área?
o Jardines escolares
o Espigadores, "tree-by-tree"
o Jardín de la victoria
o SPROUT
o Zona urbana a proyecto agrícola -urban to farm project (ECOS)
o ¿otro tipo?
•
•
•

¿Le gustaría hacer voluntariado en alguna de las actividades anteriores? De ser
así, ¿cuánto tiempo cree que podría dedicar a esto al mes?
¿Qué haría a usted, a su familia o a sus vecinos interesarse en participar en
alguna de estas actividades?
¿Qué otras cosas le gustaría compartir?

Comidas, cocina y preparación de alimentos
• ¿Cuánto tiempo pasa cocinando al día?
• ¿Le gustaría aprender más de cocina o conservación de alimentos?
• ¿Existe algo que mejoraría o cambiaría la forma en que cocina?

•
•
•

¿Se interesaría en que hubiera una cocina comunitaria en Bethel?
Si hubiera una ¿la usaría?
¿Qué otras cosas le gustaría compartir?

Esfuerzos colectivos y de grupo
• Si hubiera un sitio en el vecindario donde pudiera comprar los alimentos a granel
(compra en grupo) ¿participaría?
• ¿Participaría en actividades de jardinería u horticultura de grupo o en un proyecto
de cultivo comunitario?
• ¿Le gustaría participar en un jardín comunitario en donde cada persona o grupo
tuviera su propia parcela en un espacio compartido?
• ¿Le interesaría trabajar con otras personas preparando o envasando alimentos?
• ¿Le gustaría participar en cenas de la manzana o la cuadra que no tuvieran costo
alguno?
• ¿Conoce a alguien que pudiera estar interesado en comenzar un negocio de
alimentos?
• ¿Qué otras cosas le gustaría compartir?

Summary of results from Bountiful Bethel survey / 18 respondents
Do you have adequate access to food?
Yes/10

No/2

Mostly/4

No/7

Sort of/4

Is it affordable?
Yes/7

Where do you shop?
Market of Choice/2
Rays/1
Safeway/1
Wal-Mart/2
Winco/11

Albertsons/6
Capella/0
Costco/1
Food Pantry/1
Fred Meyer/1
Kiva/2

Why?
Cheap/7

Nearby/7

Selection and price/1

Organic options/1

Would you like to improve how you eat?
How to lose weight or fewer calories/2
Eat healthy with kids
Learn how to use quinoa
More organic
More affordable

No/3
Yes/14
More fresh food, veggies, grains/4
Less take-out/2
More organic or home grown/2

Other things you would like to share?
30% of food budget is take-out, would like to change that
Hard to stretch SNAP funds w/ kids
Want more organic in Bethel

What kinds of gardening/food activities you participate in?
Home garden/11

School garden/1

Cooking/1

None/4

Would you like to learn more about growing your own food?
Yes/11

No/5

Maybe/1

Are there classes or equipment that would help you start gardening?
Classes on starts and seeds/4
Toolshare/3
When to plant, what to start indoors, container
gardening
More GMO-Free/Heirloom Seeds

Access to seeds and starts
Need space for garden
Mini classes
Container gardening
Seed swap

Are you aware of projects in our neighborhood?
School gardens/8
Food for Lane County or food pantries/6
Victory Garden/4
Tree by Tree/3

SPROUT/1
Courthouse garden/1
Gleaning/1
Not aware/5

Would you volunteer?
Maybe/5

Yes/3

No/3

Already do/2

What would be more interesting to you and your neighbors?
Snacks
Leadership/well organized
Food
Weekends

Close to home/4
People I know
Co-workers
Carpooling
Toolshare

Other things you would like to share?
The more gardens the better!

How much time in a day you spend cooking?
30 minutes/2
1 hour/2
1.5 hours/3
2+ hours/5
3+ hours/1

Would you like to learn more about cooking/food preservation?
Yes/11

No/3

Maybe/1

Would you like to improve/change how you cook now?
Crockpot
Cooking veggies with kids
Healthy, fast, simple cooking
Being less lazy
Cheaper organics

No/4
More time/2
More money
Learning to cook vegetarian
Home canning

Would you like to see a community kitchen in Bethel?
Yes/8

For others/5

Not sure/2

Would you use it?
Yes/7

No/5

Maybe/3

Would you participate in a food buying club?
Yes/11

Maybe/3

No/1

Would you participate in a group gardening or neighborhood project?
Yes/7
Maybe/8
Would you participate in a community garden?
Yes/6

No/5

Maybe/3

Would you like to learn more about preparing or preserving food?
Yes/8

Maybe/5

No/2

Would you be interested in neighborhood dinners of no cost?
Yes/13

No/2

Do you know anyone who might be interested in starting a food-based business?
No/13

Yes/2

Other things you would like to share?
Are children welcome?

More farmer’s Market!

NA meetings are good for connecting neighbors

Memorandum of Understanding

(date)

Memorandum of Understanding
Between
Your Organization
And
Partnering Organization
For Application To
specific program, if necessary
This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) establishes a type of partnership between
your organization and partnering organization.
I. MISSION
Brief description of your organization’s mission. You might want to also include a
sentence about the specific program if applicable.
Brief description of partnering organization’s mission.
Together, the Parties enter into this Memorandum of Understanding to mutually
promote describe efforts that this partnership will promote e.g. health care or workforce
development. Accordingly, your organization and partnering organization, operating
under this MOU agree as follows:
II. PURPOSE AND SCOPE
Your organization and partnering organization. Describe the intended results or
effects that the organizations hope to achieve, and the area(s) that the specific activities
will cover.
1. Why are the organizations forming a collaboration? Benefits for the
organization?
2. Who is the target population?
3. How does the target population benefit?
Include issues of funding if necessary. For example, .Each organization of this
MOU is responsible for its own expenses related to this MOU. There will/will not be an
exchange of funds between the parties for tasks associated with this MOU.
III. RESPONSIBILITIES
Each party will appoint a person to serve as the official contact and coordinate the
activities of each organization in carrying out this MOU. The initial appointees of each
organization are:
List contact persons with address and telephone information
The organizations agree to the following tasks for this MOU:
Your organization will:

Memorandum of Understanding

(date)

list tasks of your organization as bullet points
Partnering organization will:
list tasks of partnering organization as bullet points
Your organization and partnering organization will:
list shared tasks as bullet points
IV. TERMS OF UNDERSTANDING
The term of this MOU is for a period of insert length of MOU, usually 1-3 years
from the effective date of this agreement and may be extended upon written mutual
agreement. It shall be reviewed at least insert how often, usually annually to ensure that
it is fulfilling its purpose and to make any necessary revisions.
Either organization may terminate this MOU upon thirty (30) days written notice
without penalties or liabilities.
Authorization
The signing of this MOU is not a formal undertaking. It implies that the signatories
will strive to reach, to the best of their ability, the objectives stated in the MOU.
On behalf of the organization I represent, I wish to sign this MOU and contribute to
its further development.
Your Organization:_____________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
Name/Title
Date

Partner Organization:___________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
Name/Title
Date

Appendix D
Resources

Bountiful
Bethel
Work Plan / 2013

Ground Rules
A L e g a l To o l k i t f o r C o m m u n i t y G a r d e n s
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ommunity gardens offer a place where
residents can gather to cultivate plants,
vegetables, and fruits. In addition to giving
people the opportunity to grow fresh foods for their
families, socialize with their neighbors, and get some
exercise, these gardens also promote safety, resource
conservation, and economic vitality for a neighborhood
and its residents. Many cities have thriving community
garden programs on public land, often with long
waiting lists for gardening plots.
Communities may also have underutilized land –
owned by individuals and other private entities, and
by nonprofit entities such as faith-based organizations,
local colleges, universities, hospitals, or school
districts – that could be used for community gardens.
Some communities also have vacant parcels and land
that, although designated for future development,
is currently unused due to lack of financing or other
barriers.
Landowners may be reluctant to allow their property
to be used for a community garden, fearing damage to
their property or liability in the event of a gardener’s
injury. They also may worry that the garden will be
poorly operated and maintained, attracting vandals,
or creating friction with neighboring landowners. In
the case of shorter-term gardens, landowners may
worry that gardeners won’t vacate the land at the end
of the term. Because the landowner is likely to receive
minimal, if any, economic return from a community
garden, the perceived potential costs may cause a
landowner to say no to a community garden. Similarly,
nonprofit organizations may hesitate to operate
community gardens because they too fear the costs of
potential liability.
This toolkit was developed to provide legal resources
for establishing community gardens on vacant or
underutilized parcels of land.
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The toolkit consists of:
1. Model Community Garden Lease
In this lease between a landowner and a nonprofit organization,
the landowner agrees to allow the use of the property as a
community garden. The nonprofit organization agrees to be legally
responsible for overseeing the operation of the garden, to abide
by the conditions in the lease (including maintaining insurance
coverage), and to give up any potential right to sue in the event
of harm or property damage to the organization, board members,
employees, volunteers, or gardeners.

2. Model Gardener’s Agreement
In this agreement between the sponsoring nonprofit organization
and an individual gardener, the sponsoring organization agrees to
allow an individual gardener to participate in the garden, and the
gardener agrees to abide by the rules and give up any right to sue
if injured in the garden.

3. Model Community Garden Rules
These rules address the way a garden will operate, and outline
the gardeners’ privileges and responsibilities. The rules are
designed to promote safety (for the participants and the property),
prevent disputes, provide a fair dispute resolution process to keep
disputes from escalating, and prevent disturbances to neighboring
property owners and residents.

4. Two discussion checklists for the sponsor
organization:
a. A checklist addressing the garden’s operating rules and the
gardeners’ responsibilities (for prospective gardeners)
b. A garden orientation checklist to introduce new gardeners to
garden operations
The toolkit describes the rights and responsibilities of the landowner,
the sponsoring organization, and gardeners in an accessible way.
It also provides options for tailoring the documents to meet the
circumstances of different gardens.
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The Legal Framework

Using the Toolkit

Trust and open communication are key to developing a
successful community garden. When the participants
honor their responsibilities and respect one another’s
involvement, gardens operate safely and successfully,
fewer conflicts arise, and any disputes that do occur
can be solved informally. The Lease, Gardener’s
Agreement, and Garden Rules in this toolkit promote
trusting relationships by ensuring that all parties
understand their responsibilities. Ultimately, the legal
documents function as a backstop to resolve a problem
or assign responsibility when the problem cannot be
solved informally. These legal agreements, like most
contracts, contain many terms that cover events that
will likely never occur.

Establishing a new community garden requires many
kinds of resources. Gardeners need some type of
organizational structure, adequate financial resources
for start-up costs, access to land suitable for gardening,
and a trusting relationship with the landowner. This
toolkit’s scope is limited to providing the legal tools
for establishing a community garden. There are many
excellent resources available to address other aspects of
starting a garden, some of which are listed at the end of
this introduction.

As explained more fully in the model documents, the
legal documents were designed to help overcome the
legal and practical barriers to establishing community
gardens on non-municipally owned property and are
especially oriented toward persuading landowners to
allow their property to be used for a garden. Because
landowners will receive little or no economic benefit
from this arrangement, the documents contain terms
favorable to them. For example, they minimize any
potential costs to the landowner by placing operating
expenses and responsibilities on the nonprofit sponsor
and gardeners, and they relieve the landowner of any
risk of liability in the (unlikely) event of property
damage or injury.
Using these models, the landowner contracts with a
legally recognized entity, the nonprofit organization
(rather than a group of individual gardeners). The
nonprofit organization is responsible for supervising the
operation of the garden. The individual gardeners sign
an agreement with the nonprofit to follow the rules and
waive any right to sue. Because gardening is, generally,
a low-risk activity, the gardener receives a valuable
benefit – the opportunity to garden – in exchange for
forgoing an opportunity to sue, which the gardener
would likely never exercise.
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The toolkit offers model templates, but they are not
“one size fits all.” The models can be tailored to meet
various needs, depending on the type of entity that
owns the land and the relationships between the
parties involved. The models feature comments in
italics to explain provisions and to offer options for
different situations. While these legal resources are
designed particularly for private landowners (private or
nonprofit), they could be modified for use with gardens
on government property, although most government
entities have their own required lease agreements. In
some circumstances, the landowner may also be the
sponsoring organization, such as a church that operates
a community garden on its property. In this situation,
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the nonprofit organization can use the Gardener’s
Agreement but may want to incorporate some terms from
the Lease. Contact a local attorney for more assistance.

Other Considerations
Before using the resources in this toolkit, be sure to
consider some additional legal and practical issues.
Understanding contractual relationships
Negotiating and signing contracts is the last step in
establishing a community garden. The legal documents
provide a vehicle for learning about each party’s
concerns, addressing those concerns, and ensuring that
everyone understands and agrees to the terms of the
relationship.

Negotiating and signing contracts is the last
step in establishing a community garden.
The legal documents provide a vehicle
for learning about each party’s concerns,
addressing those concerns, and ensuring that
everyone understands and agrees to the terms
of the relationship.
Any type of contract, including a lease, is the product
of negotiation. The parties negotiate the terms of the
lease, sign their agreement to abide by the conditions,
and then carry out the lease’s terms. Once the contract
is signed, if the parties disagree about the meaning
of any of the provisions and can’t resolve the matter
themselves (or through mediation or other alternative
dispute resolution), they could go to court to seek
interpretation or enforcement of the lease. In that
event, the court would ultimately determine the
meaning of the provisions. There is always a (remote)
possibility that a court would interpret a provision of
the contract differently than the parties intended when
they signed the lease. Straightforward drafting and a
clear understanding between the parties of their rights
and obligations under the lease minimizes the risk of a
dispute.
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Zoning codes
Local governments regulate the use of private property
through zoning codes. Generally, zoning codes divide
cities into different districts, such as residential,
commercial, or industrial, and allow property to
be used in specific ways based on the district. A
community garden must be a permitted use of the
identified property under the local zoning code. For
more information on land use policies relating to
community gardens, see NPLAN’s Establishing Land
Use Protections for Community Gardens which is available
at www.nplan.org.
Suitability of property
Whether the parcel of land is suitable for a community
garden depends on factors such as access to water,
sufficient sunlight, and soil appropriate for gardening.
Guidance on assessing the suitability of a parcel
of land for a garden is beyond the scope of this
toolkit, but useful resources are included at the end
of this introduction. One of the greatest concerns
in establishing the garden is the safety of the soil.
Unfortunately, the Environmental Protection Agency
has not issued an approved testing protocol or soil
content safety standard specifically for community
gardens. Generally, when assessing the suitability of
the site, the parties should consider the site history,
how the site will be used and by whom (particularly
children), and the results of soil testing. Mitigation
measures may include soil removal, barriers, raised
beds, or soil amendments. The lease can be amended
to reflect the appropriate requirements.
Duration of the garden
The anticipated duration of the community garden
is another important consideration. In some
circumstances, particularly for nonprofit landowners,
the community garden may be established for longterm use; in others, where the land is expected to
be developed, a more temporary garden is intended.
Giving the landowner flexibility in terms of the
duration may be an important incentive for making
the land available. Be sure to consider the duration of
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the garden’s existence when determining the amount of
time and money to invest in the garden. Make sure the
gardeners are also aware of the term of the garden so
that they invest their time and money appropriately.
Community gardens versus urban farms
These legal resources were developed to address
community gardens – communal gardens where
participants grow produce and other plants primarily for
themselves or to share with neighbors. The toolkit is not
designed to address urban farms, which are commercial
or entrepreneurial enterprises. While the documents
could be adapted for commercial farms, they do not
address many additional legal issues that arise from
commercial activity. Again, a local attorney can make
the necessary changes.

Introduction

Additional Helpful Resources
Starting A Community Garden
American Community Garden Association
Starting a Community Garden
www.communitygarden.org/learn/starting-a-community-garden.
php#sample
University of Missouri Extension
Community Garden Toolkit (April 2009)
http://extension.missouri.edu/publications/DisplayPub.aspx?P=MP9066#Resources

Suitability of Site and Soil Testing
American Community Garden Association
How Do I Pick a Site? Site Considerations and Analysis
www.communitygarden.org/rebeltomato/roots/pick-a-site.php
American Planning Association
Creating Community-Based Brownfields Redevelopment Strategies
www.planning.org/research/brownfields/
Cornell Waste Management Institute, Department of Crop and Soil
Sciences in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences at Cornell
University.

Tim Wagner for PartnershipPH.org.

Sources and Impacts of Contaminants in Soils (April 2009)
Guide to Soil Testing and Interpreting Results (April 2009)
Soil Contaminants and Best Practices for Healthy Gardens (Updated
October 2009)
Each of these documents is available at: http://cwmi.css.cornell.edu/
soilquality.htm
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Steps to Create a Community Garden or Expand Urban Agriculture
www.epa.gov/brownfields/urbanag/steps.htm
How Does Your Garden Grow? Brownfields Redevelopment and Local
Agriculture
www.epa.gov/brownfields/success/local_ag.pdf
University of Louisville, Kentucky
Urban Agriculture and Soil Contamination Practice Guide (2009)
http://cepm.louisville.edu/Pubs_WPapers/practiceguides/PG25.pdf

Land Use Laws and Community Gardens
Public Health Law & Policy
Establishing Land Use Protections for Community Gardens
www.nplan.org/nplan/products/establishing-land-use-protectionscommunity-gardens
nplan.org
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Model Community Garden Lease
The Model Community Garden Lease is an agreement between a landowner and a nonprofit organization to allow
the nonprofit to occupy and use a parcel of land as a community garden. The Model Gardener Agreement and Model
Community Garden Rules are designed to be used with the Lease to ensure successful operation of the community
garden. The Lease addresses both legal and operational issues relating to the community garden.
The provisions of the Lease are based on general contracting law and use the language of contract law. The comments
sections explain the meaning of the provisions of the Lease. It is always possible, although unlikely, that a court could
interpret a provision differently than intended. A court would only become involved if the parties disagree about the
meaning of the provisions and are unable to resolve the matter themselves (or through mediation or alternative dispute
resolution), and one party decides to sue to seek interpretation or enforcement of the Lease. In that event, the court would
ultimately determine the meaning of the provisions.
The comments also offer options to customize the lease to address the needs of the particular community garden. The
language in italics within the text of the Model Lease describes the information needed to insert in the blank spaces.
Certain text is written in italics and placed between brackets to suggest a baseline standard. That text can be changed
by the parties in their negotiations. For example, in section 1.4, where the Lease requires a certain amount of notice by
a party before terminating it, the text “three months” is written in italics and brackets. Three months is suggested as a
baseline, because less than three months would likely be too little time for the gardeners to reap their produce, but the
parties could choose to require additional time. For more assistance in making changes to the Lease, contact a local
attorney.

Model Community Garden Lease
THIS IS A COMMUNITY GARDEN LEASE (the “Lease”), dated as of
, 20
, between
[ Name of Landowner ], (“Landowner”) and [ Name of Sponsor ], a nonprofit corporation (“Sponsor”).
Background
Sponsor is a nonprofit organization whose mission is [ describe mission briefly ]. In line with its mission, Sponsor
wishes to develop and operate a community garden. Landowner is willing to lease land to Sponsor for that purpose on
the terms described in this Lease.
Landowner and Sponsor Agree as Follows:
1.

PARCEL, TERM AND RENT

1.1 Lease. Landowner leases to Sponsor the [
]-square foot parcel located at
[ Either describe location of parcel or include as an exhibit. ]

(the “Parcel”).

1.2 Use. Sponsor will use the Parcel for the sole purpose of operating a community garden (the “Garden”) with plots
[ or joint cultivation areas ] to be assigned by Sponsor to community members.
Comment: Some community gardens provide joint cultivation areas. If so, the parties can use the text in brackets.
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1.3 Term. The term of this Lease is [
] year(s), starting on [
, 20
] and ending on [
20
]. This Lease will terminate upon the expiration of this term or the final renewal term, if any, or if either
party terminates it as described in Section 4.

,

Comment: The term is the duration of the lease.

1.4 Renewal. This Lease will automatically renew for additional
-year terms unless either Landlord or Sponsor
provides written notice to the other of nonrenewal no later than [ three ] months prior to the end of the current
term.
Comment: This section provides that the term of the lease will automatically be extended unless either party
decides to terminate the Lease by providing written notice to the other party within the time stated. Although we
suggest three months’ notice, the parties can agree to a different timeline. The section allows the Lease to be
extended without having to sign a new Lease or amend the existing Lease. If the garden is designed to be an interim
use of the land of short duration, the parties may want to omit the automatic renewal.

1.5 Rent. On the date that this Lease is signed and on each following anniversary, Sponsor will pay Landowner $
in rent for the next year. For each renewal term, Landowner may, in its sole discretion, increase the amount of the
annual rent payment by up to
% by notifying Sponsor [ three ] months prior to the start of such renewal term.
Comment: In many circumstances, the Landowner, particularly government, nonprofit, or faith-based landowners,
may wish to waive the rent or allow rental for nominal payment.

1.6 Late Payment. Sponsor’s failure to pay rent within [ seven ] days of when the payment is due breaches
this Lease. If that happens, Landowner will have all of the rights and remedies provided for in this Lease
and under law in the case of non-payment of rent. In addition, Landowner may charge Sponsor interest on
any unpaid rent at the rate of [ 1 ] % monthly, calculated from the [ 6 ] th day after payment became due and
continuing until paid.
Comment: Breach is the term used when one party violates a contractual obligation. Under contract law, once
a party believes, in good faith, that the other party has breached the contract, the parties may take certain actions
specified in the contract. This section provides that the failure of the Sponsor to pay rent is a breach of the Lease and
if that occurs, the Landowner may terminate the Lease if the Sponsor fails to pay the rent within seven days of the
date due. In addition, the Landowner may collect interest on the late payment.

1.7 Security Deposit. On the day that Sponsor signs this Lease, Sponsor will pay Landowner $
as a security
deposit to secure performance of Sponsor’s duties under this Lease. If Sponsor breaches this Lease, Landowner
may apply all or any part of Sponsor’s security deposit to any amount Landowner pays by reason of Sponsor’s
default and to any damages to which Landowner is entitled under this Lease, whether those damages accrue
before or after eviction proceedings or other reentry by Landowner. If Sponsor has not defaulted under this
Lease, Landowner will return Sponsor’s security deposit to Sponsor when this Lease terminates.
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Operation and Maintenance of Parcel
Parcel As-Is. Sponsor acknowledges that Landowner is not making any representations, warranties, promises,
or guarantees of any kind to Sponsor, including, without limitation, any representations about the quality,
condition, or suitability of the Parcel for use as a community garden. In deciding to enter this Lease, Sponsor
has made its own independent evaluation of the suitability of the Parcel for a community garden.
Comment: This section provides that the Landowner is not making any representations about the suitability
of land for a community garden. The purpose of the section is to relieve the Landowner of legal responsibility in
the event that the parcel is not suitable for a community garden for any reason, including poor soil conditions or
heavy metal contamination. Before undertaking a new community garden, the Sponsor should review local laws to
determine if there are specific requirements regarding community gardens and soil testing. In addition, the Sponsor
should inquire about the historical use of the property and test the soil to determine how to most effectively utilize
the property for a community garden. Depending on the historical use of the property or the outcome of soil testing,
the parties may determine that gardeners will use raised beds, containers for gardening, or take other mitigating
measures. The Lease can be amended to reflect those requirements. Please see the introduction to this toolkit for
more information and resources on soil testing and preparing for a garden.

2.2

No Landowner Responsibilities. Sponsor has sole responsibility for the planning, setup, management, and
carrying out of operations on the Parcel, including, without limitation, obtaining any permits required for
operating a community garden. Landowner has no obligation to make any alterations, improvements, or repairs
of any kind on the Parcel, or to provide any services or other support.
Comment: The purpose of this section is to relieve the Landowner of any legal responsibility for the operations of
the garden. It gives sole legal responsibility for operation of the garden to the Sponsor. The section is also intended
to make clear that the Sponsor is responsible for the work and out-of-pocket expenses related to garden set-up and
maintenance (unless the parties agree otherwise).

2.3

Comply with Laws. Sponsor will use and operate the Parcel in compliance with all applicable zoning,
environmental, and other laws and regulations.
Comment: This section provides a baseline requirement for the Sponsor. The Landowner may impose more
rigorous requirements for use of the Parcel than required by law.

2.4

Garden Rules. Sponsor will operate the garden in accordance with a set of garden rules substantially in the
form attached as Exhibit B. Sponsor will require all persons to whom it licenses plots to enter into a gardener
agreement and waiver of liability substantially in the form attached as Exhibit C.

2.5

Security. Sponsor will install and maintain a system, where practicable, to prevent entrance to the garden
outside of operating hours and/or when the Parcel is unattended, such as a system of fences and locks.
Comment: Both parties will want to ensure that the property is adequately maintained and secured. In some
communities, fencing and locks will be unnecessary and contrary to the spirit of the garden. In some circumstances,
the landowner may be willing to provide the fencing or other security system. The parties can adjust this section to
reflect their own circumstances and agreement regarding security.
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No Alterations. Sponsor may not make or permit any alterations or improvements to the Parcel without
Landowner’s prior written consent, except for the shed contemplated by Section 2.7 and fences, raised beds,
[ hoophouses, ] benches, bicycle racks, picnic tables, rain barrel systems, and other features common to gardens.
On the expiration or termination of this Lease, all improvements and alterations to the Parcel will belong to
Landowner, except for sheds, fences, and other non-permanent improvements, and Landowner will have no
obligation to reimburse Sponsor.
Comment: This section prohibits the Sponsor from altering or making improvements (beneficial changes to the
Parcel made by or for the benefit of the Sponsor) to the Parcel, except for erecting a shed, fences, or the other listed
features, without the Landowner’s prior written consent. If any improvements are made, this section provides that
the Landowner will own them when the Lease ends. The parties should discuss this provision and decide ownership
of the various types of alterations and improvements that are planned or even anticipated and then tailor the Lease
to reflect the parties’ agreement. In addition, the Sponsor should make sure that any alterations or improvements are
permitted under local law. In some cities, special permits may be required before installing hoophouses or sheds. If
it would be helpful, the parties could attach the list of improvements and their ownership as an exhibit to the Lease
and provide that the list can be amended upon written agreement of the parties. Particularly in longer-term gardens,
needs may change over time and discussing ownership or alterations or improvements ahead of time can prevent
disputes later.

[ 2.7 Equipment and Structures. If Sponsor keeps equipment or tools on the Parcel, Sponsor must install a [ toolbox, shed ]
and make a reasonable effort to keep tools stored away when not in use for gardening. ]
Comment: Some Landlords may be concerned that a shed may encourage a break-in. If so, the Lease
could prohibit the storage of equipment and tools on the property, require a locked toolbox, or permit another
arrangement. Before installing a shed, the Sponsor should obtain any necessary permit.

2.8

No Transfers. Sponsor may not assign, mortgage, pledge, encumber, or otherwise transfer this Lease, or sublet
or allow the Parcel or any part of the Parcel to be used or occupied by others, except by persons maintaining
a plot and who are party to the gardener agreement contemplated by Section 2.4. Any attempted transfer in
contravention of this Section 2.8 is void and is a default under this Lease.
Comment: This section prohibits the Sponsor from transferring, subletting, or otherwise giving any rights to the
Parcel or any part of the Parcel to another party or parties (except, of course, it allows use of the Parcel by the
individual gardeners). It also provides that any attempt to do so is grounds for the Landowner to terminate the Lease.

2.9

Right of Inspection. Landowner may enter the Parcel at all reasonable times to inspect the Parcel and evaluate
whether Sponsor is in compliance with the terms of this Lease, and for the purposes of taking any other actions
Landowner believes are appropriate to protect Landowner’s interest in the Parcel, or to offer the Parcel for sale.
Sponsor will provide a key to any gate to the Parcel. This Section 2.9 does not impose any duty on Landowner
to inspect the Parcel, report to Sponsor the results of any inspection or assume any liability of any kind arising
from inspecting or not inspecting the Parcel.
Comment: This section allows the Landowner to enter the Parcel to inspect its conditions during “reasonable
times.” If necessary, the parties can determine more specific times for inspections to occur. The section also
provides that even though the Landowner may inspect the property, the Landowner has no duty to do so and incurs
no legal responsibilities or liability for either inspecting or not inspecting the Parcel.
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2.10 Liens. Sponsor will not incur, create, assume, or permit the creation of, any lien on any portion of the Parcel
(including any mechanic’s or materialmen’s liens). Sponsor will keep the Parcel clear of any and all liens arising
out of any work performed or materials furnished to Sponsor for or at the Parcel, and any other obligations
Sponsor incurs.
Comment: A lien is a legal right or interest (a right to a portion of the value of the property) that a creditor has in
another’s property. The lien lasts until the debt or duty that it secures is satisfied. A mechanic’s or materialmen’s
lien is a lien that secures payment for labor or materials supplied in improving, repairing, or maintaining property.
For example, if the Sponsor hires a contractor to erect a fence on the property, under the laws of most states, the
contractor has a lien on the property until he is paid for his supplies and labor. The contractor has to take certain
measures to perfect (enforce) the lien, but if he isn’t paid, ultimately, the contractor could force the Landowner to sell
the property to satisfy the debt. This provision prohibits the Sponsor from incurring any lien on the property.

2.11 Commercial Enterprise Prohibited. Sponsor will not undertake or allow the undertaking of any commercial
enterprise, including but not limited to sales of produce, on the Parcel.
Comment: This section provides that the Sponsor will not allow the sales of produce on the Parcel. The Lease
provides for use of the Parcel as a community garden – to allow gardeners to grow produce for their own use – as
opposed to a commercial enterprise. The parties can alter this provision, provided that state and local laws allow for
commercial enterprise on the particular Parcel.

3.

Expenses

3.1

Utilities. Sponsor will have sole responsibility for obtaining and paying for all water, electricity, heat, sewage,
storm sewer, or any other utility service used on the Parcel during the Lease term.
Comment: The Landowner could agree to pay for all or some utilities or their installation.

3.2

Taxes. Landowner will have sole responsibility for all property tax returns and payments relating to the Parcel
required by any federal, state, or local tax authority. Sponsor will have sole responsibility for all tax returns
and payments required by any federal, state, or local tax authority in connection with Sponsor’s operations.
Sponsor will have sole responsibility for paying all personal property taxes or assessments levied on Sponsor’s
personal property on the Parcel and all income or sales taxes that result from Sponsor’s operations on the Parcel.
Landowner agrees to cooperate with Sponsor to receive any tax abatements, exceptions, or other exclusions for
which Sponsor may qualify.
Comment: The parties could agree to allocate the tax obligations differently.

4.

Termination

4.1

At Will. This Lease may be terminated at any time by either Landowner or Sponsor. Such a termination will
be effective [ three months ] after delivery by the terminating party to the other party of a written notice of
termination under this Section 4.1.
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Breach by Sponsor. If Sponsor breaches any of its duties or obligations under this Lease, Landowner may
provide Sponsor with written notice of the breach. If Sponsor fails to cure the breach within [ 30 ] days after
receipt of such notice, Landowner may terminate this Lease by providing written notice, with the termination
date effective [ 15 days ] after delivery of such notice to Sponsor. Landowner will, in its sole discretion,
determine whether the breach has been cured.
Comment: The Lease sets forth three ways it may end: 1) At the expiration of the term or renewal of the term
(sections 1.3, 1.4, above); 2) At will, that is, by either party for any reason upon three months written notice; or 3)
by the Landowner if the Sponsor breaches any of its duties under the Lease. (Three months notice is suggested,
but should be adjusted to accommodate the typical growing season or other factors.) Before the Landowner can
terminate the Lease for breach, he or she must provide the Sponsor with written notice of the breach and give the
Sponsor the agreed upon time to cure or fix the breach. If the Landowner determines that the Sponsor did not fix
the breach, the Landowner may terminate the lease upon written notice of 15 days, or whatever time period agreed
upon by the parties.

4.3

Yielding Possession. Upon termination of this Lease, Sponsor will leave and surrender the Parcel to
Landowner in at least as good order and condition as on the date that this Lease is signed. [ Add more specific
language here, if necessary. (See comment below.) ]

4.4

Cooperate in Transition. Upon termination or expiration of this Lease, the rights of Sponsor under this Lease
will immediately, automatically, and without consideration terminate and revert to Landowner. Sponsor and
Landowner will cooperate in good faith in reasonable transition activities with Landowner prior to and after
termination of this Lease in order to minimize impact on the community and Landowner’s use of the Parcel.

4.5

Personal Property. If Sponsor or any gardener leaves any of its personal property on the Parcel after the
termination of this Lease, Landowner may store it at a warehouse or any other location for Sponsor’s account
and at Sponsor’s account and risk. Landowner will release the property only when Sponsor pays all charges
relating to storage and all other amounts Sponsor owes under this Lease. If Sponsor does not reclaim its
property within the period permitted by law, Landowner may sell it in accordance with the law and apply the
proceeds of the sale to any amounts Sponsor owes Landowner under this Lease, or retain Sponsor’s property,
granting Sponsor credit for the reasonable value of Sponsor’s property against any amounts owed by Sponsor to
Landowner.

4.6

Holding Over. If Landowner terminates this Lease, any holding over by Sponsor after termination of this
Lease without Landowner’s express written consent is not a renewal or extension of the Lease and will not give
Sponsor rights in or to the Parcel.
Comment: Sections 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 set forth the rights and duties of the parties at the end of the Lease.
Section 4.3 requires the Sponsor to leave the property when the Lease is terminated and requires the Sponsor
to leave the property in at least as good a condition as the property was when the Lease was signed. If there are
particular measures the Landowner wants the Sponsor to take, such as removing garden beds, tilling soil, etc., the
parties should, after negotiating the responsibilities for those measures, add language to the section to reflect the
agreement.
Section 4.4 makes clear that the Sponsor has no rights to the property once the Lease is terminated and that both
parties will cooperate in transitioning the property back to the Landowner.
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Section 4.5 describes the responsibilities of the parties if the Sponsor or any gardener leaves their own personal
property, such as produce, equipment, or tools on the parcel of land after the Lease is terminated. It provides
that the Landowner may store the personal property, but has no obligation to do so. It also provides that if the
Landowner does store the property, the Landowner has no legal obligation to protect the property from theft,
damage, or other harm. The Landowner is only obligated to return the property if the Sponsor pays any amounts
owed under the Lease and storage charges, if any. If the Sponsor does not reclaim the property within the time
allowed by state law, the Landowner may retain the property or sell it to pay any outstanding amounts the Sponsor
may owe.
Finally, Section 4.6 makes explicit that even if the Sponsor continues to occupy the property after the Lease is
terminated, unless the Landlord gives express written authorization, the Sponsor has no rights or interests in the
property and the Lease is not renewed for another term or extended for a longer period.

4.7

Cumulative Remedies. All of Landowner’s rights, powers and remedies under this Lease are cumulative and
not alternative and will be in addition to all rights, powers, and remedies given to Landowner at law or in
equity. The exercise of any one or more of these rights or remedies will not impair Landowner’s right to exercise
any other right or remedy including any all rights and remedies of a landlord under or any similar, successor, or
related laws.
Comment: This section makes explicit that the Landlord has all of the rights established under the Lease, as well
as any other rights established by law. It is included to make sure that the Lease is not interpreted as limiting the
Landowner’s rights to only those provided in the Lease; instead, the Landowner retains any other rights provided in
state law and that the exercise of one right does not prevent the Landowner’s ability to employ any other legal right.

5.

Indemnity And Waiver Of Liability

5.1 	Indemnification. Sponsor will defend, indemnify, and hold Landowner and Landowner’s directors, officers,
employees, agents, and assigns (Landowner and such persons are referred to collectively as “Landowner
Parties”), harmless against all claims, liabilities, losses, damages, expenses, and attorneys’ fees (together,
“Losses”), including, without limitation, Losses arising from any death, property damage, or injury of any
nature whatsoever that may be suffered or sustained by Sponsor or any of Sponsor’s licensed gardeners,
employees, contractors, family members, guests, or any other person in a relationship with Sponsor or Sponsor’s
licensed gardeners or otherwise participating in or present in the Garden (Sponsor and such persons are
referred to collectively as “Sponsor Parties”), which may arise directly or indirectly from (a) Sponsor Parties’
use or operation of or presence on the Parcel, or (b) any breach by Sponsor of this Lease, including, without
limitation, Sponsor’s failure to enforce garden rules and regulations, except to the extent the Loss is caused by
the gross negligence or willful misconduct of Landowner. This Section 5.1 will survive any termination of this
Lease.
5.2

Waiver of Liability. Sponsor releases and waives all claims against any Landowner with respect to or arising
out of (a) any death or any injury of any nature whatsoever that may be suffered or sustained by Sponsor
from any causes whatsoever, except to the extent that such injury or death is caused by the gross negligence
or willful misconduct of such Landowner; (b) any loss or damage or injury to any property on or about the
Parcel belonging to Sponsor, except to the extent such injury or damage is to property not covered by insurance
carried (or required to be carried) by Sponsor and is caused by gross negligence or willful misconduct of such
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Landowner; or (c) the condition of the Parcel and suitability of the Parcel for use as a community garden.
Subject to the prior provisions, Landowner shall not be liable for any damage or damages of any nature
whatsoever to Sponsor caused by explosion, fire, theft, crime, or negligent behavior, by sprinkler, drainage,
plumbing, or irrigation systems, by failure for any cause to supply adequate drainage, by the interruption of any
public utility or service, by steam, gas, water, rain, or other substances leaking, issuing, or flowing into any part
of the Parcel, by natural occurrence, riot, court order, requisition, or order of governmental body or authority,
or for any damage or inconvenience which may arise through repair, maintenance, or alteration of any part of
the Parcel, or by anything done or omitted to be done by Sponsor Parties or any other person on the Parcel. In
addition, Landowner shall not be liable for any Losses for which Sponsor is required to insure. This Section 5.2
will survive any termination of this Lease.
Comment: Sections 5.1 and 5.2 are protections for the Landowner. A waiver is the voluntary relinquishment
of a legal right. Section 5.2 provides that the Sponsor agrees to waive (forego or give up) any claims of liability
(assertions that the Landowner is legally responsible ) against the Landowner in the event that the Sponsor,
individual gardeners, or other person(s) are injured, killed, or suffer damage to their property. The exception to this
waiver is if the harm is caused by either the willful misconduct (conduct committed with an intentional or reckless
disregard for the safety of others) or gross negligence (a conscious or voluntary act or failure to act in reckless
disregard of the consequences to another party) of the Landowner. In other words, unless any injury or damage that
the Sponsor or gardener suffers is caused by the intentional or reckless acts of the Landowner, the Sponsor agrees
not to sue the Landowner to recover money as compensation for any harm suffered.
Indemnification is a legal term that means to reimburse another for a loss suffered because of a third party’s or one’s
own action or lack of action. Section 5.1 provides that if the Landowner is sued by anyone for any property damage
or injuries to or death of anyone that arise either directly or indirectly from the Lease, the Sponsor will defend (be
responsible for fighting the lawsuit on behalf of the Landowner) or pay for the defense of the lawsuit. The Sponsor
will also indemnify and hold harmless – pay for all costs incurred by the Landlord as a result of the lawsuit, including
any monetary damages awarded by the court. The exception to the duty to indemnify is if the harm is caused by
either the willful misconduct or gross negligence of the Landowner. In that case, there is no duty to indemnify the
Landowner. These sections of the Lease provide that they survive any termination of the Lease; that is, they will
continue to protect the Landowner if he/she is sued after the Lease has ended.
The Lease is written to protect the Landowner from potential costs that could arise from allowing the property to
be used as a community garden. Most Landowners allowing their property to be used for community gardens will
receive little, if any, financial benefit in return. The waiver of liability and indemnity provisions are bargaining tools that
Sponsors can use to convince Landowners to allow use of the Parcel as a community garden. These provisions do
create exposure to potential liability for the Sponsor, but that potential exposure is manageable (through insurance,
proper management of the garden, and through the individual gardeners’ agreements to waive claims against the
Sponsor). It is likely to be required by the Landowner as a condition for use of the property as a community garden.

6.

Insurance

6.1	Insurance. Sponsor will, at its own cost, take out and maintain without interruption during the term of this
Lease comprehensive general liability insurance naming Landowner as an additional insured, affording coverage
for bodily and personal injury liability, including liability for death, and property damage, or a combination
thereof, in an amount not less than [ One Million Dollars ($1,000,000). ] Coverage shall be made on an
“occurrence” basis and not a “claims made” basis.
6.2

Evidence of Insurance. On or before Landowner delivers possession of the Parcel to Sponsor, Sponsor will
provide Landowner with a copy of the insurance policies required by Section 6.1. Sponsor will deliver to
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Landowner evidence of each renewal or replacement of any required insurance policy at least 10 days prior
to the expiration of such policy. In lieu of the actual policies, Sponsor may deliver to Landowner a certificate
of insurance evidencing Sponsor’s insurance policies, provided that Landowner also receives a copy of the
endorsement naming Landowner as an additional insured.
Comment: Section 6.1 establishes the type of insurance that the Sponsor must carry during the term of the Lease.
Comprehensive general liability insurance broadly covers an insured’s liability exposure. An occurrence-based liability
policy provides that each instance of injury or damage triggers the insured’s entitlement to benefits. A “claims-made”
policy provides coverage for claims made during the specific period, regardless of when the incidents that give
rise to the claims occurred. Section 6.2 requires the Sponsor to give a copy to the Landlord of the policies or the
endorsement naming the Landowner as an additional insured under the policies. The parties can adjust the amount
and types of insurance to reflect their agreement. If the Sponsor is new to garden sponsorship, it should confirm that
its current insurance coverage is sufficient to cover its sponsorship.

7.

General Provisions
Comment: Section 7 provides boilerplate, or standard, language found in most contracts.

7.1

Entire Agreement. This Lease is the entire agreement between Landowner and Sponsor and supersedes all
prior or contemporaneous written and oral agreements, negotiations, correspondence, course of dealing and
communications between Landowner and Sponsor relating to the same subject matter.
Comment: This section provides that the Lease constitutes the sole rights and obligations of the parties. It
expresses the intent of the parties that any oral or written agreements or communications, such as “handshake
deals,” before or during the existence of the Lease are not valid or enforceable. It is important that the parties ensure
that the Lease accurately reflects their understanding of their agreement, because in the case of a dispute, the
Lease will be the final determinant of the agreement.

7.2

Modification and Severability. This Lease may be modified only as stated in a writing signed by both
Landowner and Sponsor which states that it is an amendment to this Lease. If any provision in this Lease is held
invalid or unenforceable, the other provisions will remain enforceable, and the invalid or unenforceable provision
will be considered modified so that it is valid and enforceable to the maximum extent permitted by law.
Comment: This section provides that any changes to the Lease must be in writing and signed by both parties in
order to be valid and enforceable. It also expresses the intent of the parties that if a court finds that any section of
the Lease is invalid or unenforceable, the other portions of the Lease will remain enforceable.

7.3

Waiver. Any waiver of any term of this Lease must be in writing. Failure, neglect, or delay by a party at any
time to enforce the provisions of this Lease will not be considered a waiver of that party’s rights under this
Lease. Any waiver shall not be considered a waiver of any later breach or of the right to enforce any provision of
this Lease.
Comment: A waiver is the voluntary relinquishment of a legal right. This section provides that if any party wants
to give up any right given under the Lease, the party has to do so in writing. It also provides that the rights and
obligations of the Lease continue even if a party fails to enforce or delays in enforcing the lease.
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Counterparts. This Lease may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an
original and all of which will be taken together and deemed to be one instrument. Transmission by fax or PDF
of executed counterparts constitutes effective delivery.
Comment: This section provides that the parties can sign their agreement separately and on separate copies of
the lease counterparts and each copy will be considered an original document – meaning that the Lease will be
considered signed and enforceable. This section also allows the parties to send the signed copies to each other by
fax or email of a PDF and have that delivery considered effective.

7.5

Third-Party Beneficiaries. Except as specifically provided in Section 5 of this Lease, this Lease is for the
exclusive benefit of Landowner and Sponsor, and not for the benefit of any third party including, without
limitation, any gardener, employee, or volunteer of Sponsor. All Landowner Parties are an express third party
beneficiary of Section 5.
Comment: A third-party beneficiary is a person or persons who, though not a party to a contract or lease, may
benefit from the agreement. Here, the gardeners, although not a party to the Lease, will receive some benefit from
the existence of the Lease – the ability to garden. Sometimes, third-party beneficiaries are found to have enforceable
rights under an agreement, allowing them to go to court to enforce those rights. This provision makes clear the
intentions of the parties that the gardeners (or any other person or entity) have no legally enforceable rights under
the Lease even though they receive some benefit from it. The provision is included to protect the Landowner
from lawsuits from gardeners or anyone else that may claim they have enforceable rights under the Lease. This
section does allow one exception where a third party may have an enforceable right. The exception is that all of
the “Landowner Parties” listed in section 5 are beneficiaries of the waiver and indemnity provisions of section 5.
Therefore, the Landowner Parties have a right to sue to enforce the waiver and indemnity provision in section 5.

7.6

Notices. Notices and consents under this Lease must be in writing and delivered by mail, courier, or fax to the
addresses set out on the signature page of this Lease. These addresses may be changed by written notice to the
other party. Notices given in the manner provided by this Section 7.4 will be considered given two business days
after deposit in the mail, or the first business day after delivery to a courier or delivery by fax.
Comment: This section is a standard provision in contracts. The Lease sets forth certain provisions that require
one party to give notice to the other before exercising a right. For example, in section 4.1, a party may terminate the
Lease by giving the other party notice of the termination. It is important to establish the particular addresses where
the parties must send these types of notices or consents (agreement to a particular condition or even in a contract)
so that the parties receive these important communications. The section also includes standard contract language
for when those notices are considered effective.

7.7

Governing Law; Jurisdiction and Venue. This Lease is governed by [ insert state name here ] law. Sponsor
consents to the exclusive jurisdiction and venue of the state and federal courts of [ city or county, state ]
Comment: The section is a standard provision in contracts. This provision sets forth the state law that will govern
the interpretation of the Lease and establishes that any lawsuits must be filed in the specific county and state listed.
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This Lease is signed by Landowner and Sponsor as of the date first written above.
LANDOWNER

SPONSOR

By: _____________________________________

By: ____________________________________

Name: __________________________________

Name: __________________________________

Title: ___________________________________

Title: ___________________________________

Address: _________________________________

Address: ________________________________

_________________________________		

________________________________

Telephone: _______________________________

Telephone: _______________________________

Fax: ____________________________________

Fax: ____________________________________

EXHIBITS
Exhibit A: Parcel Map
Exhibit B: Form of Garden Rules and Regulations
Exhibit C: Form of Gardener Agreement and Waiver of Liability
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Exhibit A: Parcel Map
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Exhibit B: Form of Garden Rules and Regulations
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Exhibit C: Form of Gardener Agreement and Waiver of Liability
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Model Gardener’s Agreement
The Model Gardener’s Agreement is a binding agreement between an individual gardener and the nonprofit organization
(“Sponsor”) managing the community garden. It sets forth the terms under which the gardener can use a plot in the
garden and is designed for use with the Model Community Garden Rules and Model Community Garden Lease.
The most important factor for a successful community garden is a trusting relationship between the parties. Ensuring that
gardeners not only understand the Garden Rules and the responsibilities required for garden participation but also have
an open line of communication with the Sponsor is the best way to prevent problems from occurring. The Gardener’s
Agreement acts primarily as a backstop to resolve a problem when informal dispute resolution is unsuccessful.
The Gardener’s Agreement gives the gardener a temporary right to garden during the time period provided in the
Agreement. In exchange, it requires the gardener to agree to comply with all of the Garden Rules and provides that failure
to abide by the Rules may result in the gardener losing the right to participate in the Garden. The Agreement also requires
the gardener to waive any claims against (that is, give up any right to sue) the landowner and sponsoring organization in
the unlikely event of property damage, injury, or death. A gardener’s waiver is given in exchange for the benefit of having
a plot of land to garden. Because gardening is, generally, a low-risk activity, the gardener receives a valuable benefit – the
opportunity to garden – in exchange for forgoing an opportunity to sue, which the gardener likely would never exercise.
Once the Agreement is signed and the gardener has had an orientation, the Agreement becomes effective and the parties
carry out their duties as described in the Agreement.
The comments sections explain the provisions of the Agreement. The language in italics within the text of the Agreement
describes the information needed to insert in the blank spaces.

Model Gardener’s Agreement
Garden Use, Waiver of Liability, Release and Indemnification Agreement

Gardener Name: ________________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________
City and State: _________________________________________________________________________
Phone: ______________________________________________________________________________
E-mail: ______________________________________________________________________________
Emergency Contact: _____________________________________________________________________
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Welcome to __________ Community Garden (the “Garden”). [ Name of organization managing the Garden ], called
“Sponsor” or “we” in this document, is a nonprofit organization that sponsors and manages the Garden as part of
carrying out its mission. This document is a legal contract between you and the Sponsor.
1.

TEMPORARY RIGHT TO GARDEN

1.1

Plot. You have the temporary right to garden in plot
(the “Plot”) in the Garden, [ as identified in the
Garden map attached to this agreement. ] (In legal terms, you have a “ license” to garden.) Your immediate family
members may garden with you as your guests. You may use the Plot from [ day, month, year ] to [ day, month,
year ] (duration of Gardener’s use of the plot).

Comment: Some community gardens provide joint cultivation areas rather than individual plots. If so, the language can
be changed to refer to the cultivation area rather than an individual plot.
The Agreement allows the gardener to temporarily use the property to garden during the indicated time period. We
recommend having gardeners sign the Agreement annually, perhaps at the annual meeting.

1.2

No Refund. You understand that you will not get a refund or reimbursement for your expenses, or any other
payment if you decide not to garden or if the Sponsor terminates your right to garden, even if you spend a lot of
time and money on the garden. You understand that only you and no one else, including your family, has any
rights under this Agreement.

1.3

Fee. When you sign this document, you will pay a fee of $
to use the Plot. Thereafter, you will
pay an annual fee, no later than [ annual date of payment ]. You understand that we may increase the fee in
future years.

Comment: The Sponsor may choose not to require payment or to require only a nominal payment.

1.4

No Transfers. You cannot let anyone other than your immediate family garden here unless we give our
agreement in writing.

2.

Liability Waiver, RELEASE, Indemnification and acknowledgements

2.1

Awareness of Risk. You understand that participating in the Garden has a risk of death or injury to yourself
or your guests and damage to your personal property. The risks could be caused by you, other gardeners, the
Sponsor, or the owner of the property on which the Garden is located (referred to as “Landowner.”) The
risks could also come from the condition of the land where the Garden is located, or the equipment and tools
available at the Garden, or the weather or other environmental or local conditions. You also understand that
hazardous conditions may exist at the Garden and that other gardeners may be unskilled.

2.2

Assumption of Risk and Waiver and Release of Claims. In exchange for your right to participate in the
Garden, you agree to take on the risk of harm even if the potential harm is caused by someone else. (In legal
terms, you agree to “assume the risk.”) You also agree to give up (“waive”) any right you may have to sue or
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otherwise attempt to collect money from the Landowner, Sponsor, their board members, employees, volunteers,
or anyone acting on their behalf (referred to altogether as “Released Parties”) for any losses or damages
resulting from death, injury, or property damage to you, anyone else, or any property, that occurs while you or
your guests are in the Garden. (In legal terms, you “waive and release all claims” against the Released Parties.)
You understand that the Sponsor would not permit you to participate in the Garden without your agreeing to
these waivers and releases.
2.3

Medical Care Waiver. You give up any right to sue or otherwise attempt to collect money from (“waive
and release any claim from”) the Released Parties arising out of any first aid, treatment, or medical service,
including the lack of such or timing of such, given in connection with your participation in the Garden. You
understand that you are not covered by or eligible for any insurance, health care, workers’ compensation, or any
other benefits maintained by Sponsor.

2.4

Indemnification. You are responsible for any damages or losses suffered by the Sponsor that are caused by your
or your guests’ actions. (In legal terms, you agree to indemnify and hold the Released Parties harmless.)

2.5

Publicity. You agree to allow us or the Landowner to use any photographs, interviews, videotapes, film, other
visual or auditory recordings, or any other medium, including the internet, of you or your guests that we or
others may create in connection with your or your guest’s participation in the Garden. You agree that you do
not have to inspect or approve the finished project and you are not entitled to any compensation for the finished
product.

3.

TERMINATION

3.1

Failure to Comply with Agreement or Garden Rules. You confirm that you have read a copy of the Garden
Rules attached to this Agreement and you will comply with them. If you fail to obey the Agreement or the
Garden Rules, we can terminate your right to garden.

3.2

Termination of Lease. If the Landowner terminates our Lease for the land where the garden is located,
your right to garden will end. The Landowner can terminate our Lease at any time. We will notify you if the
Landowner terminates the Lease.

4.

OTHER PROVISIONS

4.1

Entire Agreement, Severability and Modification. If any part of this Agreement is ineffective, the remaining
portions of the Agreement remain in effect. Any changes to this Agreement have to be in writing and signed by
you and the Sponsor.

4.2

Third-Party Beneficiaries. You understand that this Agreement gives the Landowner a right to enforce
certain parts of this Agreement against you by going to court. (In legal terms, the Landowner is an “express
third party beneficiary.”) The Landowner can enforce Sections 2 and 3.2 of this Agreement.
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Model Gardener’s Agreement
SPONSOR

By: _____________________________________
By: ____________________________________
(signature)		
(signature)
Name: __________________________________

Name: __________________________________

Date: ___________________________________

Title: ___________________________________

Date: _______________________________

Attachment: Garden Rules
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Model Community Garden Rules
The Model Community Garden Rules set forth the operating rules for a community garden. They are designed to be used
with the attached Model Lease and Gardener’s Agreement. There are many different types of community gardens, with
different governing structures and operating models. The Garden Rules are intended as a starting framework that can
be tailored based on the needs of the specific garden, the parties, and the gardening community. Because the Sponsor
is ultimately legally responsible to the Landowner for operation of the garden, the Garden Rules give final authority for
many decisions to the Sponsor. Even so, the Sponsor could choose to delegate some of those decisions to the gardening
leadership team.
From a legal perspective, Garden Rules are a tool to:
• Maintain the safety of all participants
• Maintain the property safely
• Prevent disputes
• Provide a fair method for resolving disputes to prevent them from escalating
• Prevent disturbances to neighboring property owners and residents
In addition, having and following carefully thought-out Garden Rules can demonstrate to the Landowner that the proposed
garden will be operated safely and responsibly, helping convince the Landowner to allow use of the property as a
community garden.
To address communities’ varying needs, we offer comments explaining the provisions or options. The comments and
options are written in italics. Text in brackets is suggested, but should be altered to meet local conditions. When modifying
these Rules, consider how changes may affect the factors listed above.

_________________________ Community Garden Rules
This document sets out the rules that govern the
Community Garden (the “Garden”).
These Rules are intended to help all our Gardeners grow fresh, healthy food in a thriving garden, to help create a
sense of community among our gardeners, and to help the Garden to be a good neighbor.
(the “Sponsor”) is a nonprofit organization that leases the land for the Garden, sponsors the
Garden, and administers these Rules. Every person who has a plot in the Garden (called “Gardeners”) must sign a
legal agreement with Sponsor in which the Gardener agrees to comply with these Rules.
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A. Access to the Garden
Season:

The Garden is open and accessible [ all year. Alternative: from

Hours:

Gardeners may be in the Garden between [ 6 ] am and [ 8 ] pm. [ Alternative: dawn to
dusk. ]

Keys and Security:

Sponsor will give each Gardener one key to the Garden [ or the combination or code to open
the lock ]. [ Gardeners will pay a $
deposit in exchange for receiving the key. The deposit
will be returned when Gardener returns the key upon vacating his or her plot. ] Gardeners may
not make any copies of the key. On leaving the Garden, Gardeners are responsible for
locking the gate if there are no other individuals in the Garden. Gardeners will follow any
additional security guidelines that may be announced by Sponsor.

to

].

Comment: Some gardens may not have gates secured by locks. If so, consider whether there
are other security measures or a “closing” protocol gardeners should follow and change the text
accordingly. Locked gates may lower the risk of vandalism, theft, and liability.

B. Garden Plots
Use of Own Plot:

Gardeners may use only the plots assigned to them by the Sponsor [ leadership team ] .
Gardeners will maintain their plants within their plots and will trim any plants that
extend into neighboring plots or into common areas. Gardeners may not alter the
dimensions of their plot.
Comment: Some gardens use joint cultivation areas. If so, change the text in these Rules to address
the Gardeners’ responsibilities when gardening in the joint cultivation areas.

Plantings:

Gardeners may plant vegetables, fruits, and flowers. Gardeners may not grow any plants
above [ 4 ] feet in height.

[ Alternative language: Gardeners may plant vegetables, fruits, and flowers. Gardeners
may not maintain plantings or plant-supporting structures that impede the security of the
garden or impede adjacent gardeners’ access to sunlight by the nature of their height, material or density. ]
Comment: Landowners may want to impose a height limit on plants for safety reasons or out of
deference to neighbors. Some communities have zoning or other restrictions regarding landscaping
that blocks views or shades adjacent property. It is important to check local laws before increasing
height restrictions. For gardens with a shorter lifespan, the Sponsor may recommend that
Gardeners not grow plants that take multiple years to produce food. In addition, the Sponsor
may wish to maintain a list of plants prohibited in the Garden, such as highly invasive vines or
stinging nettles.
Supplies:
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Organic Methods:

Gardeners will garden organically. Gardeners will check with the Sponsor before applying
any fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, or rodenticides, even if labeled “organic.” Use of
compost, organic mulch, and weeding is always acceptable.

Water:

Each Gardener is responsible for watering his or her own plot [ using the hose provided by
Sponsor or Gardeners collectively. ] Gardeners will not overwater their plants or leave a hose
unattended. [ The cost of water is included in the cost of plot rental, so any excessive water usage
may cause the cost of plot rental to increase the following year. ]

Tools:

Gardeners may bring their own tools into the Garden to use in their plots, but they cannot
store any tools in the Garden. Gardeners are responsible for any damage caused by tools
they bring into the Garden and so should use them with care. Gardeners may not use any
power tools, such as those that require gasoline, batteries, or electricity.

Plot Maintenance
and Trash:

Gardeners will maintain their plots and adjacent paths in a clean and neat fashion,
promptly removing any weeds, overgrowth, or other waste from their plot. Gardeners will
promptly harvest edible plants. Gardeners are responsible for hauling and disposing of
their own trash, such as weeds, boxes, trays, bags, packets, and similar items.
[ Summer gardening begins in early spring. Plots should be weeded and planted by [ May 1 ]. Winter
gardening begins in early fall. Your plot should be replanted with a winter or cover crop, amended
with compost or covered by mulch by [ November 1 ] .]
Comment: This Rule should be changed to reflect local growing seasons and what gardening, if
any, occurs in the fall and winter months. Giving specific dates ensures that Gardeners understand
their responsibilities at the end of the growing season(s). Depending on the local climate, the Rules
should include responsibilities for leaf and snow removal. Finally, it may be helpful to provide a
chart that designates all of the maintenance chores and the responsibilities for them.

Yearly Clean-up:

Gardeners will perform a yearly clean-up on their plots on [ date to be determined by Sponsor. ]

[ Compost: ]

[ Gardeners will place any organic waste such as weeds, dead plants, or rotten produce, in the
compost pile designated by Sponsor. ]
Comment: Compost feasibility varies from site to site, but should be encouraged. Some
communities have local laws requiring composting. It is important to check local requirements and
to adjust the Rules accordingly. The Sponsor may also wish to have weeds composted separately and
exclude unchopped thick stems and diseased plant materials from compost piles.

Absence:

Gardeners may not abandon their plots. Abandonment means failing to maintain a plot for
[ 2 weeks ]. If a Gardener expects to be away from the Garden for more than [ 2 weeks ],
but less than [ 3 months ], he or she must inform Sponsor. The Gardener and the Sponsor
will then determine an alternative, such as a temporary substitute, acceptable to both.
Gardeners who are away for more than [ 3 months ] will lose their plots.

No Personal Property:

Gardeners may not keep any personal property on their plots or in the Garden when
they are not in the Garden. If Gardeners leave personal property on their plots after the
termination of their participation in the Garden, Sponsor can keep and sell the abandoned
property.
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C. COMMON AREAS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
[ Common Tools: ]

[ Sponsor or Gardeners collectively will provide a set of tools in a storage shed in the Garden for use
by all Gardeners (the “Common Tools.”) Gardeners will return the Common Tools to the storage
shed as soon as they are finished using them. If a Common Tool appears dangerous or in disrepair,
Gardener will not use the Common Tool and inform Sponsor immediately. ]

Common
Responsibilities:

Gardeners will keep clean and neat any common areas, such as pathways and storage
sheds. Gardeners will promptly report any concerns about the safety of the Garden to
the Sponsor. If there is vandalism, storm damage, or other damage to the Garden, all
Gardeners are expected to help in cleaning up and restoring the Garden to its prior
condition, but the Sponsor will bear the cost of the repairs.

[ Garden Work Days: ]

[ All Gardeners must participate in [ 4 ] Garden Work Days per year, where they participate in
cleaning and maintaining the Garden. ]

D. Communication
Comment to section D: As noted previously, community gardens use various governance
structures, including having one garden manager, a leadership team, or governance council. In
certain gardens, the Sponsor may wish to make management decisions. In that case the Sponsor
should designate two Garden Coordinators responsible for communication between the Sponsor
and Gardeners. In other gardens, the Sponsor may wish to allow the Gardeners, through a garden
council or leadership team, to provide more management functions. Regardless of the governance
structure, it is important to ensure there is a specific method of communication between the Sponsor
and Gardeners so that Gardeners have input into the management and operation of the Garden
and are aware of the Rules and any changes to the Rules or operations of the Garden required by
the Sponsor.
[ Insert text here briefly describing the management structure ]
Garden Management:

The [ insert name of Garden leadership ] has complete authority to interpret the Rules and
make decisions.

Communication:

The [ Sponsor, Governance Council, leadership team, other entity
] will designate
[ two ] members as “Garden Coordinators” to be the official point of contact for the
Sponsor [ and leadership team ] and Gardeners.

Contact Information:

The Sponsor will provide a bulletin/announcement board in the garden. The Coordinators
[ and other members of the Leadership team ] will post contact numbers on the board in
the Garden. Gardeners must tell the Coordinators of any change in their contact e-mail
addresses or phone numbers.
Comment: Some gardens assign oversight of different functions to different members. If so, the
Rule should require that the names, duties, and contact information for each of the leaders be
posted.
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Gardener Input:

Gardeners are encouraged to provide suggestions about Garden operations to the
Coordinators. Gardeners should contact the Coordinators directly at the number
provided by the Coordinator, not the Sponsor’s office, with any questions relating to dayto-day operational matters.

Gardener Orientation:

New Gardeners must attend a Sponsor [ and leadership team ]-led orientation to become
familiar with how the Garden functions and their responsibilities as a Gardener.

Annual Meeting:

Once a year, the Sponsor will invite all Gardeners to an annual meeting to notify
Gardeners of any changes made in how the Garden operates, these Rules, in assignments
of plots, to discuss any issues or concerns, [ and to elect a new leadership team ]. Sponsor
will give written notice of the annual meeting, sent by email or first-class mail, no fewer
than 14 days in advance.
Comment: Many gardens distribute leadership duties by designating positions for membership,
treasurer, common area maintenance, communications, and other functions. Distributing
responsibilities for garden management and oversight prevents overburdening a few members.
Leaders can be elected at the annual meeting.

Confidentiality:

Sponsor and other Gardeners will not use any personally identifiable information,
including Gardener’s name, email address, telephone number, or street address, for
purposes other than the operation of the Garden.

E. Conduct
General Conduct:

Gardeners are expected to be civil, honest, and cooperative in dealing with the
Landowner, Sponsor, Garden neighbors, other Gardeners, and guests of other
Gardeners.

Guests:

Gardeners may bring guests, including children, into the Garden, provided that the
guests comply with the Rules. Gardeners will supervise any child under the age of
sixteen. Gardeners will be responsible for the conduct of children and their guests
including making sure they do not damage or interfere with activities on other plots or
otherwise engage in inappropriate conduct. Guest violations of these Rules are treated as
violations by the Gardener.
Comment: Many gardens encourage Gardeners to hold internal garden community-building
events such as potluck dinners, gardening workshops, music in the garden, etc. Other gardens
may limit the number of guests a Gardener can bring in at any time and require explicit
permission before bringing in a large group (for example, a school class for a visit or special
event) or holding an “open house” for the community. The Rules should reflect what activities
are permitted, how frequently, any restrictions on guests, and what activities require special
permission.
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Gardeners may not bring any pets or animals into the Garden, including for burial.
[ Alternative: Gardeners may bring their pets into the Garden only if Gardeners keep them on a
leash or other restraint for the entire time the pets are in the Garden. Gardeners are responsible
for cleaning up after their pets and ensuring that their pets stay on their plots and do not interfere
with activities or damage plants on other plots. If other Gardeners complain about the pet,
Gardener will remove it from the Garden. ]
Comment: Pets can be points of controversy for community gardens. Many community gardens
simply ban all pets.

Respect Others’ Property:

Gardeners may not enter other plots, use another Gardener’s tools or supplies, or harvest
another Gardener’s produce, without the explicit permission of the other Gardener.
Gardeners may not enter property next to the Garden without the owner’s permission.

No Illegal Plants:

Gardeners may not grow any plants considered illegal under state or federal law. For
example, Gardeners may not grow Cannabis sativa (marijuana), whether or not the use of
marijuana may be lawful for medical purposes under state law.

Compliance:

Gardeners must comply with all applicable local, state, and federal laws.

No Firearms:

Gardeners may not carry, use, or store firearms in the Garden.

No Smoking:

Gardeners may not smoke in the Garden.

No Alcohol/Drug Use:

Gardeners may not consume or use alcohol or illegal drugs while on the Garden premises.
Gardeners may not bring alcohol or illegal drugs onto the Garden premises. Gardeners
may not come into the Garden while under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs.

No Sexual Relations:

Gardeners may not engage in sexual relations in the Garden.

No Fires or Cooking:

Gardeners may not start or maintain a campfire, burn weeds, [ use a barbecue grill, or cook ]
in the Garden.
Comment: Many community gardens encourage using a barbecue grill for garden-wide events. If
so, change the Rule to reflect when, and under what circumstances, barbecue use is permitted.

No Loud Music:

Gardeners may not play music or the radio loud enough to be a nuisance to other
Gardeners or to the Garden’s neighbors.

No Sales:

The Garden is for personal, noncommercial use only; Gardeners may not sell any produce
or flowers grown in the Garden.
Comment: Some landowners may permit limited on-site sales during specific times. Before
permitting sales, the Sponsor should check state and local law to determine whether a permit or
license is required for sales and ensure that Gardeners comply with all laws.
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F. Problems
Dispute Resolution:

Gardeners will raise with the Coordinators any disputes about the Garden or with fellow
Gardeners. The Coordinators [ Leadership team ] will have the power to hear these disputes
and will resolve them in the best interest of the Garden.

Rules Violations:

Gardeners may lose their rights to participate in the Garden if they fail to comply with any
of these Rules. If a Gardener:
•

endangers other Gardeners, Sponsor, neighbors, or other individuals;

•

takes or uses another Gardener’s tools, supplies, or produce without permission;

•

encroaches on Garden neighbors’ property;

•

grows illegal plants;

•

carries, uses or stores firearms in the Garden;

•

uses alcohol or illegal drugs in the Garden; or

•

has sexual relations in the Garden

The Sponsor may, at its discretion, terminate immediately the Gardener’s right to
participate in the Garden. If that occurs, the Gardener must leave the Garden by the end
of Garden hours on the termination day and may not reenter without Sponsor’s permission.
If a Gardener violates any other of these Rules, Sponsor will inform Gardener of the
violation by [ sending an email to Gardener or putting a red flag on Gardener’s plot. ] Gardener
will have [ one week ] to correct the violation. If the violation is not corrected within [ one
week, ] as determined by the Sponsor in its discretion, the Sponsor may, at its discretion,
terminate the Gardener’s Agreement. After termination, Gardener will have [ two weeks ]
to harvest and clean up the plot.
Upon termination for any reason, a Gardener will promptly return to the Sponsor the key
to the Garden and any other Sponsor property. Terminated Gardeners are not entitled to
any refunds or other payments from the Sponsor.

No Limit on Sponsor
Rights:

The process described in this Section G does not (i) limit the Sponsor’s ability to enforce
its rights under these Rules; (ii) limit or qualify a Gardener’s obligation to comply with
applicable law or the Rules; or (iii) limit the Sponsor’s right to notify and/or involve
government authorities as it may determine.

No Refund or Other
Claims:

Gardeners under no circumstances will be entitled, directly or indirectly, to any refunds,
any direct, incidental, consequential, punitive, or other damages, any other forms
of compensation from the Sponsor or the owner of the Garden’s land, or to obtain
an injunction, specific performance, or other equitable remedy, as a consequence of
termination from participation in the Garden.
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G. OTHER PROVISIONS
Changes in the Rules:

Sponsor may amend these Rules in its discretion without advance notice. Sponsor will
provide all Gardeners with a copy of the current Rules, will post a copy of the current
Rules at the Garden, and will summarize any changes in the next annual meeting. The
Gardeners, through the [ Garden Coordinators/leadership team ], may propose Rules for the
Sponsor’s consideration.

Master Lease:

The Gardener’s Agreements with individual Gardeners are subject to the master Lease
between the landlord who owns the Garden’s land and Sponsor. As a result, if the
landlord terminates the lease, the Garden will close, and the Gardener’s Agreement will
terminate. At that time the Gardeners will no longer have access to the Garden.

Garden Agreement
Controls:

Nothing in these Rules limits, qualifies, or otherwise affects the Garden Agreements
between the Sponsor and each Gardener. Should there be any ambiguity or conflict
between a Gardener Agreement and these Rules, the Gardener Agreement will control.

Waiver:

Any waiver by the Sponsor of these Rules must be in writing and signed by the Sponsor.
Failure, neglect, or delay by the Sponsor at any time to enforce the provision of these
Rules will not be considered a waiver of the Sponsor’s rights under these Rules. Waiver
of any breach or provision of these Rules or failure to enforce any breach or provision of
these Rules will not be considered a waiver of any later breach or the right to enforce any
provision of these Rules.

No Discrimination:

Sponsor will not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, sex,
disability, age, medical condition, ancestry, marital status, citizenship, sexual orientation,
gender identity, or status as a veteran [ except the Sponsor will keep available [ 25% ] of the
plots for certain groups of individuals ].

Translations Not
Binding:

Sponsor may provide Gardeners with a translation of these Rules and related summaries
or other explanatory materials. Sponsor does so as a convenience. Should there be
any ambiguity or conflict between the English and the translated versions of these
documents, the English language versions will control. They, not the translations, are the
official, legally binding documents.

Other Rules:

Comment: Depending on the anticipated tenure of the garden and local circumstances, the
Sponsor may wish to include Rules addressing some additional issues, such as allocation of plots
when there is a waiting list to join the garden, the allocation of costs when infrastructure repairs
are needed, and other topics.
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Model Community Garden Discussion
Checklist for Prospective Gardeners
The community garden sponsor should discuss with prospective participants how the garden operates, the
responsibilities of gardeners, and the possibility of the garden lease being terminated. This discussion should occur
before the Gardener’s Agreement is signed so that the gardener can decide whether to participate.
From a legal perspective, the objectives of the orientation are (1) to demonstrate reasonable care in the sponsorship
of the garden, (2) to reduce the risk of misunderstandings and conflicts, and (3) to ensure that gardeners are well
informed about the risks and responsibilities of participating in the garden.
Topics:
Garden Operations
Plot and Common Area Upkeep: Advise gardener of responsibilities of maintaining garden.
Supplies: Advise that s/he will be responsible for his/her own seeds, plants, supplies, and tools, other than
those tools provided by sponsor.
Organic Methods Only: Advise that the garden must be gardened using organic methods.
Term: Reinforce that once a gardener signs the Gardener’s Agreement, s/he is responsible for his/her own plot
until the end of the term.
Season and Hours: Advise that the garden is accessible [ year round ] and is open from [ 6 a.m. to 8 p.m. ]
Garden Rules: Provide the gardener with the rules and regulations, and explain that they must be obeyed by all
gardeners, highlighting any serious offenses.

Legal Responsibilities
Compliance with Garden Rules: Emphasize that gardener must comply with the rules or lose the privilege of
gardening.
No Transfers: Emphasize that a gardener cannot transfer use of the plot without the garden coordinator/
leadership team’s approval.
Lease: Emphasize that the garden exists because of the generosity of the landowner, who can terminate the
lease and close down the garden with [ 3 months ] notice.
Liability Waiver: Remind the prospective gardener that risks come from participating in the garden and that
by signing the Gardener’s Agreement, the gardener waives any claims against the sponsor and the landowner
for injury, wrongful death, property damage, or any other claim; therefore, the gardener cannot sue the
landowner or sponsor in the event of any injury or damage.
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Model Community Garden Orientation for
New Gardeners
The community garden sponsor or a designee should hold an orientation session on site with new gardeners after the
new gardeners have signed the Gardener’s Agreement. The sponsor may also require that all new gardeners attend
such an orientation.
From a legal perspective, the objectives of the orientation are to (1) demonstrate reasonable care in the sponsorship
of the garden, (2) reduce the risk of misunderstandings and conflicts, and (3) reduce risk of non-compliance with the
lease for the land. To that end, the sponsor or designee should familiarize gardeners with the garden layout, explain
how the garden operates, and highlight key expectations and requirements.
Many of the items listed in this outline are covered in the Model Community Garden Rules. Where possible, the
coordinator should physically point out or demonstrate items discussed in the rules that may not be obvious to
gardeners.

Topics:
I.

Introduction of the Coordinators
a. Review mission of the garden
b. Explain the role of the coordinators
c. Provide contact information
d. Show where notices and rules are posted

II. Tour of Physical Site: Highlight any rules that
apply to specific features of the garden
a. Gate and garden access (including operating
hours)
b. Water source and use
c. Waste disposal (if located on site)
d. Common areas
e. [ Compost pile ]
f. [ Tool shed ]
g. [ Any other site-specific features ]
III. Plot Maintenance
a. Show example of a model plot (types of
plants, weeding, etc.)
b. Review policy regarding pesticides /
herbicides
c. Suggest locations where garden supplies can
be purchased
nplan.org

I
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IV. Safety
a. Demonstrate or highlight common
safety concerns that should be reported
(overgrowth, unsafe common areas, unusual
features of any communal tools, etc.)
b. Show location of first-aid kit, if any
V. Policies
a. Review conduct, guest, and pets policies
b. Reminder about duties such as workdays
and annual meeting
c. Consequences for offenses
VI. Getting Started
a. Direct gardeners to their assigned plots
b. Assign gate key to gardeners [ upon receipt
of deposit ]
c. [ Provide free seeds to get started ]
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1

Twiss J, Dickinson J, Duma S, et al. “Community Gardens: Lessons
Learned from California Healthy Cities and Communities.” American
Journal of Public Health, 93(9): 1435-1438, 2003; Local Government
Commission. Cultivating Community Gardens: The Role of Local
Governments in Creating Healthy, Livable Neighborhoods. Available at:
www.lgc.org/freepub/docs/community_design/fact_sheets/community_
gardens_cs.pdf.

Photos by Lydia Daniller and Tim Wagner for PartnershipPH.org.
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Cultivating
Community Gardens
The Role of Local Government in
Creating Healthy, Livable Neighborhoods

L

ocal government leaders are in a unique position to promote healthy eating and active living in their
communities by supporting community gardens. Community gardens are places where neighbors
can gather to cultivate plants, vegetables and fruits. Such gardens can improve nutrition, physical
activity, community engagement, safety and economic vitality for a neighborhood and its residents.
Barriers, such as liability expenses, code restrictions
and a lack of resources, which often make it difficult
for communities to establish or maintain gardens
in their neighborhoods, can be overcome with
local government engagement.
This brochure offers case studies, best management
practices, resources and tools for policymakers
to develop creative, cost-effective solutions that
reduce barriers and facilitate the creation of community garden programs. To read more about
these case studies and the resources footnoted
in this factsheet, visit:
■ www.lgc.org/healthycommunities

Gardens benefit communities
Community garden programs with the following
characteristics have the greatest potential to
strengthen communities [4]:
➢ Provide an open space for community
gatherings and family events.
➢ Include neighbors of various ages, races
and ethnic backgrounds.
➢ Offer educational opportunities and
vocational skills for youths.
➢ Target or include lower-income residents.
➢ Enable gardeners to sell their produce
through a local farmer’s market.
➢ Build in a method to encourage the donation
of surplus produce to food shelters.

Unhealthy communities
bear greater costs
Sixty-five percent of adults in the U.S. are overweight or obese [1], and more than 33% of children
and adolescents are obese or at risk for becoming
obese [2]. For adults, the potential health consequences of obesity include cardiovascular disease,
hypertension, type 2 diabetes, osteoporosis and
some cancers. Obese children are at a greater
risk than normal-weight children for developing
type 2 diabetes, hypertension, high cholesterol,
sleep apnea and orthopedic problems.
In addition to the potential health consequences,
obesity creates a substantial economic burden
for the U.S. The direct and indirect health costs
associated with obesity are estimated at $117
billion per year, nationwide, in the form of worker
absenteeism, health care premiums, co-payments
and out-of-pocket expenses [3].

Environment and Education
■
■

Nutrition: Food
security and access

Limited access to healthy foods,
such as fruits and vegetables, is
a major barrier to healthy eating.
Low-income, underserved communities are at the highest risk
for obesity because they often
lack supermarkets, leaving
convenience stores or fast-food
chains as the main source of
meals [5]. Expensive fruits and
vegetables may also be costprohibitive for low-income
families.
Community gardens provide
residents of underserved
communities the opportunity
to grow their own fruits and
vegetables, increasing access
and affordability.
■

Physical activity

The U.S. Surgeon General, along
with the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention and the
American College of Sports
Medicine, recommends getting
a minimum of 30 minutes of
moderate-intensity physical
activity on most days of the
week for adults and 60 minutes
of moderately or vigorously
intense activity most days of
the week for children and
adolescents. Unfortunately,
nearly 40% of adults and 23%
of children do not get any
free-time physical activity [6].
Gardening is a recommended
form of moderate physical activity.
Community gardening can
encourage more active lifestyles
by providing children and adults
the opportunity to exercise by
stretching, bending, walking, digging and lifting tools and plants.

Creating more open space

Most urban areas in America do not meet local or state requirements
for open space and parks per capita, particularly minority communities
that have fewer resources to obtain and retain open space. For instance,
in Los Angeles, neighborhoods with 75% or more white residents boast
31.8 acres of park space for every 1,000 people, compared with 1.7 acres in
African-American neighborhoods and 0.6 acres in Latino neighborhoods [7].
Community gardens are an inexpensive way for cities to mitigate this
disparity and recapture unused land for the purpose of beautification.
A neglected vacant lot can be transformed into a garden where people
of all ages can grow food together and strengthen community ties.
■

Educational opportunities

Hands-on exposure to community gardens
can teach children about the sources
of fresh produce, demonstrate
community stewardship and
introduce the importance of
environmental sustainability.
Gardens are also great places
for children to learn math,
business and communication
skills through applied activities
and interaction. Integrating
environment-based education
into academic programs improves
reading, math, science and social studies
test scores and reduces discipline problems
in the classroom [8].

Environmental Benefits
➢ Green vegetation can reflect as much as 20% to 25% of radiation
from the sun, thus reducing the heat island effect in cities and
cooling the climate in urban areas [9].
➢ In the United States, a meal travels about 13,000 miles, on average,
before reaching your plate [10]. Eating locally produced foods
reduces fuel consumption, carbon dioxide emissions, and a variety
of other negative environmental consequences associated with
the transportation of foods.
➢ Garden soil is an absorbent substance that reduces runoff from
the rain and helps minimize surface erosion.
➢ Gardens reduce pollutants in our air by absorbing carbon dioxide.
➢ Small open spaces in urban areas provide crucial corridors for
retaining native wildlife and supporting migratory species [11].

Costs and Benefits
■

Property values and tax revenues

Green space adds property value to neighborhoods by
beautifying spaces and creating more attractive places
for people to walk and enjoy life outdoors. People
are willing to pay more to live in places with these
amenities. In New York, neighborhoods surrounding
a community garden saw a 9.4% increase in property
values within the first five years of its opening [12].
■

Community services

Community gardens can be integrated into broader
community projects such as after-school programs
for children, activities for the elderly and resources
for food banks and homeless shelters. In Seattle, the
city’s P-Patch Program works with the not-for-profit
P-Patch Trust to supply between 7 to 10 tons of
produce to Seattle food banks each year through
their well-developed community garden network.
■

Community pride and ownership

The safety and vitality of a healthy community relies
heavily upon the invested pride and ownership that
residents have for their neighborhood. Community
gardens offer a focal point for neighborhood organizing, and can lead to community-based efforts to deal
with other social concerns. They give youth a safe
place to interact with peers, while involving them in
beneficial activities [7]. Community gardens can
increase safety by providing more eyes on the street
[13]. Communities that develop semi-public spaces
where people can become actively engaged in their
community have significantly lower crime rates than
neighborhoods where these amenities do not exist [14].

Gardening in San Diego schools

I

n San Diego, students at Rosa Parks Elementary
School enjoy the benefits of a community
garden right on their school’s campus. The
school is located in the City Heights neighborhood
where residents are predominately Latino, AfricanAmerican and Southeast Asian, and 55% of families
earn incomes below the federal poverty level.
The teachers use the school’s community garden
to take students outside the classroom and offer
interactive instruction on health and nutrition,
science, mathematics, ecology and agriculture.

Community gardens are affordable

T

he annual cost of most community gardens
are minimal because residents, rather than
city employees, are responsible for maintaining
the gardens. Cities can help establish community
gardens by identifying and purchasing viable sites
for gardens, providing water for irrigation, necessary
infrastructure as a one-time capital expense, and
insurance liability to relieve small nonprofits or
community members of this burden.
Some cities provide organizational structure for
community gardens through their parks and
recreation departments as a strategy for longterm survival. For example, the Burlington Area
Community Garden in Vermont is a partnership
between the city’s parks department and the
nonprofit Friends of Burlington Gardens. The city
provides administrative, office and staff support
and in-kind equipment contributions. It oversees
eight community gardens at a total annual cost
of $40,000, which is partially offset by $17,000 in
garden revenue each year.
www.enjoyburlington.com/Programs/Community
Gardens.cfm and www.burlingtongardens.org

Food policy council sows seeds for
improved health and nutrition

I

n Oregon, the Portland/Multnomah Food Policy
Council was developed in 2002 by the City of
Portland and Multnomah County.

Housed in Portland’s Office of Sustainable Development, the Food Policy Council provides research
and recommendations to the city on institutional
food practices, citizen food awareness, hunger
and food access, land use policies, business and
economic issues and environmental impacts on
the food system.

How Local Governments Can Help

T
■

hrough a variety of policies and partnerships, local and state government can
promote healthier communities by improving residents’ access to fresh fruits and
vegetables and designing environments that encourage active living. The following items are resources
local leaders can reference when working to establish community gardens in their neighborhoods:

Create a municipal community garden program.

In Seattle, the P-Patch Community Garden Program,
in the city’s parks and recreation department, protects
the longevity of community gardens by acquiring
land with open space funds. This program currently
has more than 54 operating gardens throughout
Seattle. The not-for-profit P-Patch Trust works with
the program to acquire, build, preserve and protect
the gardens. The Trust also provides advocacy,
outreach and educational programs for gardeners.
www.seattle.gov/neighborhoods/ppatch
(206) 684-0264, p-patch.don@seattle.gov
www.ppatchtrust.org
(425) 329-1601, ppatch.trust@ppatchtrust.org
■

Create a municipally funded not-for-profit
organization to support community gardens.

NeighborSpace, a nonprofit organization funded
through and operating in the city of Chicago, the
Chicago Parks District and the Cook County Forest
Preserve District, acquires property to preserve land
for community gardens. NeighborSpace acts as a land
trust for community gardens and accepts liability for
the site. Since 1996, it has acquired more than 50
sites for preservation as community garden space.
http://neighbor-space.org
(312) 431-9406, info@neighbor-space.org
■

Include community gardens in your
general / comprehensive plan.

In California, Berkeley’s general plan states that the
city will “encourage and support community gardens
as important open space resources that build communities and provide a local food source” in the open
space element. The general plan lists action steps,
which include pursuing community gardens in
specific new developments and high-density areas.
www.ci.berkeley.ca.us/planning/landuse/plans/
generalPlan/openSpace.html
(510) 981-7410

1303 J St., Suite 250
Sacramento, CA 95814-2936
(916) 448-1198 • www.lgc.org

■

Allow zoning for community gardens.

Boston established a specific community garden
category that can be zoned as a sub-district within an
open space zoning district. Identifying prime locations
for community gardens aids in their creation and
emphasizes the importance of this use to the city.
www.cityofboston.gov/bra/pdf/ZoningCode/Article33.pdf
Jeff Hampton, senior zoning planner, (617) 918-4308,
jeffrey.hampton.bra@cityofboston.gov
■

Create a community garden committee.

San Francisco has a community gardens policy
committee that works to implement the community
garden objectives established in the city’s general
plan. The objectives currently include expanding
community garden opportunities throughout the city
by establishing policies and implementing garden
standards. The Recreation and Park Commission
considers the committee’s recommendations.
www.parks.sfgov.org/site/recpark_index.asp?id=27041
Margaret McArthur, recreation and park commission
liaison, (415) 831-2750, margaret.mcarthur@sfgov.org
■

Provide an easily accessible inventory of all
vacant public/private lots and open space.

OASIS NYC, the Open Accessible Space Information
System Cooperative, is a collaborative of federal, state, city,
nonprofit and private organizations that provide online
maps of all open space in New York City to help enhance the stewardship of open space. The USDA Forest
Service and Natural Resources Conservation Service
were founding partners and funders, and local and state
departments provide data and information services.
www.oasisnyc.net
Matthew H. Arnn, USDA Forest Service NE area regional
landscape architect, (212) 542-7134, marnn@fs.fed.us

Read more at www.lgc.org/healthycommunities
The Local Government Commission is a nonprofit, membership
organization that provides inspiration, technical assistance and networking
opportunity to local elected officials and other dedicated community
leaders working to create healthy, walkable and resource-efficient
communities. To join or learn more about the LGC: www.lgc.org
Leadership for Healthy Communities is a national partnership initiative
supported by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation to help state and local
leaders create and promote places, policies and programs that enable active
living and healthy eating. www.leadershipforhealthycommunities.org
printed on recycled paper • editing+design: dave davis
photo credits: Bill Maynard, Alex Mandel

Bountiful Bethel
Community Partners, Resources and Grants
Bountiful Bethel SNAP Leadership Team
Alberta Cook, Active Bethel Citizens / amccO@yahoo.com
Aleta Miller, Active Bethel Citizens and ECOS / vayamaji@att.net / 541-344-8659
Cathy Rodda, Active Bethel Citizens/ cjrodda@yahoo.com
Deb Johnson-Shelton, Communities and Schools Together, ORI / DebJ@ori.org
Joanne Gross, Active Bethel Citizens / joannegross@ymail.com
Kent Calvin, Active Bethel Citizens / kentclavin@comcast.net
Mark Peeters, Active Bethel Citizens / mark@peetersandpeeterslandscape.com / 541-953-1546
Neil Obringer, Neighborhood Economic Development Center n/a
Pat Farr, former City Councilor, Ward 6 / farrout72@gmail.com
Pat McGillivray, Bethel School District / pat.mcgillivray@bethel.k12.or.us

Community Partners/Resources
•

Bethel Food Pantry
Distribution site for Food for Lane County; 2nd and 4th Saturdays, 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
http://bethesdalutheranchurch.com/helping-anyone-through-food-donations
Hilary Kaldahl; Bethesda Lutheran Church, 4445 Royal Avenue, Eugene OR 97402
541-688-9085

•

Bethel School District
http://www.bethel.k12.or.us/
Pat McGillivray; 4640 Barger Drive, Eugene, OR 97402; 541-689-3280

•

Communities and Schools Together/Oregon Research Institute
https://cast.ori.org/
Deb Johnson-Shelton; cast.info@ori.org
CAST Project, Oregon Research Institute, 1715 Franklin Blvd., Eugene, OR 97403

•

Environmental Center of Sustainability (ECOS)
http://www.ecos-eugene.org;
Aleta Miller; ECOS, 5027 West Port Street, Eugene, OR 97402; 541-543-9103

•

Food for Lane County/School Gardens Program
http://schoolgardenproject.org/
sgp@efn.org; P.O. Box 30072, Eugene, OR 97403; 541-284-1001

•

Huerto de la Familia
http://huertodelafamilia.org
3575 Donald St., 145 D, Eugene 97405; 541-255-6120

•

Lane County Extension/Master Gardeners
http://extension.oregonstate.edu/lane/gardens
783 Grant Street**, Eugene, OR 97401; 541-344-0265 (master gardener hotline)
**Relocating to 996 Jefferson Fall 2013

•

Lane County Extension/Master Preservers
http://extension.oregonstate.edu/community/food-preservation
783 Grant Street**, Eugene, OR 97401; 541-344-0265
**Relocating to 996 Jefferson Fall 2013

•

Slow Food Eugene Convivium
http://slowfoodeugene.org/
Florence Luker c/o wildflo@gmail.com/ Jim Crane c/o jcrane11@hotmail.com
or Erin Walkenshaw c/o ewalkens@yahoo.com

•

SPROUT! Regional Food Hub
www.sproutfoodhub.org
418 A Street, Springfield OR; 541-345-7106

•

Willamette Food and Farm Coalition
http://www.lanefood.org/home.php
150 Shelton-McMurphey Blvd., Eugene, OR 97401; 541-341-1216

•

Willamette Valley Sustainable Foods Alliance
http://wvsfalliance.org/
Willamette Street, Box 101, Eugene, Or 97401; 541-321-0553

City of Eugene:
•

Neighborhood Services
http://www.eugene-or.gov/index.aspx?NID=1128
Contact: Rene Kane, Neighborhood Planner, rene.c.kane@ci.eugene.or.us
Mailing address: 99 West 10th Avenue, Eugene, Oregon 97401
Phone number: 541-682-6243

•

Solid Waste and Green Building Program/Compost and Urban Agriculture
Website: http://www.eugene-or.gov/index.aspx?nid=427
Contact: Anne Donahue, Anne.C.Donahue@ci.eugene.or.us
Mailing address: 99 West 10th Avenue, Eugene, OR 97401
Phone number: 541-682-5224

•

Community Gardens http://www.eugene-or.gov/communitygardens

University of Oregon:
•

Urban Farm/Civic Agriculture Class
http://landarch.uoregon.edu/
Harper Keeler, hkeeler@uoregon.edu
Mailing address: Urban Farm, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97401
Phone number: 541-346-3634

•

Design Bridge
http://designbridge.org/ 541-346-2762; Dbridge@uoregon.edu
University of Oregon School of Architecture and Allied Arts, Eugene, OR 97401
Notes: (multi-disciplinary student group; works on community projects)

•

UO Slow Food Convivium
http://slowfooduo.wordpress.com/

Individuals
•

Crosscultural Now http://crossculturalnow.com/;
Beatriz Robles Kieser; 541-206-4882
Beatriz@crossculturalnow.com
Notes: Latino Outreach; Spanish Translation

Web Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•

National Center for Appropriate Technology. ATTRA - National Sustainable Agriculture
Information Service https://attra.ncat.org/attra-pub/local_food/urban_ag.html
City Farmer http://www.cityfarmer.org/
Why Hunger Blog http://blog.whyhunger.org/
Eugene Friendly Neighborhood Farmers
http://eugenefriendlyfarmers.ning.com/?xg_source=msg_mes_network
Building Communities with Farms (Liberty Prairie Foundation) www.prairiecrossing.com
Good Food on a Tight Budget (Environmental Working Group) www.ewg.org

Grants and Foundations
Urban Agriculture
•
•
•
•
•

Community Food Projects Grant Program / www.nifa.usda.gov/
Captain Planet Foundation / www.captainplanetfoundation.org
The Walmart Foundation / http://foundation.walmart.com/apply-for-grants
The Northwest Health Foundation and Meyer Memorial Trust / www.mmt.org
Seeds of Change Grant / http://www.seedsofchange.com/

Neighborhood Farms / Community Gardens
•
•
•
•
•
•

Helios Matching Grant Program / www.heliosnetwork.org/
Partners for a Hunger-Free Oregon partnered with the Oregon Department of Education (ODE) /
www.oregonhunger.org/
Healthy Sprouts Awards / www.kidsgardening.com
Welch’s Harvest Grants / www.scholastic.com
McKenzie River Gathering Foundation Grants/ www.mrgfoundation.org/apply
Annie’s Homegrown / www.annies.com/school-gardens/grants-for-gardens/
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